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ADDRESS OF HIS HOLINESS BENEDICT XVI
AT THE CONCLUSION OF THE SYMPOSIUM
ORGANIZED BY THE "PAVE THE WAY FOUNDATION"
Hall of the Swiss, Castel Gandolfo
Thursday, 19 September 2008

Dear Mr Krupp,
Ladies and Gentlemen,
I am happy to meet with you at the conclusion of the important symposium organized by the
Pave the Way Foundation. I know that many eminent scholars have participated in this
reflection on the numerous works of my beloved predecessor - the Servant of God Pope Pius
XII - accomplished during the difficult period around the time of the second world war. I
warmly welcome each of you especially Mr Gary Krupp, President of the Foundation, whom
I thank for the kind words expressed on your behalf. I am grateful to him for informing me
how your work has been undertaken during the symposium. You have analyzed without bias
the events of history and concerned yourselves only with seeking the truth. I also greet those
accompanying you on this visit, as well as your family members and loved ones at home.
The focus of your study has been the person and the tireless pastoral and humanitarian work
of Pius XII, Pastor Angelicus. Fifty years have passed since his pious death here at Castel
Gandolfo early on the ninth of October 1958, after a debilitating disease. This anniversary
provides an important opportunity to deepen our knowledge of him, to meditate on his rich
teaching and to analyze thoroughly his activities. So much has been written and said of him
during these last five decades and not all of the genuine facets of his diverse pastoral activity
have been examined in a just light. The aim of your symposium has been precisely to address
some of these deficiencies, conducting a careful and documented examination of many of his
interventions, especially those in favour of the Jews who in those years were being targeted
all over Europe, in accordance with the criminal plan of those who wanted to eliminate them
from the face of the earth. When one draws close to this noble Pope, free from ideological
prejudices, in addition to being struck by his lofty spiritual and human character one is also
captivated by the example of his life and the extraordinary richness of his teaching. One can
also come to appreciate the human wisdom and pastoral intensity which guided him in his
long years of ministry, especially in providing organized assistance to the Jewish people.
Thanks to the vast quantity of documented material which you have gathered, supported by
many authoritative testimonies, your symposium offers to the public forum the possibility of
knowing more fully what Pius XII achieved for the Jews persecuted by the Nazi and fascist
regimes. One understands, then, that wherever possible he spared no effort in intervening in
their favour either directly or through instructions given to other individuals or to institutions
of the Catholic Church. In the proceedings of your convention you have also drawn attention
to his many interventions, made secretly and silently, precisely because, given the concrete
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situation of that difficult historical moment, only in this way was it possible to avoid the
worst and save the greatest number of Jews. This courageous and paternal dedication was
recognized and appreciated during and after the terrible world conflict by Jewish
communities and individuals who showed their gratitude for what the Pope had done for
them. One need only recall Pius XII’s meeting on the 29th of November 1945 with eighty
delegates of German concentration camps who during a special Audience granted to them at
the Vatican, wished to thank him personally for his generosity to them during the terrible
period of Nazi-fascist persecution.
Ladies and Gentlemen, thank you for your visit and for the research you have undertaken.
Thanks also to the Pave the Way Foundation for its ongoing activity in promoting
relationships and dialogue between religions, as witnesses of peace, charity and
reconciliation. It is my great hope that this year, which marks the fiftieth-anniversary of my
venerated predecessor’s death, will provide the opportunity to promote in-depth studies of
various aspects of his life and his works in order to come to know the historical truth,
overcoming every remaining prejudice. With these sentiments I invoke upon you and the
proceedings of your symposium an abundance of divine blessings.
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BOSNIA AND HERZEGOVINA: CONSOLIDATING RECONCILIATION
VATICAN CITY, 18 SEP 2008 (VIS) - This morning in the Apostolic Palace of
Castelgandolfo, Benedict XVI received the Letters of Credence of Jasna
Krivosic-Prpic, the new ambassador of Bosnia and Herzegovina to the Holy
See.
Addressing the diplomat in English, the Pope recalled how Bosnia and
Herzegovina "contains a rich mix of cultures and precious patrimonies.
Tragically, however, cultural and ethnic differences throughout history have not
infrequently been a source of misunderstanding and friction, ... as each of the
three constitutive peoples that make up your country know only too well".
"No person wishes for war", he went on. "No civic or religious group should
ever resort to violence or oppression. Yet, so many families in your land have
been subjected to the suffering which results from these calamities. Listening to
the voice of reason, however, and prompted by the hope that we all desire for
ourselves and the generations which follow, every individual can find the
strength to overcome past divisions".
The Holy Father acknowledged "the progress being made to consolidate
gestures of reconciliation", and he encouraged the international community "to
continue its efforts to assist Bosnia and Herzegovina to this end. I trust that, in
accepting the facts of regional history and the grave lessons to be learnt from
recent years, the courage will be found to build a future with a healthy sense of
solidarity.
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"A State's spirit is shaped at many levels", he added.
"The family home is

where children learn the essential values of responsibility and harmonious
coexistence. It is here too that prejudices are either born or broken. Every
parent therefore has the grave duty to instil in their children, through example,
respect for the dignity that marks every person irrespective of ethnicity, religion
or social grouping".
"Good schooling not only attends to the cognitive development of children but
to the civic and spiritual as well. Teachers ... can do much to discredit any false
anthropological ideologies that contain seeds of hostility and to foster an
appreciation of cultural and religious diversity in the life of a country".
The communications media, the Pope insisted, "can do much to overcome
lingering attitudes of distrust by ensuring that they do not become tools of
prejudice but rather transcend particular interests and promote broad-based and
inclusive civic goals, thus becoming instruments at the service of greater justice
and solidarity".
At the same time, the State "is called to pursue with vigour its responsibility to
strengthen the institutions and extol the principles which lie at the heart of all
democracies. ... I am sure that the constitutional reforms which your government
is currently studying will address the legitimate aspirations of all citizens,
guaranteeing both the rights of individuals and social groups", he said.
"For her part the Church in Bosnia and Herzegovina", Pope Benedict
concluded, "will continue to assist in the attainment of the goals of reconciliation,
peace and prosperity. ... She exercises her mission of universal charity in its
threefold form: material, intellectual and spiritual. ... The promotion of spiritual
and moral values ... not only forms part of the transmission of religious traditions
but also nourishes the wider culture, motivating men and women of goodwill to
strengthen ties of solidarity and to manifest how a united society can indeed
arise from a plurality of peoples".
CD/LETTERS OF CREDENCE/BOSNIA HERZEGOVINA VIS 080918 (560)
UNDERSTANDING THE HISTORICAL TRUTH ABOUT PIUS XII
VATICAN CITY, 18 SEP 2008 (VIS) - At midday today in Castelgandolfo, the
Pope met participants in a symposium on the life and the pastoral and
humanitarian work of Pius XII. The symposium was promoted by the Pave the
Way Foundation, the president of which is Gary Krupp.
Having mentioned the fact that 50 years have passed since the death, on 9
October 1958, of Servant of God Pius XII, the Holy Father pointed out that
although "so much has been written and said of him during these last five
decades, ... not all of the genuine facets of his diverse pastoral activity have
been examined in a just light.
"The aim of your symposium", he added continuing his English-language talk,
"has been precisely to address some of these deficiencies, conducting a careful
and documented examination of many of his interventions, especially those in
favour of the Jews who in those years were being targeted all over Europe, in
accordance with the criminal plan of those who wanted to eliminate them from
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the face of the earth.
"When one draws close to this noble Pope, ... one can come to appreciate the
human wisdom and pastoral intensity which guided him in his long years of
ministry, especially in providing organised assistance to the Jewish people.
"Thanks to the vast quantity of documented material which you have gathered,
supported by many authoritative testimonies, your symposium offers to the
public forum the possibility of knowing more fully what Pius XII achieved for the
Jews persecuted by the Nazi and fascist regimes", said the Holy Father.
He then highlighted how the work of the symposium had drawn attention to
Pope Pius' "many interventions, made secretly and silently, precisely because,
given the concrete situation of that difficult historical moment, only in this way
was it possible to avoid the worst and save the greatest number of Jews. This
courageous and paternal dedication was recognised and appreciated during
and after the terrible world conflict by Jewish communities and individuals who
showed their gratitude for what the Pope had done for them".
Pope Benedict thanked the Pave the Way Foundation "for its ongoing activity
in promoting relationships and dialogue between religions, as witnesses of
peace, charity and reconciliation.
"It is my great hope", he concluded, "that this year, which marks the 50th
anniversary of my venerated predecessor's death, will provide the opportunity to
promote in-depth studies of various aspects of his life and his works in order to
come to know the historical truth, overcoming every remaining prejudice.
AC/SYMPOSIUM PIUS XII/...
VIS 080918
(440)
AUDIENCES
VATICAN CITY, 18 SEP 2008 (VIS) - The Holy Father today received in
separate audiences six prelates from the Episcopal Conference of Panama, on
their "ad limina" visit:
- Archbishop Jose Dimas Cedeno Delgado of Panama, accompanied by
Auxiliary Bishops Pablo Varela Server and Jose Domingo Ulloa Mendieta
O.S.A.
- Bishop Fernando Torres Duran of Chitre.
- Bishop Audilio Aguilar Aguilar of Colon - Kuna Yala.
- Bishop Jose Luis Lacunza Maestrojuan O.A.R. of David.
AL/.../...
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IN MEMORIAM
VATICAN CITY, 18 SEP 2008 (VIS) - The following prelates died in recent
3

weeks:
- Cardinal Antonio Innocenti, prefect emeritus of the Congregation for the
Clergy, on 6 September at the age of 93.
- Bishop Jose Antonio Dammert Bellindo, emeritus of Cajamarca, Peru, on 10
September at the age of 91.
- Bishop Daniel Gil Zorrilla S.J., emeritus of Salto, Uruguay, on 7 September at
the age of 78.
- Bishop Joseph Mukwaya, emeritus of Kiyinda-Mityana, Uganda, on 5
September at the age of 77.
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True Legacy of Pope Pius XII
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Special Symposium
Opens on Pope Pius
XII

(17 Sep 08 - RV) A conference in Rome examining the papacy of Pius XII came
to a close today, after three days of intense labours under the sponsorship of
the New York-based Pave the Way Foundation.
Fr. Dennis McManus is the current keeper of the archives of Jesuit Fr. Dennis
Graham, who spent three decades gathering all the information he could find in
connection with Pope Pius XII’s relationship with and actions in behalf of Jews,
especially during the war years.
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On the sidelines of the conference, Fr. McManus told us about how Fr. Graham
came to be involved in the search for the true legacy of the pope who led the
Church through the dark days of World War II…
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The Two Sides of Pacelli. Courageous as Pope,
Too Cautious as Secretary of State
Benedict XVI praises Pius XII for
helping the Jews during the war.
But "La Civiltà Cattolica"
criticizes his actions as cardinal,
when he reacted feebly to the
racial laws. Here is the article
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from the journal, published with
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the Jewish foundation Pave the
Way – in Rome for a symposium
on Pius XII – last Thursday
Benedict XVI expressed a very positive view of the figure and work of
Pope Eugenio Pacelli, and especially about what he did "to save the
Jews persecuted by the Nazi and Fascist regimes."
This is the first time that Joseph Ratzinger, as pope, has spoken out so
directly about his great and controversial predecessor. He will speak
about him again next October 9, at the Mass that will be celebrated on
the 50th anniversary of his death.
The address by Benedict XVI made an even greater impact in that his
judgment of the actions of Pius XII coincides with the relatively positive
views expressed by the Jews of the Pave the Way Foundation.
Also during these same days, a book has been released in Italy by
Andrea Riccardi, a professor of Church history and the founder of the
Community of St. Egidio. His book is also very positive, and documents
the actions of Pope Pacelli to help the persecuted Jews. The 424-page
volume, published by Laterza, is entitled "L'inverno più lungo. 1943-44:
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Pio XII, gli ebrei e i nazisti a Roma [The longest winter. 1943-44: Pius
XII, the Jews, and the Nazis in Rome]."
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But on the same Thursday, September 18, on which Benedict XVI
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expressed himself in such favorable terms about Pius XII, an article was
published in "La Civiltà Cattolica" that draws Pacelli – secretary of state
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under Pope Pius XI at the time – in more muted tones.
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"La Civiltà Cattolica" isn't just any journal. By statute, all of its articles
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are reviewed line by line by the Vatican secretariat of state before they
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are printed. And this supervision has been even more stringent since
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Cardinal Tarcisio Bertone became secretary of state.
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It was therefore somewhat startling that the author of the article, the
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Jesuit historian Giovanni Sale, attributed to Pacelli in 1938 – the year of
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the promulgation of the anti-Jewish racial laws in Italy – a diplomatic
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prudence that "today it is embarrassing to defend."

dismissal"
More precisely, this is what Sale says in one passage of his
reconstruction:
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"It now seems embarrassing for the Catholic historian, especially after
the openness of Vatican Council II in this matter, to defend this kind of
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viewpoint and manner of proceeding in moral or religious categories."
The article in "La Civiltà Cattolica" does not directly criticize secretary of
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state Pacelli. But it demonstrates how the caution of Vatican diplomats
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at the time, in reacting to the racial laws, not only exposed itself to
legitimate criticisms, but didn't even produce the hoped-for results.

▼ September 2008 (619)
Year of Vocations

On the other hand, the article highlights Pius XI's desire to defend the
Jews more energetically and condemn the racial laws more drastically.

Saint Michael The Archangel Prayer

Pius XI, nonetheless, found himself muzzled twice over. His most

Amazing Grace

incisive words and writings never saw the light of day, both because of

Every half hour an abortion is

the censorship of the Fascist regime, which banned the Italian Catholic
press from publishing the pope's speeches against racism, and because

performed on a girl...

of the caution of the secretariat of state, which prevented "L'Osservatore

Everyone needs law of God
which is law of love, Ma...

Romano" itself – the newspaper of the Holy See – from printing any
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papal texts that were believed to be too imprudent.

Ploughing 08
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As proof of this, Sale has gathered numerous documents from the
Vatican archives and from those of "La Civiltà Cattolica." For example,
from an unpublished memoir by Monsignor Domenico Tardini, at the
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Pius XI was extremely irritated over the fact that "L'Osservatore

New appointments mark bold
papal move for Liturgic...

Romano" did not publish, on November 15, 1938, a strongly worded

Minority women

time a close collaborator of secretary of state Pacelli, it emerges that

protest that he had written against the racial laws, addressed to the king

disproportionately abort even

of Italy, Vittorio Emanuele III, together with the reply from the king.

as ov...

Instead of these two documents, there was only a listless article that
said little or nothing. A few days later, the pope also failed to have
published in "L'Osservatore" a text that he had dictated seeking to revive
the essence of his protest. In both cases, it was Pacelli who blocked the
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printing of the papal tetxs in the newspaper of the Holy See.

Archbishop hits out at City ‘bank
robbers’

Sale will recount these and other actions on the part of Vatican

Catholic school courts

authorities at the time in other articles scheduled for publication in "La
Civiltà Cattolica," for the 70th anniversary of the anti-Jewish laws of
1938.
But here are the principal passages of the article published in the latest
issue of the authoritative journal, dated September 20, 2008:
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The first anti-Jewish measures, and the Declaration of the Fascist
Grand Council

Cardinal
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Irish Bishops’ Confe...

by Giovanni Sale S.I.
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[...] It is sometimes said that the anti-Jewish legislation adopted in Italy
beginning in September of 1938 was, in comparison with that in force in
other totalitarian countries, more mild and perhaps more humane. This
is a myth that must be debunked. On the contrary, some of the
measures enacted by the Fascist government were even more severe
and persecutory than the ones in effect in Nazi Germany: for example,
Germany did not have a law on the generalized expulsion of Jewish
foreigners; moreover, the wholesale expulsion of Jewish students from
the public schools was enacted by the government in Berlin two months
after it came into effect in Italy, and it was put into effect gradually. [...]
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The anti-Semitic legislation, especially regarding schools, was received

UK Minister said to have
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by the majority of Italians, especially by the Catholics, with great regret
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and sometimes with anger; many letters were sent to the Vatican by

Saint Michael The Archangel -

private individuals or by groups and associations (including non-Jewish

Prayer

associations), calling upon Church authorities, and upon the pope in
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particular, to intervene with the Duce in defense of the "beleaguered
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Jews." [...]
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The day after the adoption of the decree-law on the schools, September

after watching Th...

6, 1938, Pius XI delivered a memorable address against racism and anti-

Decision to give church college

Semitism: it was the first time that this had been done in such an explicit
and direct manner. Unfortunately, it was not released in Italy – in fact, on

control sparks ang...

August 5, minister Alfieri had instructed the prefects to prevent the

Lawsuit Against Catholic Church
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pope's statements against racism from being published in Catholic

Welsh priest reprimanded for

journals and newspapers – and this tremendously favored the racist
cause and gave the impression that the pope, for political reasons, was
not taking a position on such a grave matter. Many Catholic intellectuals,
including Dossetti, learned about this by reading Catholic journals from
outside of Italy.
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The famous address was delivered in Castel Gandolfo, where the pope
had been staying for some time, before a group of Belgian pilgrims,
many of whom worked in the media. The complete text, published
by "Documentation Catholique," was transcribed by a member of the
group while the pope was speaking. The Vatican
newspaper, "L'Osservatore Romano," published the text but removed
the part concerning the Jews, while the "current events" section of "La
Civiltà Cattolica" didn't even mention it. The pope's words are reported
by the Belgian Catholic journal in a rather lively manner: "At this point,
the pope was unable to contain his emotion . . . and, weeping, he cited
the passages from Paul that demonstrate our spiritual descent from
Abraham [...] Anti-Semitism is incompatible with the sublime thought and
the reality evoked in this text. Anti-Semitism is a hateful movement, with
which we Christians should have nothing at all to do [...] It is not
permissible for Christians to participate in anti-Semitism. We recognize
that everyone has the right to self-defense, and can take the necessary
action to safeguard his legitimate interests. But anti-Semitism is
inadmissible. Spiritually, we are all Semites." The pope's words
condemning anti-Semitism, spoken in an emotional voice, were strong
and clear.
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The secretariat of state took a rather prudent approach to this matter,
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thinking that in this way it could obtain some sort of concrete benefit for

First Jewish holy man to address

the Jews, especially for the ones who had converted to Catholicism. Fr.
Pietro Tacchi Venturi, the pope's emissary to Mussolini, was charged
with handling the delicate matter of the Jews with the governing
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1938, suggested that the Jesuit draw the attention of the authorities to
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the Jews who had converted to Catholicism and had been

Pinochet police sentenced over

authorities. A note from the secretariat of state dated September 8,

baptized: "Would it not be fair," asked the writer, "that, independently of
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their origin, Jewish converts who have entered mixed marriages in
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keeping with canon law [...] should be considered Catholics, and not
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Jews always and no matter what, simply because their parents were
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make its criterion of discrimination not biological-racial, but religious,
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meaning membership in a particular religious faith, in this case Judaism.
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Jewish?" In other words, they were asking the Fascist government to

passport cancelled
It now appears embarrassing for the Catholic historian, especially after
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the openness of Vatican Council II in this matter, to defend this kind of
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viewpoint and manner of proceeding in moral or religious categories. But
the task of the historian is to reconstruct, as much as objectively
possible, the historical narrative, seeking to understand the mentality
and culture of the subject in question, without ideological bias.
According to the Catholic culture of the time, although not everyone
agreed with this principle, it seemed that the Church's duty was to
protect its own faithful first of all, but without neglecting the sense of
justice and charity due to all human beings.
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In the light of this principle, one can better understand the later
interventions by Church authorities in this matter. Fr. Tacchi Venturi's
efforts on behalf of the Jews did not achieve much success, in part
because Mussolini was strongly determined to carry forward his racial
policy, and he did not want to be in second place in this after his
German ally. In an audience on September 9, before the first antiJewish decree-laws, the pope explicitly told the Jesuit to send Mussolini
the following message: "As an Italian, the pope is truly saddened to see
an entire history of Italian good sense forgotten, in order to open the
door or the window to a wave of German anti-Semitism." Two days
before this, on September 7, Fr. Tacchi Venturi had told the Duce
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Semitism attributed to the measures taken in Italy against the Jews
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that "because of news and information that, unfortunately, is reliable, the

could provoke the Jews and the entire world to retaliations that may not
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The fact remains that, beginning with the publication of the "Race
manifesto," relations between the Italian government and the Holy See –
or better, between Mussolini and Pius XI – gradually deteriorated, so
much so that the Duce said in private that the pope was a disaster for
Italy and for the Church. For its part, the international press made an
exaggerated caricature out of this antagonism, to the point of
speculating that the pope might leave the Eternal City and
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German Protestants pledge to
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Valeri, wrote to the secretariat of state, "that has manifested itself

Gruesome life of first female

between the authorities of the Italian Fascist regime and the Holy See
concerning racism, certain French press outlets, which have followed
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the episode widely and up close, have gone to the point of forecasting

threats

nothing less than the future possibility of an exile of the papacy from

Croatia: Parliament limits

Rome, and, even more frequently, the election of a non-Italian pope."
This fact, which was also reported by the Parisian Catholic

Sunday shopping

newspaper "La Croix," demonstrates the seriousness of the conflict

Death of the Pope – could it
have been murder?

between the Fascist government and the Holy See because of the racial

Catholic Church launches new

question and the anti-Jewish legislation universally condemned by
Catholics.

website for the faith...
Stabbed priest asked to turn the
other cheek

But for reasons of prudence, the Holy See organized its attack against
the new discriminatory legislation not by making reference to
motivations of a rational character, founded on natural law – like, for
example, the right of all men not to be discriminated against for reasons
of race or religion, in the same way in which Pius XI had done on
various occasions – but by resorting to its own legal firepower, in
particular canon law and the Concordat of 1929, in order to defend first
of all the rights of Jewish Catholics, without pre-judging those of the
others. What was gained by following this approach?

Cardinal Pham Minh Man slams
manipulation by state...
Year of Vocations
Saint Michael The Archangel Prayer
Enya - Storms In Africa
Hanoi: Church must end vigils or
face legal action...
Vatican urges Christians,

Very little, although the Holy See hoped to obtain much more. Through
the work of Fr. Tacchi Venturi, with the circular issued by the national
education ministry dated October 23, 1938, baptized children of the
Jewish race were permitted to attend private Catholic schools, even
state-certified ones. "As far as unbaptized Jews are concerned," a
Vatican note says, "the Rev. Fr. Tacchi Venturi has revealed that, as far
as he remembers, in the past Catholic schools usually did not admit
Jewish or unbaptized students, for obvious religious and moral reasons.
This norm seems all the more compelling now that acting differently
could seem like opposition to government policy." The Jesuit's mediation
was also able to bring a few baptized Jewish teachers to teach in statecertified Catholic schools, prompting a sharp warning from the
authorities. This provision had previously been granted by minister

Muslims to protect 'fami...
Vatican: Evolution is Fine
Senior Rabbi pulls out of 140hour Bible reading s...
Congregations seek protection
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Pope Benedict at Dziwisz film
premiere
Catholic group dogged by
controversy seeks salvati...
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Bottai for religious sisters of Jewish origin. The Fascist government

Pontiff exhorts Benedictines to
proclaim the ‘prim...

already considered this a very special concession, in that it impinged

Reconcile your differences

upon the biological principle underlying the legislation.

before approaching the ...
Details of first investigation into

More conflict between the Fascist government and the Holy See was
created by certain statements made by R. Farinacci while he was in

Padre Pio’s st...

Nuremberg on the occasion of the national Nazi congress. In remarks

Church head slams cartoon
mocking Sarah Palin and ...

published on May 15 in the newspaper of the SS, "Das Schwarze

Church facing leadership crisis,

Korps," Farinacci criticized Pius XI's frequent speeches on racism. [...]
The interview was received with great displeasure at the Vatican; Pius
XI was personally offended by it [...] On September 21, 1938, the
cardinal secretary of state sent to the Italian ambassador to the Holy
See a note of protest over Farinacci's disrespectful and offensive
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Church publishes prayer amid
global financial cris...
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comments toward "the august person of the Holy Father."

Archbishop Peter Akinola Signs
on to Primates' Sta...

Meanwhile, the Vatican was receiving dozens of requests from Jews

U.S. Episcopal church defrocks

affected by the government regulations, asking the pope to do
something for them. The Vatican documentation now made available
shows that the Holy See did what was possible, frequently intervening
through its own intermediary with the governmental authorities to meet

dissident bishop
Raising the ghosts of the Papal
States (Contributi...

the needs of the Jews, especially those who had been baptized. It

Church settles sex abuse suit
against priest

should be remembered, in fact, that from the humanitarian point of view,

Irish priests now $3 million

baptized Jews were in dire need of papal support, because they no
longer benefited from the protection of their community of membership,
which had rejected them, nor from the support given by international

tenors and a bass
Catholic priest killed in Meerut
diocese (Agra)

Jewish communities. The soul of this action on behalf of the Jews, now

Cardinal Bagnasco: events in

facing social discrimination, was Fr. Tacchi Venturi, who in spite of his

India underscore urge...

limitations – above all his propensity to understand and often accept
the "reasons" of the regime – exerted himself with great generosity for
this cause.

Year of Vocations
Saint Michael The Archangel Prayer

***
After the government measures of September 5 and 7, the second step
in the journey toward the introduction in Italy of legislation apparently
discriminatory toward Jewish citizens was constituted by the
deliberations adopted by the Fascist Grand Council of October 6-8,
1938, destined to establish the fundamental pillars of later anti-Jewish
legislation. [...]
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For the moment, the Holy See decided not to intervene directly: it is
known, in fact, that any public intervention, in addition to exasperating
Mussolini, who was now completely unsympathetic toward the elderly

Pope?
Blood of Saint Januarius liquifies
again in Naples...

pope, would certainly have harmed the cause of the Jews, and not only

Brazilian cardinal says after

those who had been baptized. So the decision was made to wait for the

abortion for anencep...

legislative measures that would follow the declarations of the Grand
Council, in such a way as to be able to intervene practically with the
government authorities for the mitigation of the anti-Jewish legislation,
which was already promising to be harsh and oppressive.

Archdiocese of Caracas
demands Venezuelan
military...
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We are convinced that at that moment, an intervention by the Holy See
and by the pope against the declarations of the supreme body of
Fascism would have unleashed an open conflict between the regime
and the Vatican, thereby playing the game of those who, like Farinacci,
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BNP
'Gay Rights Laws' Force Church
to Withdraw from Ad...

show the world "who's really the boss in Italy." We also know that at that

Italy's church asks EU to
aid "hunted" Christians

time, Mussolini was determined to block any maneuver by the Vatican
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may have wanted a sort of reckoning between the two institutions, to

on behalf of the Jews, and to oppose the pope's appeals forcefully: the

anniversary of Reforma...
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problem of race, or better of the Jews, had to be resolved with
determination, as his Nazi colleague had done in Germany, without
caring about the opposition of the Christian confessions, and in
particular of the Catholic Church.

Former orphanage
wards 'denied abuse
counselling'
The Pope finally gets the
message: it’s good to ta...

For this reason, the prudence that the Holy See demonstrated at that
moment was determined by the desire to save what could be saved, and
in any case not to make the anti-Jewish legislation even more strict
while it was still being finalized. It must be added to this that the
dominant mentality regarding the Jewish problem in part of the Italian

Sex, lies and the Catholic
Church (Contribution)
Archbishop to visit Catholic
shrine

Catholic world at that time was marked by a certain anti-Judaism rooted

Pope Seeks Greater Role for
Catholics in Europe on...

in past and even recent religious and political-cultural differences: we

Interfaith symposium defends

recall that for many, it was not easy to shed this mindset and pass
directly to the other side, seeing the Jew as an "elder brother" to be
loved and, especially at that delicate moment, to be helped.
So the only question that was presented to the authorities at the time
was that of "mixed marriages" [between Catholics and Jews], because
this matter directly concerned the rights of the Church and the
Concordat: in this matter, in fact, the Holy See could intervene without
the fear of provoking a backlash from the public authorities. It was noted
that the disposition of the Grand Council concerning this matter
introduced into the Italian legal system a new and absolute impediment
to the celebration of marriage, harming one of the rights of the Church,
in particular that of granting dispensations for disparity of worship,
considered absolutely necessary for the salvation of souls. So the

Pius XII
Pope: appeal for victims of
hurricanes in the Cari...
Witnesses of the Cross of Christ
also make India m...
Year of Vocations
Saint Michael The Archangel Prayer
Libera - Salve Me
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legislators were asked not to establish an absolute and general ban on

Enya - The Memory Of Trees

the celebration of mixed marriages, but if anything to work with Church

Sotto Voce...Ar Sos

authorities on how to keep these under control, through a special joint

Year of Vocations

permit from the government and the Holy See.

Saint Michael The Archangel Prayer

In any case, it is not true, as is sometimes repeated, that the Holy See
responded passively to the anti-Jewish legislation, or that it intervened
only, as in the matter of mixed marriages, to protect specifically Catholic

Enya & Enigma - Return To
Innocence

and confessional interests: instead, albeit with discretion, it sought to

Web site to host full Englishlanguage version of ...

prepare hearts for the future battle against the new regulations issued

All sectors of society must help

by the regime.

bring reconciliat...
Affluence, parental opposition

A Vatican document drafted immediately after the statements from the
Grand Council informs us in this regard about the "secret" directives
from the secretariat of state. The action of the Holy See, the document
says, should follow two directions: "Persuasive action toward the
government. By means of suitable persons equipped with the right
qualities, it would be good to try to sway influential persons in the
regime – and not only the head of the government – to make them

behind fall in voca...
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Episcopal Church ‘in the clear’
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Priest unveils ecological
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understand the sad consequences of an exaggerated racial policy that

commandments

does not limit itself to measures intended to fortify the populace, but

Catholic Bloggers Forum -

goes to the excess of racism with provisions that harm justice and the
Church's rights. [...] It should also be explained that in the case of

Democratic or Catholic?

discord with the Holy See, fascism would be at the greater

Faithful should kneel in devotion
(Contribution)

disadvantage." The other direction concerns action toward the clergy.

Italian Minister of Justice will not

First of all, it was asked that all metropolitan archbishops should be sent
special private instructions, to be communicated to the other
bishops, "to see that the clergy not show any support for the magazine
La Difesa della Razza [The Defense of the Race]," considered harmful
and not in keeping with the Church's teaching on this matter.
In particular, all of the Italian clergy were urged "not to pass up any
opportunity to emphasize, with the appropriate prudence of course, the
harm and the consequences of extreme nationalism and racism. This
could be done with special meetings of the clergy, without giving the
impression that any action against the government is intended. [...] This
seems necessary above all at the present moment, when there is no
freedom of the press, and often even the few and feeble Catholic
newspapers are obliged to publish certain foolish things about racism." It
was also asked that the same action be carried out in the major
seminaries, being attentive however not to violate the letter of the
agreement signed on August 16 by the Holy See and the Fascist
government.
As has already been said, the Holy See, at that time, chose to act
against the new anti-Jewish regulations by discreet means, and relying
on the effectiveness of its "domestic diplomacy," a choice not shared by
many, but one that in the near term seemed the only one possible, and
even the most effective.
+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
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September 19, 2008
The Pope and Child Molesters
Filed by Yitzchok Adlerstein @ 11:50 am
This is not what the title suggests. Different Pope. Different molesters. Different group of bad guys. Having come
this far, you might as well read on.
The prevailing orthodoxy in the Jewish community is that wartime Pope Pius XII was an unfeeling and spineless
pontiff who placed the Church above all else, and had little sympathy for Jews in the first place. Feelings have
run so strongly in this direction since the publication of “The Deputy,” a scathing critique of Pius published a
mere five years after his death, that the issue of Pius’ potential canonization has been an impediment in JewishCatholic relations.
A growing number of voices, including some in the Jewish community, have come to a very different conclusion.
The debate is outlined in a recent article in the New York Jewish Week.
Some things are fairly well established. The Pope did save Jewish lives, in several places. He did provide
sanctuary within the Vatican to some Jews. He was honored by Jewish groups after the War for his help.
Beyond that, the claims and counterclaims continue to mount. Former critics have reversed themselves and
turned into supporters. Witnesses have come forward to testify that the Pope personally instructed them –
sometimes verbally, sometimes with handwritten instructions, but careful not to attract public attention - to open
Catholic institutions to Jews, to move to save them, to accept them in Catholic hospitals with fictitious ailments.
A former Romanian intelligence officer who defected to the United States argued that “The Deputy” itself was
part of a KGB attempt to weaken the Church by calling its former head into disrepute. Others point to the
impossibility of accurately assessing the truth of these new claims so long as the Vatican refuses to completely
open their archives pertaining to the war years.
It also seems clear that Pius refused many requests from government officials and Catholic clergy to clearly
denounce Hitler’s genocide. He made statements critical of Hitler – who may indeed have hated him and tried to
have him captured – but they stopped short of pointing a finger directly at the extermination of Jews. If we can
assume that all of the competing theories have some truth to them, what emerges is that Pius was very likely not
an anti-Semite, and worked behind the scenes to save Jews to whatever extent he believed would not compromise
the role of the Church in opposing Hitler. In so doing, he acted as a decent human being – and probably a good
deal better – but not as courageous figure, as a model of religious principle refusing to bow to practicality. Sir
Thomas More, he wasn’t.
History can be harsh, especially with leaders. It is often harsher yet with those whom we expect to be moral
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exemplars. An ordinary person can be koneh olamo b’sha’ah achas (acquire his place in the World to Come in a
single instant), the Gemara tells us. A leader, it would seem, can lose his stellar reputation in an instant, by failing
to exhibit the unusual courage that is expected to be part of greatness. Pius may have been a good person, but his
legacy will likely be stained for the foreseeable future.
Sometimes being a good, decent person is not enough. Terrible circumstances sometimes call for extraordinary
reactions, even from non-Popes. The plague of molestation and cover-up in the Orthodox community is one of
those circumstances. If you have not yet read some of Rav Yaakov Horowitz’s pieces, read them and cringe. His
courageous writing is getting progressively more defined, more pained, more desperate. (Quite independently of
each other, two friends of mine related what they had heard from highly regarded workers in the Orthodox world.
One spoke in Israel, one in the US. Each said that in his own substantial experience, molestation was the single
greatest contributor to going off the derech.) He is not afraid to name names, and to harshly criticize those who
wish everything hushed-up and not openly discussed.
Add to this the recent debacle in which Rabbi Dr Benzion Twerski abruptly stepped down from a task force on
molestation formed by Assemblyman Dov Hikind. Dr Twerski cited unbearable threats and intimidation,
although from ordinary people, not by the kano’im/askanim as originally reported. This means that the source of
the problem is not just a bunch of terrorists with beards, but serious misinformation and misguided priorities
among amchah.
Most of us, then, are left precisely where the Pope was in World War II. We sit back as life after life is shattered.
We are not indifferent or callous. We are concerned, and very human. But we do nothing – much less than the
Pope did. For not stepping forward with the courage, the selfless heroism we expect from a moral leader, we
continue to criticize him.
A famous picture of Pius has him standing, extending his arm, and pointing. The photo has been used to criticize
him for his presumed silence regarding the Holocaust. Perhaps we should give some thought as to whether the
finger, in retrospect, is pointing at all of us.
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1. In so doing, he acted as a decent human being – and probably a good deal better – but not as courageous
figure, as a model of religious principle refusing to bow to practicality. Sir Thomas More, he wasn’t.
Was his obligation in this case to courageously speak out, regardless of the cost to himself and his
followers (and even any Jews they could save)? Or was it to do what he thought would save as many as he
could, which would be to work behind the scenes and not antagonize Hitler the to point where he’d outlaw
Catholicism?
Sir Thomas More was a private individual. His practical considerations extended no further than his own
neck. A pope is more similar to a chasidic admor (= the leader of a Hasidic dynasty). He is responsible to a
large number of people. His bravery puts all of them at risk.
Most of us, then, are left precisely where the Pope was in World War II. We sit back as countless – literally
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Roundup: Talking About History
Sandro Magister: The Two Sides of Pacelli.
Courageous as Pope, Too Cautious as
Secretary of State
Source: http://chiesa.espresso.repubblica.it (9-23-08)
Receiving the representatives of the Jewish foundation Pave the Way – in
Rome for a symposium on Pius XII – last Thursday Benedict XVI expressed
a very positive view of the figure and work of Pope Eugenio Pacelli, and
especially about what he did "to save the Jews persecuted by the Nazi and
Fascist regimes."
This is the first time that Joseph Ratzinger, as pope, has spoken out so
directly about his great and controversial predecessor. He will speak about
him again next October 9, at the Mass that will be celebrated on the 50th
anniversary of his death.
The address by Benedict XVI made an even greater impact in that his
judgment of the actions of Pius XII coincides with the relatively positive
views expressed by the Jews of the Pave the Way Foundation.
Also during these same days, a book has been released in Italy by Andrea
Riccardi, a professor of Church history and the founder of the Community
of St. Egidio. His book is also very positive, and documents the actions of
Pope Pacelli to help the persecuted Jews. The 424-page volume, published
by Laterza, is entitled "L'inverno più lungo. 1943-44: Pio XII, gli ebrei e i
nazisti a Roma [The longest winter. 1943-44: Pius XII, the Jews, and the
Nazis in Rome]."
***
But on the same Thursday, September 18, on which Benedict XVI expressed
himself in such favorable terms about Pius XII, an article was published in
"La Civiltà Cattolica" that draws Pacelli – secretary of state under Pope Pius
XI at the time – in more muted tones.
"La Civiltà Cattolica" isn't just any journal. By statute, all of its articles are
reviewed line by line by the Vatican secretariat of state before they are
printed. And this supervision has been even more stringent since Cardinal
Tarcisio Bertone became secretary of state.
It was therefore somewhat startling that the author of the article, the Jesuit
historian Giovanni Sale, attributed to Pacelli in 1938 – the year of the
promulgation of the anti-Jewish racial laws in Italy – a diplomatic prudence
that "today it is embarrassing to defend."
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More precisely, this is what Sale says in one passage of his reconstruction:
"It now seems embarrassing for the Catholic historian, especially after the
openness of Vatican Council II in this matter, to defend this kind of
viewpoint and manner of proceeding in moral or religious categories."
The article in "La Civiltà Cattolica" does not directly criticize secretary of
state Pacelli. But it demonstrates how the caution of Vatican diplomats at
the time, in reacting to the racial laws, not only exposed itself to legitimate
criticisms, but didn't even produce the hoped-for results.
On the other hand, the article highlights Pius XI's desire to defend the Jews
more energetically and condemn the racial laws more drastically. Pius XI,
nonetheless, found himself muzzled twice over. His most incisive words and
writings never saw the light of day, both because of the censorship of the
Fascist regime, which banned the Italian Catholic press from publishing the
pope's speeches against racism, and because of the caution of the secretariat
of state, which prevented "L'Osservatore Romano" itself – the newspaper of
the Holy See – from printing any papal texts that were believed to be too
imprudent.
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On October 9, Pope Benedict will lead the
Roman Catholic Church in marking the 50th
anniversary of the death of Pope Pius XII. There
is a lot of interest in what Benedict will say in his
homily about his predecessor, arguably the
most controversial pontiff of the 20th century
because of what he did or did not do to save
Jews during the Holocaust. On October 21, the
Vatican will open a photographic exhibition on
his papacy and on Nov 6-8, two pontifical
universities in Rome, the Lateran and the
Gregorian, will jointly sponsor a conference on
his papacy.
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One interesting aspect of the symposium was the 200-page dossier
that it produced. It is a very useful, user-friendly compendium in
defence of Pius. While much of the material was already known to
scholars, seeing it all between two covers could potentially sway
some of Pius’s detractors.
For example, it contains a
confidential 1939 State
Department memo from a U.S. diplomat who
knew Pius when he was Vatican nuncio in
Berlin before the war and before he became
pope. He said that, in a meeting with the
then Cardinal Eugenio Pacelli, the future
pontiff described Hitler as “not only as an
untrustworthy scoundrel but as a
fundamentally wicked person.” The diplomat
said Pius had told him he “opposed
unalterably every compromise with National
Socialism”.

catholic
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An indication of what Benedict might say on
October 9 can be found in his address on
September 18 to the Pave the Way Foundation,
a mixed Jewish-Catholic group based in the
United States and headed by Gary Krupp, a
Jew who is also a Knight Commander of the Pontifical Equestrian Order of St
Gregory the Great. Pave the Way held a unique three-day symposium in Rome in
the days leading up to their audience with the pope at his summer residence at
Castel Gandolfo.
The title of the symposium was “Examining the Papacy of Pope Pius
XII”. It was attended by, among others, panalists such as Sister
Magherita Marchione, an American nun who is feisty despite her 86
years and who has written extensively in defence of Pius, Fr. Peter
Gumpel, the Jesuit who is the relator of the cause for Pius’
sainthood, Eugene J. Fisher, who was in charge of Catholic-Jewish
relations for the U.S. National Conference of Catholic Bishops
(NCCB) from 1997 to 2007, and Andrea Tornielli, an Italian journalist
who has has written extensively on Pius XII and whose most recent
biography on the pontiff was released last year.
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The dossier also includes many other entries from individuals and scholars aimed at
debunking the concept made popular first in 1963 with the publication of Rolf
Hochhuth’s play The Deputy, which accused Pius of being an anti-Semite and a Hitler
collaborator, and later in 1999 following John Cornwell’s highly controversial book
calling Pius Hitler’s Pope. The symposium’s dossier also includes copies of of
newspaper clippings from The New York Times, Reuters, The Associated Press,
Palestine Post (later Jerusalem Post) and other news organisations in the period
before, during and after the war reporting on Pius efforts to help the Jews and his
speeches on their behalf.
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While the dossier, much of which is available on-line, may not convince the most
hardened of Pius’ detractors, it certainly is a very useful addition to the ongoing
debate in what may prove to be a pivitol year.
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Rome isn’t the only place where
Pius is under review. In
Germany, Hubert Wolf, a
Catholic priest and church
history professor at Münster
University, has just published
Papst und Teufel (Pope and
Devil), a study of Vatican
relations with Germany in the
turbulent period from 1917 to
1939. Based on documents
from the Vatican archive, whose
files have been opened up until
Pius’s election as pope in 1939,
Wolf recounts the internal Vatican debates on how to deal with the Nazis, whether to
put Hitler’s Mein Kampf on the Index of Prohibited Books (they didn’t) and how to
speak out against growing anti-Semitism in Germany (through the 1937 encyclical Mit
brennender Sorge).
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What do you think about Pius? Has he been maligned? Is the tide of opinion turning
in his favour?
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Pope says Pius XII "spared no
effort" to help Jews
By Philip Pullella

Honours List

VATICAN CITY (Reuters) - Pope Benedict on Thursday forcefully
defended his wartime predecessor Pius XII against accusations he did not
do enough to help the Jews, saying Pius "spared no effort" on their behalf
during World War II.
The pope spoke to members of the U.S.-based
Pave the Way Foundation, a mixed JewishCatholic group which held a symposium in Rome
on the papacy of Pius, who reigned from 1939 to
1958.
The symposium prepared a 200-page
compilation of documents, diplomatic cables and
newspaper clippings from the period -- some of
them previously unpublished -- showing Pius did
much to help Jews during the war and was
thanked by Jewish leaders.

Most Viewed
Pope Benedict XVI waves as he
leads his general audience in
Paul VI Hall at the Vatican
September 17, 2008. Pope
Benedict on Thursday
forcefully defended his
wartime predecessor Pius XII
against accusations he did not
do enough to help the Jews,
saying Pius "spared no effort"
on their behalf during World
War II. (REUTERS/Max Rossi)
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intervening in their favour either directly or through instructions given to
other individuals or to institutions of the Catholic Church," Benedict told
the group at his summer residence south of Rome.
Some Jews have maintained that Pius did not do enough to save Jews
while the Vatican and those Jews who support him say he worked behind
the scenes to help because more direct intervention would have
worsened the situation.
But Benedict praised the symposium for drawing attention "to his many
interventions, made secretly and silently, precisely because, given the
concrete situation of that difficult historical moment, only in this way was it
possible to avoid the worst and save the greatest number of Jews".
Gary Krupp, an American Jew who is president and founder of Pave the
Way, told the pope the group's investigation "directly contradicts the
negative perception of the pope's war time activities".
CAMP SURVIORS THANKED POPE
The pope noted that in November, 1945, some six months after the end of
the war, 80 delegates of German concentration camps came to the
Vatican to thank Pius.
The symposium's documents included numerous newspaper clippings of
Jewish leaders thanking Pius during and after the conflict and former
Israeli Prime Minister Golda Meir saying: "When fearful martyrdom came
to our people in the decade of Nazi terror, the voice of the pope was
raised for the victims".
The issue of Pius' papacy is one of the most difficult in Catholic-Jewish
relations and the pope said that nearly five decades after his death "not all
of the genuine facets of his diverse pastoral activity have been examined
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The Vatican will on Oct. 9 mark the 50th anniversary of Pius' death with a
conference and photo exhibition.
Historians have been calling on the Vatican to open up all its archives on
the period.
The Vatican says while some of the archives of the period are still closed
for organisational reasons, most of the significant documentation
regarding Pius is already open to scholars.
Last year, the Vatican's saint-making department voted in favour of a
decree recognising Pius's "heroic virtues," a major hurdle in a long
process toward possible sainthood that began in 1967. But Pope Benedict
has so far not approved the decree.
Some Jewish groups have said the Vatican should freeze the beatification
process but others say it is an internal Church matter.
Copyright © 2008 Reuters
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Positivity: Pope Benedict praises symposium on Pius XII for
uncovering the historic truth
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From Vatican City:
Sep 18, 2008
Pope Pius XII, has drawn the interest and scrutiny of many people over the last few decades, but
as Pope Benedict XVI spoke to the Pave the Way Foundation at Castel Gandolfo today, he
highlighted that previous investigation into the late Pope’s efforts to save Jews from the Nazis
and fascists have been biased.
Around noon today at the Pope’s summer residence, he received Mr. Gary Krupp, the president
of the Pave the Way Foundation and other members of the organization.
Mr. Krupp and his wife, who are Jewish, founded Pave the Way to fight against religious
intolerance and prejudice through educational, cultural and technological means. As part of
those efforts, Pave the Way organized a symposium to conduct an in-depth investigation into
Pius XII’s life and his pastoral and humanitarian work.
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Noting that 50 years have passed since the October 9, 1958 death of the Servant of God Pius
XII, the Holy Father pointed out that although “so much has been written and said of him during
these last five decades, … not all of the genuine facets of his diverse pastoral activity have been
examined in a just light.”
The symposium aimed to address some of these deficiencies by “conducting a careful and
documented examination of many of his interventions, especially those in favor of the Jews who
in those years were being targeted all over Europe, in accordance with the criminal plan of those
who wanted to eliminate them from the face of the earth,” the Pope said.
“When one draws close to this noble Pope,” observed Benedict XVI, “one can come to appreciate
the human wisdom and pastoral intensity which guided him in his long years of ministry,
especially in providing organized assistance to the Jewish people.”
Pope Benedict then went on to thank the foundation for “the vast quantity of documented
material which you have gathered, supported by many authoritative testimonies,” because, as he
explained “your symposium offers to the public forum the possibility of knowing more fully what
Pius XII achieved for the Jews persecuted by the Nazi and fascist regimes.”
One of the many aspects of the symposium that Pope Benedict praised was how the foundation’s
work “had drawn attention to Pope Pius’ many interventions, made secretly and silently,
precisely because, given the concrete situation of that difficult historical moment, only in this
way was it possible to avoid the worst and save the greatest number of Jews. This courageous
and paternal dedication was recognized and appreciated during and after the terrible world
conflict by Jewish communities and individuals who showed their gratitude for what the Pope
had done for them.”
One special event that Benedict XVI recalled, “Pius XII’s meeting on the 29th of November 1945
with eighty delegates of German concentration camps who during a special Audience granted to
them at the Vatican, wished to thank him personally for his generosity to them during the
terrible period of Nazi-fascist persecution.” …..
Go here for the rest of the story.
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Pope Benedict XVI's address at Symposium On
Pius XII
Thursday, 19 September 2008 (Source: Vatican Website)
Dear Mr Krupp,
Ladies and Gentlemen,
I am happy to meet with you at the conclusion of the important symposium organized by the Pave
the Way Foundation. I know that many eminent scholars have participated in this reflection on the
numerous works of my beloved predecessor - the Servant of God Pope Pius XII - accomplished
during the difficult period around the time of the second world war. I warmly welcome each of
you especially Mr Gary Krupp, President of the Foundation, whom I thank for the kind words
expressed on your behalf. I am grateful to him for informing me how your work has been
undertaken during the symposium. You have analyzed without bias the events of history and
concerned yourselves only with seeking the truth. I also greet those accompanying you on this
visit, as well as your family members and loved ones at home.
The focus of your study has been the person and the tireless pastoral and humanitarian work of
Pius XII, Pastor Angelicus. Fifty years have passed since his pious death here at Castel Gandolfo
early on the ninth of October 1958, after a debilitating disease. This anniversary provides an
important opportunity to deepen our knowledge of him, to meditate on his rich teaching and to
analyze thoroughly his activities. So much has been written and said of him during these last five
decades and not all of the genuine facets of his diverse pastoral activity have been examined in a
just light. The aim of your symposium has been precisely to address some of these deficiencies,
conducting a careful and documented examination of many of his interventions, especially those
in favour of the Jews who in those years were being targeted all over Europe, in accordance with
the criminal plan of those who wanted to eliminate them from the face of the earth. When one
draws close to this noble Pope, free from ideological prejudices, in addition to being struck by his
lofty spiritual and human character one is also captivated by the example of his life and the
extraordinary richness of his teaching. One can also come to appreciate the human wisdom and
pastoral intensity which guided him in his long years of ministry, especially in providing organized
assistance to the Jewish people.
Thanks to the vast quantity of documented material which you have gathered, supported by many
authoritative testimonies, your symposium offers to the public forum the possibility of knowing
more fully what Pius XII achieved for the Jews persecuted by the Nazi and fascist regimes. One
understands, then, that wherever possible he spared no effort in intervening in their favour either
directly or through instructions given to other individuals or to institutions of the Catholic Church.
In the proceedings of your convention you have also drawn attention to his many interventions,
made secretly and silently, precisely because, given the concrete situation of that difficult
historical moment, only in this way was it possible to avoid the worst and save the greatest
number of Jews. This courageous and paternal dedication was recognized and appreciated during
and after the terrible world conflict by Jewish communities and individuals who showed their
gratitude for what the Pope had done for them. One need only recall Pius XII’s meeting on the
29th of November 1945 with eighty delegates of German concentration camps who during a special
Audience granted to them at the Vatican, wished to thank him personally for his generosity to
them during the terrible period of Nazi-fascist persecution.
Ladies and Gentlemen, thank you for your visit and for the research you have undertaken. Thanks
also to the Pave the Way Foundation for its ongoing activity in promoting relationships and
dialogue between religions, as witnesses of peace, charity and reconciliation. It is my great hope
that this year, which marks the fiftieth-anniversary of my venerated predecessor’s death, will
provide the opportunity to promote in-depth studies of various aspects of his life and his works in
order to come to know the historical truth, overcoming every remaining prejudice. With these
sentiments I invoke upon you and the proceedings of your symposium an abundance of divine
blessings.
Labels: Jews, Pius XII, Pope, Shoah, Speeches at Monday, September 22, 2008
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Pope Benedict XVI today defended his controversial predecessor,
Pius XII, saying the wartime pope “spared no effort” to save Jews
during the Holocaust. It marked the first time that Benedict has
directly responded to charges that Pius XII remained aloof during the
Nazi massacre.
Benedict said that many of the pope’s humanitarian initiatives were
“made secretly and silently,” because “in that difficult historical
moment, only in this way was it possible to avoid the worst and save
the greatest number of Jews.”
Pius XII was pope from 1939 to 1958, and Oct. 9 of this year will
mark the 50th anniversary of his death. A decree of “heroic virtue,”
the first formal step toward declaring Pius XII a saint, is currently
awaiting Benedict’s signature.
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In recent decades, controverdsy has swirled around whether Pius XII
said enough, or did enough, to denounce Hitler and the Nazis.
Among other things, the debate has complicated Catholic/Jewish
relations.
Benedict spoke today at Castel Gandolfo during an audience for
participants in a Sept. 15-17 conference dedicated to Pius XII, which
was organized by an American foundation called “Pave the Way.” Its
founder and president is an American Jew named Gary Krupp, and
several rabbis were present at today’s event.
In an indirect reference to the controversies unleashed by critical
works such as John Cornwell’s 1999 book Hitler’s Pope, Benedict
said that although much has been written about Pius XII in recent
years, “not all of the genuine facets of his diverse pastoral activity
have been examined in a just light.”

------

------

Benedict praised the actions of Pius XII during the war years,
“especially those in favor of the Jews who in those years were being
targeted all over Europe, in accordance with the criminal plan of
those who wanted to eliminate them from the face of the earth.”
“This courageous and paternal dedication was recognized and
appreciated during and after the terrible world conflict by Jewish
communities and individuals who showed their gratitude for what the
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Pope had done for them,” Benedict said.
“One need only recall Pius XII’s meeting on the 29th of November
1945 with eighty delegates of German concentration camps who
during a special audience granted to them at the Vatican, wished to
thank him personally for his generosity to them during the terrible
period of Nazi-fascist persecution,” he said.
Benedict said that he hopes the 50th anniversary of Pius’ death will
stimulate “in-depth studies of various aspects of his life and his works
in order to come to know the historical truth, overcoming every
remaining prejudice.”
In his remarks to the pope, Krupp said his foundation took up the
question of Pius XII because the debate surrounding him is “a source
of friction and misunderstanding,” and that what they’re uncovered is
“stunning.”
“It directly contradicts negative impressions of the pope’s wartime
record,” Krupp said, who wore the Jewish yarmulke while speaking to
Benedict. He pointed especially to eyewitness accounts testifying to
various efforts from Pius XII on behalf of Jews.
Krupp, who arranged an audience for a group of rabbis with John
Paul II in January 2005 to thank him for his efforts to improve
Jewish/Catholic relations, reminded Benedict that in the immediate
wake of World War II many Jews thanked Pius XII. Some, he said,
even proposed that a forest of 860,000 trees be planted in Israel,
reflecting one estimate that Pius XII was responsible for saving
860,000 Jewish lives.
Krupp said his foundation intends to turn over the results of its
research on Pius XII to both the Vatican and to major Holocaust
memorials around the world.
“We call upon these institutions to review the new information, in
order to redefine perceptions of this papacy,” he said.
Also present for the audience were several leading Catholic
defenders of Pius XII, including Filippini Sr. Margherita Marchione of
Farleigh Dickinson University in New Jersey; Ronald Rychlak, a
Catholic law professor at the University of Mississippi; William Doino,
author of The Pius War; Andrea Tornielli, a prominent Italian
journalist; and Fr. Peter Gumpel, relator for the sainthood cause of
Pius XII. Eugene Fisher, a former staff expert for the U.S. bishops on
Catholic/Jewish relations, was also part of the delegation.
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Pope Benedict XVI- Addresses

"Not All the Genuine Facets Have Been Examined In a Just Light"
Address of H.H. Pope Benedict XVI
To Gary Krupp on Pope Pius XII Symposium
Castel Gandolfo, Italy
September 18, 2008
Dear Mr Krupp,
Ladies and Gentlemen,
I am happy to meet with you at the conclusion of the important symposium organized by the
Pave the Way Foundation. I know that many eminent scholars have participated in this
reflection on the numerous works of my beloved predecessor - the Servant of God Pope
Pius XII - accomplished during the difficult period around the time of the second world war. I
warmly welcome each of you especially Mr Gary Krupp, President of the Foundation, whom
I thank for the kind words expressed on your behalf. I am grateful to him for informing me
how your work has been undertaken during the symposium. You have analyzed without bias
the events of history and concerned yourselves only with seeking the truth. I also greet
those accompanying you on this visit, as well as your family members and loved ones at
home.
The focus of your study has been the person and the tireless pastoral and humanitarian
work of Pius XII, "Pastor Angelicus." Fifty years have passed since his pious death here at
Castel Gandolfo early on the ninth of October 1958, after a debilitating disease. This
anniversary provides an important opportunity to deepen our knowledge of him, to meditate
on his rich teaching and to analyze thoroughly his activities. So much has been written and
said of him during these last five decades and not all of the genuine facets of his diverse
pastoral activity have been examined in a just light. The aim of your symposium has been
precisely to address some of these deficiencies, conducting a careful and documented
examination of many of his interventions, especially those in favour of the Jews who in
those years were being targeted all over Europe, in accordance with the criminal plan of
those who wanted to eliminate them from the face of the earth. When one draws close to
this noble Pope, free from ideological prejudices, in addition to being struck by his lofty
spiritual and human character one is also captivated by the example of his life and the
extraordinary richness of his teaching. One can also come to appreciate the human wisdom
and pastoral intensity which guided him in his long years of ministry, especially in providing
organized assistance to the Jewish people.
Thanks to the vast quantity of documented material which you have gathered, supported by
many authoritative testimonies, your symposium offers to the public forum the possibility of
knowing more fully what Pius XII achieved for the Jews persecuted by the Nazi and fascist
regimes. One understands, then, that wherever possible he spared no effort in intervening in
their favour either directly or through instructions given to other individuals or to institutions
of the Catholic Church. In the proceedings of your convention you have also drawn attention
to his many interventions, made secretly and silently, precisely because, given the concrete
situation of that difficult historical moment, only in this way was it possible to avoid the worst
and save the greatest number of Jews. This courageous and paternal dedication was
recognized and appreciated during and after the terrible world conflict by Jewish
communities and individuals who showed their gratitude for what the Pope had done for
them. One need only recall Pius XII's meeting on the 29th of November 1945 with eighty
delegates of German concentration camps who during a special Audience granted to them
at the Vatican, wished to thank him personally for his generosity to them during the terrible
period of Nazi-fascist persecution.
Ladies and Gentlemen, thank you for your visit and for the research you have undertaken.
Thanks also to the Pave the Way Foundation for its ongoing activity in promoting
relationships and dialogue between religions, as witnesses of peace, charity and
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reconciliation. It is my great hope that this year, which marks the fiftieth-anniversary of my
venerated predecessor's death, will provide the opportunity to promote in-depth studies of
various aspects of his life and his works in order to come to know the historical truth,
overcoming every remaining prejudice. With these sentiments I invoke upon you and the
proceedings of your symposium an abundance of divine blessings.
© Copyright 2008 - Libreria Editrice Vaticana
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The Two Sides of Pacelli. Courageous as Pope, Too Cautious as
Secretary of State
Benedict XVI praises Pius XII for helping the Jews during the war. But "La
Civiltà Cattolica" criticizes his actions as cardinal, when he reacted feebly to the
racial laws. Here is the article from the journal, published with the imprimatur
of the Vatican authorities
by Sandro Magister
chiesa
http://chiesa.espresso.repubblica.it/articolo/206849?eng=y
ROMA, September 23, 2008 – Receiving the representatives of the Jewish
foundation Pave the Way – in Rome for a symposium on Pius XII – last
Thursday Benedict XVI expressed a very positive view of the figure and work of
Pope Eugenio Pacelli, and especially about what he did "to save the Jews
persecuted by the Nazi and Fascist regimes."
This is the first time that Joseph Ratzinger, as pope, has spoken out so directly
about his great and controversial predecessor. He will speak about him again
next October 9, at the Mass that will be celebrated on the 50th anniversary of
his death.
The address by Benedict XVI made an even greater impact in that his judgment
of the actions of Pius XII coincides with the relatively positive views expressed
by the Jews of the Pave the Way Foundation.
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Also during these same days, a book has been released in Italy by Andrea
Riccardi, a professor of Church history and the founder of the Community of St.
Egidio. His book is also very positive, and documents the actions of Pope Pacelli
to help the persecuted Jews. The 424-page volume, published by Laterza, is
entitled "L'inverno più lungo. 1943-44: Pio XII, gli ebrei e i nazisti a Roma [The
longest winter. 1943-44: Pius XII, the Jews, and the Nazis in Rome]."

***
But on the same Thursday, September 18, on which Benedict XVI expressed
himself in such favorable terms about Pius XII, an article was published in "La
Civiltà Cattolica" that draws Pacelli – secretary of state under Pope Pius XI at
the time – in more muted tones.
"La Civiltà Cattolica" isn't just any journal. By statute, all of its articles are
reviewed line by line by the Vatican secretariat of state before they are printed.
And this supervision has been even more stringent since Cardinal Tarcisio
Bertone became secretary of state.
It was therefore somewhat startling that the author of the article, the Jesuit
historian Giovanni Sale, attributed to Pacelli in 1938 – the year of the
promulgation of the anti-Jewish racial laws in Italy – a diplomatic prudence that
"today it is embarrassing to defend."
More precisely, this is what Sale says in one passage of his reconstruction:
"It now seems embarrassing for the Catholic historian, especially after the
openness of Vatican Council II in this matter, to defend this kind of viewpoint
and manner of proceeding in moral or religious categories."
The article in "La Civiltà Cattolica" does not directly criticize secretary of state
Pacelli. But it demonstrates how the caution of Vatican diplomats at the time, in
reacting to the racial laws, not only exposed itself to legitimate criticisms, but
didn't even produce the hoped-for results.
On the other hand, the article highlights Pius XI's desire to defend the Jews
more energetically and condemn the racial laws more drastically. Pius XI,
nonetheless, found himself muzzled twice over. His most incisive words and
writings never saw the light of day, both because of the censorship of the
Fascist regime, which banned the Italian Catholic press from publishing the
pope's speeches against racism, and because of the caution of the secretariat of
state, which prevented "L'Osservatore Romano" itself – the newspaper of the
Holy See – from printing any papal texts that were believed to be too
imprudent.
As proof of this, Sale has gathered numerous documents from the Vatican
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archives and from those of "La Civiltà Cattolica." For example, from an
unpublished memoir by Monsignor Domenico Tardini, at the time a close
collaborator of secretary of state Pacelli, it emerges that Pius XI was extremely
irritated over the fact that "L'Osservatore Romano" did not publish, on
November 15, 1938, a strongly worded protest that he had written against the
racial laws, addressed to the king of Italy, Vittorio Emanuele III, together with
the reply from the king. Instead of these two documents, there was only a
listless article that said little or nothing. A few days later, the pope also failed to
have published in "L'Osservatore" a text that he had dictated seeking to revive
the essence of his protest. In both cases, it was Pacelli who blocked the printing
of the papal tetxs in the newspaper of the Holy See.
Sale will recount these and other actions on the part of Vatican authorities at
the time in other articles scheduled for publication in "La Civiltà Cattolica," for
the 70th anniversary of the anti-Jewish laws of 1938.
But here are the principal passages of the article published in the latest issue of
the authoritative journal, dated September 20, 2008:

The first anti-Jewish measures, and the Declaration of the Fascist Grand Council

by Giovanni Sale S.I.

[...] It is sometimes said that the anti-Jewish legislation adopted in Italy
beginning in September of 1938 was, in comparison with that in force in other
totalitarian countries, more mild and perhaps more humane. This is a myth that
must be debunked. On the contrary, some of the measures enacted by the
Fascist government were even more severe and persecutory than the ones in
effect in Nazi Germany: for example, Germany did not have a law on the
generalized expulsion of Jewish foreigners; moreover, the wholesale expulsion
of Jewish students from the public schools was enacted by the government in
Berlin two months after it came into effect in Italy, and it was put into effect
gradually. [...]
The anti-Semitic legislation, especially regarding schools, was received by the
majority of Italians, especially by the Catholics, with great regret and
sometimes with anger; many letters were sent to the Vatican by private
individuals or by groups and associations (including non-Jewish associations),
calling upon Church authorities, and upon the pope in particular, to intervene
with the Duce in defense of the "beleaguered Jews." [...]
The day after the adoption of the decree-law on the schools, September 6,
1938, Pius XI delivered a memorable address against racism and antiSemitism: it was the first time that this had been done in such an explicit and
direct manner. Unfortunately, it was not released in Italy – in fact, on August 5,
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minister Alfieri had instructed the prefects to prevent the pope's statements
against racism from being published in Catholic journals and newspapers – and
this tremendously favored the racist cause and gave the impression that the
pope, for political reasons, was not taking a position on such a grave matter.
Many Catholic intellectuals, including Dossetti, learned about this by reading
Catholic journals from outside of Italy.
The famous address was delivered in Castel Gandolfo, where the pope had been
staying for some time, before a group of Belgian pilgrims, many of whom
worked in the media. The complete text, published by "Documentation
Catholique," was transcribed by a member of the group while the pope was
speaking. The Vatican newspaper, "L'Osservatore Romano," published the text
but removed the part concerning the Jews, while the "current events" section of
"La Civiltà Cattolica" didn't even mention it. The pope's words are reported by
the Belgian Catholic journal in a rather lively manner: "At this point, the pope
was unable to contain his emotion . . . and, weeping, he cited the passages
from Paul that demonstrate our spiritual descent from Abraham [...] AntiSemitism is incompatible with the sublime thought and the reality evoked in
this text. Anti-Semitism is a hateful movement, with which we Christians should
have nothing at all to do [...] It is not permissible for Christians to participate in
anti-Semitism. We recognize that everyone has the right to self-defense, and
can take the necessary action to safeguard his legitimate interests. But antiSemitism is inadmissible. Spiritually, we are all Semites." The pope's words
condemning anti-Semitism, spoken in an emotional voice, were strong and
clear.
The secretariat of state took a rather prudent approach to this matter, thinking
that in this way it could obtain some sort of concrete benefit for the Jews,
especially for the ones who had converted to Catholicism. Fr. Pietro Tacchi
Venturi, the pope's emissary to Mussolini, was charged with handling the
delicate matter of the Jews with the governing authorities. A note from the
secretariat of state dated September 8, 1938, suggested that the Jesuit draw
the attention of the authorities to the Jews who had converted to Catholicism
and had been baptized: "Would it not be fair," asked the writer, "that,
independently of their origin, Jewish converts who have entered mixed
marriages in keeping with canon law [...] should be considered Catholics, and
not Jews always and no matter what, simply because their parents were
Jewish?" In other words, they were asking the Fascist government to make its
criterion of discrimination not biological-racial, but religious, meaning
membership in a particular religious faith, in this case Judaism.
It now appears embarrassing for the Catholic historian, especially after the
openness of Vatican Council II in this matter, to defend this kind of viewpoint
and manner of proceeding in moral or religious categories. But the task of the
historian is to reconstruct, as much as objectively possible, the historical
narrative, seeking to understand the mentality and culture of the subject in
question, without ideological bias. According to the Catholic culture of the time,
although not everyone agreed with this principle, it seemed that the Church's
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duty was to protect its own faithful first of all, but without neglecting the sense
of justice and charity due to all human beings.
In the light of this principle, one can better understand the later interventions
by Church authorities in this matter. Fr. Tacchi Venturi's efforts on behalf of the
Jews did not achieve much success, in part because Mussolini was strongly
determined to carry forward his racial policy, and he did not want to be in
second place in this after his German ally. In an audience on September 9,
before the first anti-Jewish decree-laws, the pope explicitly told the Jesuit to
send Mussolini the following message: "As an Italian, the pope is truly
saddened to see an entire history of Italian good sense forgotten, in order to
open the door or the window to a wave of German anti-Semitism." Two days
before this, on September 7, Fr. Tacchi Venturi had told the Duce that "because
of news and information that, unfortunately, is reliable, the Holy Father is very
concerned that this aspect or appearance of anti-Semitism attributed to the
measures taken in Italy against the Jews could provoke the Jews and the entire
world to retaliations that may not be insignificant to Italy." [...]

***
The fact remains that, beginning with the publication of the "Race manifesto,"
relations between the Italian government and the Holy See – or better,
between Mussolini and Pius XI – gradually deteriorated, so much so that the
Duce said in private that the pope was a disaster for Italy and for the Church.
For its part, the international press made an exaggerated caricature out of this
antagonism, to the point of speculating that the pope might leave the Eternal
City and Italy: "Following the recent conflict of ideas," the nuncio to Paris, V.
Valeri, wrote to the secretariat of state, "that has manifested itself between the
authorities of the Italian Fascist regime and the Holy See concerning racism,
certain French press outlets, which have followed the episode widely and up
close, have gone to the point of forecasting nothing less than the future
possibility of an exile of the papacy from Rome, and, even more frequently, the
election of a non-Italian pope." This fact, which was also reported by the
Parisian Catholic newspaper "La Croix," demonstrates the seriousness of the
conflict between the Fascist government and the Holy See because of the racial
question and the anti-Jewish legislation universally condemned by Catholics.
But for reasons of prudence, the Holy See organized its attack against the new
discriminatory legislation not by making reference to motivations of a rational
character, founded on natural law – like, for example, the right of all men not to
be discriminated against for reasons of race or religion, in the same way in
which Pius XI had done on various occasions – but by resorting to its own legal
firepower, in particular canon law and the Concordat of 1929, in order to defend
first of all the rights of Jewish Catholics, without pre-judging those of the
others. What was gained by following this approach?
Very little, although the Holy See hoped to obtain much more. Through the
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work of Fr. Tacchi Venturi, with the circular issued by the national education
ministry dated October 23, 1938, baptized children of the Jewish race were
permitted to attend private Catholic schools, even state-certified ones. "As far
as unbaptized Jews are concerned," a Vatican note says, "the Rev. Fr. Tacchi
Venturi has revealed that, as far as he remembers, in the past Catholic schools
usually did not admit Jewish or unbaptized students, for obvious religious and
moral reasons. This norm seems all the more compelling now that acting
differently could seem like opposition to government policy." The Jesuit's
mediation was also able to bring a few baptized Jewish teachers to teach in
state-certified Catholic schools, prompting a sharp warning from the authorities.
This provision had previously been granted by minister Bottai for religious
sisters of Jewish origin. The Fascist government already considered this a very
special concession, in that it impinged upon the biological principle underlying
the legislation.
More conflict between the Fascist government and the Holy See was created by
certain statements made by R. Farinacci while he was in Nuremberg on the
occasion of the national Nazi congress. In remarks published on May 15 in the
newspaper of the SS, "Das Schwarze Korps," Farinacci criticized Pius XI's
frequent speeches on racism. [...] The interview was received with great
displeasure at the Vatican; Pius XI was personally offended by it [...] On
September 21, 1938, the cardinal secretary of state sent to the Italian
ambassador to the Holy See a note of protest over Farinacci's disrespectful and
offensive comments toward "the august person of the Holy Father."
Meanwhile, the Vatican was receiving dozens of requests from Jews affected by
the government regulations, asking the pope to do something for them. The
Vatican documentation now made available shows that the Holy See did what
was possible, frequently intervening through its own intermediary with the
governmental authorities to meet the needs of the Jews, especially those who
had been baptized. It should be remembered, in fact, that from the
humanitarian point of view, baptized Jews were in dire need of papal support,
because they no longer benefited from the protection of their community of
membership, which had rejected them, nor from the support given by
international Jewish communities. The soul of this action on behalf of the Jews,
now facing social discrimination, was Fr. Tacchi Venturi, who in spite of his
limitations – above all his propensity to understand and often accept the
"reasons" of the regime – exerted himself with great generosity for this cause.

***
After the government measures of September 5 and 7, the second step in the
journey toward the introduction in Italy of legislation apparently discriminatory
toward Jewish citizens was constituted by the deliberations adopted by the
Fascist Grand Council of October 6-8, 1938, destined to establish the
fundamental pillars of later anti-Jewish legislation. [...]
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For the moment, the Holy See decided not to intervene directly: it is known, in
fact, that any public intervention, in addition to exasperating Mussolini, who
was now completely unsympathetic toward the elderly pope, would certainly
have harmed the cause of the Jews, and not only those who had been baptized.
So the decision was made to wait for the legislative measures that would follow
the declarations of the Grand Council, in such a way as to be able to intervene
practically with the government authorities for the mitigation of the anti-Jewish
legislation, which was already promising to be harsh and oppressive.
We are convinced that at that moment, an intervention by the Holy See and by
the pope against the declarations of the supreme body of Fascism would have
unleashed an open conflict between the regime and the Vatican, thereby
playing the game of those who, like Farinacci, may have wanted a sort of
reckoning between the two institutions, to show the world "who's really the
boss in Italy." We also know that at that time, Mussolini was determined to
block any maneuver by the Vatican on behalf of the Jews, and to oppose the
pope's appeals forcefully: the problem of race, or better of the Jews, had to be
resolved with determination, as his Nazi colleague had done in Germany,
without caring about the opposition of the Christian confessions, and in
particular of the Catholic Church.
For this reason, the prudence that the Holy See demonstrated at that moment
was determined by the desire to save what could be saved, and in any case not
to make the anti-Jewish legislation even more strict while it was still being
finalized. It must be added to this that the dominant mentality regarding the
Jewish problem in part of the Italian Catholic world at that time was marked by
a certain anti-Judaism rooted in past and even recent religious and politicalcultural differences: we recall that for many, it was not easy to shed this
mindset and pass directly to the other side, seeing the Jew as an "elder
brother" to be loved and, especially at that delicate moment, to be helped.
So the only question that was presented to the authorities at the time was that
of "mixed marriages" [between Catholics and Jews], because this matter
directly concerned the rights of the Church and the Concordat: in this matter, in
fact, the Holy See could intervene without the fear of provoking a backlash from
the public authorities. It was noted that the disposition of the Grand Council
concerning this matter introduced into the Italian legal system a new and
absolute impediment to the celebration of marriage, harming one of the rights
of the Church, in particular that of granting dispensations for disparity of
worship, considered absolutely necessary for the salvation of souls. So the
legislators were asked not to establish an absolute and general ban on the
celebration of mixed marriages, but if anything to work with Church authorities
on how to keep these under control, through a special joint permit from the
government and the Holy See.
In any case, it is not true, as is sometimes repeated, that the Holy See
responded passively to the anti-Jewish legislation, or that it intervened only, as
in the matter of mixed marriages, to protect specifically Catholic and
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confessional interests: instead, albeit with discretion, it sought to prepare
hearts for the future battle against the new regulations issued by the regime.
A Vatican document drafted immediately after the statements from the Grand
Council informs us in this regard about the "secret" directives from the
secretariat of state. The action of the Holy See, the document says, should
follow two directions: "Persuasive action toward the government. By means of
suitable persons equipped with the right qualities, it would be good to try to
sway influential persons in the regime – and not only the head of the
government – to make them understand the sad consequences of an
exaggerated racial policy that does not limit itself to measures intended to
fortify the populace, but goes to the excess of racism with provisions that harm
justice and the Church's rights. [...] It should also be explained that in the case
of discord with the Holy See, fascism would be at the greater disadvantage."
The other direction concerns action toward the clergy. First of all, it was asked
that all metropolitan archbishops should be sent special private instructions, to
be communicated to the other bishops, "to see that the clergy not show any
support for the magazine La Difesa della Razza [The Defense of the Race],"
considered harmful and not in keeping with the Church's teaching on this
matter.
In particular, all of the Italian clergy were urged "not to pass up any
opportunity to emphasize, with the appropriate prudence of course, the harm
and the consequences of extreme nationalism and racism. This could be done
with special meetings of the clergy, without giving the impression that any
action against the government is intended. [...] This seems necessary above all
at the present moment, when there is no freedom of the press, and often even
the few and feeble Catholic newspapers are obliged to publish certain foolish
things about racism." It was also asked that the same action be carried out in
the major seminaries, being attentive however not to violate the letter of the
agreement signed on August 16 by the Holy See and the Fascist government.
As has already been said, the Holy See, at that time, chose to act against the
new anti-Jewish regulations by discreet means, and relying on the effectiveness
of its "domestic diplomacy," a choice not shared by many, but one that in the
near term seemed the only one possible, and even the most effective.
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VATICAN CITY: Pope Benedict on Thursday forcefully defended his
wartime predecessor Pius XII against accusations he did not do enough
to help the Jews, saying Pius "spared no effort" on their behalf during
World War II.
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The pope spoke to members of the U.S.-based Pave the Way
Foundation, a mixed Jewish-Catholic group which held a symposium in
Rome on the papacy of Pius, who reigned from 1939 to 1958.
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The symposium prepared a 200-page compilation of documents,
diplomatic cables and newspaper clippings from the period -- some of them previously
unpublished -- showing Pius did much to help Jews during the war and was thanked by
Jewish leaders.
"Thanks to the vast quantity of documented material which you have gathered, supported by
many authoritative testimonies, your symposium offers to the public forum the possibility of
knowing more fully what Pius XII achieved for the Jews persecuted by the Nazi and fascist
regimes," Benedict said.
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"One understands, then, that wherever possible he spared no effort in intervening in their favour
either directly or through instructions given to other individuals or to institutions of the Catholic
Church," Benedict told the group at his summer residence south of Rome.
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Some Jews have maintained that Pius did not do enough to
save Jews while the Vatican and those Jews who support him
say he worked behind the scenes to help because more
direct intervention would have worsened the situation.
But Benedict praised the symposium for drawing attention "to
his many interventions, made secretly and silently, precisely
because, given the concrete situation of that difficult historical
moment, only in this way was it possible to avoid the worst
and save the greatest number of Jews".

Gary Krupp, an American Jew who is president and founder
of Pave the Way, told the pope the group's investigation "directly contradicts the negative
perception of the pope's war time activities".
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The pope noted that in November, 1945, some six months after the end of the war, 80 delegates
of German concentration camps came to the Vatican to thank Pius.
The symposium's documents included numerous newspaper clippings of Jewish leaders
thanking Pius during and after the conflict and former Israeli Prime Minister Golda Meir saying:
"When fearful martyrdom came to our people in the decade of Nazi terror, the voice of the pope
was raised for the victims".
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The issue of Pius' papacy is one of the most difficult in Catholic-Jewish relations and the pope
said that nearly five decades after his death "not all of the genuine facets of his diverse pastoral
activity have been examined in a just light".
The Vatican will on October 9 mark the 50th anniversary of Pius' death with a conference and
photo exhibition.
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Foundation.
"We have to change history" and tell the world the truth about this
wartime pope "who saved so many lives," Gary Krupp, foundation
president, told Catholic News Service,
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He spoke at the start of a Sept. 15-17 symposium that studied the
papacy of Pope Pius and unveiled new evidence of the pope's hidden
acts and orders aimed at saving Jews from the Nazis.
The symposium, sponsored by the U.S.-based foundation, featured
Catholic and Jewish speakers and video footage of interviews with
people who were saved from the Holocaust through the church's
intervention.

Pope Pius XII, who led the Catholic
Church from 1939 to 1958, is seen
in an undated formal portrait - CNS
photo

"The scholars, the historians have failed, they've simply failed over
the last 45 years" to retrieve and present firsthand accounts from
eyewitnesses, Holocaust survivors, diplomats and archival material,
Krupp said.
Some authors also have based their accounts not on facts, but
opinions and "nonsense" which "are poisoning the memory of this
man," Krupp said.

He told CNS Sept. 15 he grew up hating Pope Pius, thinking the pontiff did nothing to stop the slaughter
of 6 million Jews.
But years later, he was shocked to discover through his own amateur research that the pope had been far
more active in directing a clandestine network of safe houses for people escaping Nazi persecution
through the church's religious orders, communities, convents and seminaries in Europe.
Krupp said of the 60-70 guests he invited to attend the symposium, all of them had been suspicious of or
negative toward Pope Pius' actions during the war. Audience members included rabbis or their
representatives from Europe and Israel.
He said experience showed that if a European leader was outspoken against Nazi persecution, it did
nothing to reverse the injustices. On the contrary, it resulted in accelerated or widened persecution of the
Jews and those speaking out on their behalf, he said. Therefore, keeping the pope and the church's good
works hidden was crucial, he said.
Krupp said the time has come for the world "to forgive Pius XII for not talking the talk but truly commend
him for walking the walk."
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Reputation Of Pope Pius XII Could Affect Relations Between Catholics, Jews
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when it has come to its relationships with other
religions.
This fact, coupled with the controversy that
surrounds Pope Pius XII, has made Catholic leaders
reluctant to push the debate. Any stance that is too
contentious could hurt relations between the Vatican
and the Jewish community, and nobody wants to see
decades of progress toward good relations marred by
a careless statement. But some Jewish
commentators who say the Church needs to explain
Pius XII's actions and accuse the late pontiff of not
have cared about the fate of Jews fleeing from the
Holocaust.
John Cornwell, Cambridge professor who wrote
critically about Pius XII in his book Hitler's Pope, said
the actions he criticizes Pius XII for were mistakes,
not faults.

Daily Provocation

"The ultimate result
of shielding men
from the effects of
folly is to fill the
world with fools." Herbert Spencer

"I believe that his conduct, as a Vatican lawyer, then as a diplomat in Germany, and, finally, when he
was secretary of state in the Vatican, was largely that devoted to strong centralization of the Catholic
Church," he told The Bulletin. "When the Church centralizes, it runs the risk of weakness at the
periphery: I contend that this policy made German Catholicism weaker, undermining its potential for
resistance (as did not happen in the late 19th century against Bismark when Pius IX liberated Catholics
from obedience to the German state). It was independence from the Vatican, and a resistance to
pressures from Paul VI to create concordats with Communism, that enabled the future John Paul II to
build up a strong Polish Church that eventually prompted the process that brought down the Soviet
Union. The story of Pius XII and his place in history indicates a warning, rather than a condemnation,
that the same mistakes should be avoided."
The Vatican, however, hasn't stopped affirming the good it says Pius XII did for the Jews in World War
II. Pave the Way Foundation, an organization dedicated to bridging the gap in tolerance and
understanding between religions, has an interest in bringing the controversy about Pius XII to a peaceful
close. It sees the dangers the Pius XII debate could do to relations between Judaism and Catholicism
and decided to compile as much evidence as it could on Pius XII's efforts to save Jews during the war.
The result? A 200-page compilation of documents, diplomatic cables and newspaper clippings from the
period - some of which were previously unpublished. The evidence gathered by Pave the Way showed
that Jewish leaders thanked Pius XII publicly, both during and after the war.
"An important witness to the role of Pius XII in wartime Italy is Rabbi Israel Zolli, chief rabbi of Rome
during the Nazi occupation and persecution of Jews," wrote Sr. Margherita Marchione, an historian of
Pius XII in her short book titled, Did Pius XII Help The Jews? "A biblical scholar whose courage and
integrity cannot be challenged, Rabbi Zolli was hidden in the Vatican. He was an eyewitness to the
deportation of Rome's Jews by the Gestapo in 1943. He was converted to Catholicism and took the
name Eugenio in Baptism in honor of Pius XII."
In his book Antisemitismo, Rabbi Zolli was firm in his conviction that Pius XII worked hard to help the
Jews.
"World Jewry owes a great debt of gratitude to Pius XII for his repeated and pressing appeals for justice
on behalf of the Jews," wrote Rabbi Zolli. "And, when these did not prevail, for his strong protests
against evil laws and procedures."
The Pave the Way Foundation efforts culminated in a symposium marking the 50th anniversary of Pius
XII's death. The symposium included Bishop Salvatore Fisichella, rector of Rome's Pontifical Lateran
University, Fr. Gianfranco Ghirlanda S.J., rector of Rome's Pontifical Gregorian University, and Msgr.
Walter Brandmuller, president of the Pontifical Committee for Historical Sciences.
"Various different historical situations of great significance came together in the life of Pius XII," said
Bishop Fisichella. "The genocide of the Jews, the communist occupation of various Christian nations, the
Cold War, new advances of science and the innovations of certain schools of theology."
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The symposium was visited by Pope Benedict XVI, who thanked Pave the Way for its work.
"So much has been written and said of [Pius XII] during these last five decades, and not all of the
genuine facets of his diverse pastoral activity have been examined in a just light," Pope Benedict XVI
said. "The aim of your symposium has been precisely to address some of these deficiencies, conducting
a careful and documented examination of many of his interventions, especially those in favor of the
Jews who in those years were being targeted all over Europe, in accordance with the criminal plan of
those who wanted to eliminate them from the face of the earth."
Pave the Way found documentation that Pius XII secretly ordered that Catholics open their doors to
fleeing Jews, thousands of whom were hidden in Rome during the Nazi occupation. Organization founder
and president Gary Krupp, an American Jew, told the Zenit news service the evidence was necessary to
begin the process of putting the controversy to rest.
"We discovered that many messages and orders were verbal and encrypted and since archival
researchers seem to believe that if it wasn't written it didn't happen, that any lack of discovered
documents would only spawn accusations of intentional document destruction," he said. "This is why we
sought out those who are eye witnesses to papal intervention."
Benedict XVI agrees that Pius XII should be a cause for closer relations between Catholics and Jews, and
his actions should serve as a lesson for Christians.
"When one draws close to this noble pope, free from ideological prejudices, in addition to being struck
by his lofty spiritual and human character one is also captivated by the example of his life and the
extraordinary richness of his teaching," he said. "One can also come to appreciate the human wisdom
and pastoral intensity which guided him in his long years of ministry, especially in providing organized
assistance to the Jewish people."
John P. Connolly can be reached at jconnolly@thebulletin.us
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More Exoneration for Pope Pius XII
The Pave the Way Foundation is an interreligious group that just
held a symposium on the heroism of Pius XII in saving Jews during
the Holocaust. Zenit gives a good treatment of the whole thing
here. Basically, Pius XII wasn't Hitler's Pope and was actually
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convince them to change their minds outside of a Road to
Damascus moment.
Still, the path seems to be getting clearer now. All readers please
continue to pray for this wonderful pope's canonization.
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Rome symposium to study Pius' legacy
Published: 09/15/2008
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A symposium in Rome will reveal
new information about the
controversial wartime Pope Pius
XII.
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Pave the Way, a U.S.-based,
What bloggers
nonsectarian organization that
are saying
promotes interreligious dialogue, is
sponsoring the three-day
symposium that begins Monday to study the papacy of Pope
Pius XII. Earlier this year, Pave the Way announced it was
investigating Pius' papacy by interviewing eyewitnesses and
gathering publicly available documentation and newspaper
accounts.
The organization said it had uncovered information that
contradicted criticism that Pius turned a blind eye to the
Holocaust.
"We have discovered many personal intercessions of Pope Pius
XII which directly contradict the impression that he remained
silent and did nothing to save Jewish lives," said Pave the Way
President Gary Krupp.
Krupp has close ties with the Vatican. In January 2007, he
became the first Jewish man to be knighted by two popes when
he was promoted to the highest Pontifical Order of St. Gregory
the Great. He received a previous papal knighthood in 2000.
A spokesman for Pave the Way said the meeting is expected to
"present new documentation that has never been revealed
before" regarding Pius XII.
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Pius XII 'spared no effort' to help Jews - Pope
External »
z

Pave the Way Foundation

The Irish Times take no responsibility for the content
or availability of other websites
Pope Benedict today forcefully defended his wartime predecessor Pius XII against accusations he
did not do enough to help the Jews, saying Pius "spared no effort" on their behalf during World War
II.
The pope spoke to members of the US-based Pave the Way Foundation, a mixed Jewish-Catholic
group which held a symposium in Rome on the papacy of Pius, who reigned from 1939 to 1958.
The symposium prepared a 200-page compilation of documents, diplomatic cables and newspaper
clippings from the period - some of them previously unpublished - showing Pius did much to help
Jews during the war and was thanked by Jewish leaders.
"Thanks to the vast quantity of documented material which you have gathered, supported by many
authoritative testimonies, your symposium offers to the public forum the possibility of knowing
more fully what Pius XII achieved for the Jews persecuted by the Nazi and fascist regimes," Pope
Benedict said.
"One understands, then, that wherever possible he spared no effort in intervening in their favour
either directly or through instructions given to other individuals or to institutions of the Catholic
Church," Pope Benedict told the group at his summer residence south of Rome.
Some Jews have maintained that Pius did not do enough to save Jews while the Vatican and those
Jews who support him say he worked behind the scenes to help because more direct intervention
would have worsened the situation.
But Pope Benedict praised the symposium for drawing attention "to his many interventions, made
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secretly and silently, precisely because, given the concrete situation of that difficult historical
moment, only in this way was it possible to avoid the worst and save the greatest number of Jews".
Gary Krupp, an American Jew who is president and founder of Pave the Way, told the Pope the
group's investigation "directly contradicts the negative perception of the pope's war time activities".
The Pope noted that in November, 1945, some six months after the end of the war, 80 delegates of
German concentration camps came to the Vatican to thank Pius.
The symposium's documents included numerous newspaper clippings of Jewish leaders thanking
Pius during and after the conflict and former Israeli Prime Minister Golda Meir saying: "When
fearful martyrdom came to our people in the decade of Nazi terror, the voice of the pope was raised
for the victims".
The issue of Pius' papacy is one of the most difficult in Catholic-Jewish relations and the pope said
that nearly five decades after his death "not all of the genuine facets of his diverse pastoral activity
have been examined in a just light".
The Vatican will on October 9th mark the 50th anniversary of Pius' death with a conference and
photo exhibition.
Historians have been calling on the Vatican to open up all its archives on the period.
The Vatican says while some of the archives of the period are still closed for organisational reasons,
most of the significant documentation regarding Pius is already open to scholars.
Last year, the Vatican's saint-making department voted in favour of a decree recognising Pius's
"heroic virtues," a major hurdle in a long process toward possible sainthood that began in 1967. But
Pope Benedict has so far not approved the decree.
Some Jewish groups have said the Vatican should freeze the beatification process but others say it is
an internal Church matter.
© 2008 irishtimes.com
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Tuesday, 23 September 2008

Interfaith symposium defends Pius XII
Cathnews Published: September 19, 2008
A Rome interfaith symposium organised by US Catholics and Jews has backed the record of Pope
Pius XII with documents showing the World War II pope intervened publicly and privately to save
Jews.
European Jewish News reports the symposium, organised by the Pave the Way Foundation to mark
the 50th anniversary of the death of Pope Pius XII, brought together Catholics and Jews in his
defence.
The foundation claims the late Pope was the victim of a sinister "myth" to the effect that he was
insensitive to the fate of Jews terrorised by Germany's Nazi regime and its death camps.
The group collected documentation aiming to prove Pius XII intervened publicly as well as in
secret to save Jews and to encourage Catholic institutions to shelter them.
These documents include diplomatic telegrams and testimony of people saved thanks to his
intervention, according to the symposium.
The foundation is asking that Yad Vashem, the Holocaust memorial in Jerusalem, withdraw from
its permanent exhibition a text that the group considers defamatory towards Pius XII.
In February, the Vatican said it would not block steps under way for the beatification of Pius XII,
despite criticism from many historians and numerous Jewish associations about the former
pontiff's attitude towards the Holocaust.
Gary Krupp, an American Jew who is president and founder of Pave the Way, told the Pope the
group's investigation "directly contradicts the negative perception of the pope's war time
activities," Haaretz adds.
In an address to the Pave the Way Foundation, Pope Benedict said that "when one draws close to
this noble Pope, free from ideological prejudices", one must recognise the "courageous dedication"
of Pope Pacelli to saving as many Jews as possible from the Nazi devastation during the second
world war.
Praising the symposium organisers, Pope Benedict noted that in November 1945, some six months
after the end of the war, 80 delegates of German concentration camps came to the Vatican to
thank Pius.
The symposium's documents included numerous newspaper clippings of Jewish leaders thanking
Pius during and after the conflict and former Israeli Prime Minister Golda Meir saying: "When
fearful martyrdom came to our people in the decade of Nazi terror, the voice of the Pope was
raised for the victims."
"Thanks to the vast quantity of documented material which you have gathered, supported by many
authoritative testimonies, your symposium offers to the public forum the possibility of knowing
more fully what Pius XII achieved for the Jews persecuted by the Nazi and fascist regimes", the
Pope said.
"It is my great hope", he concluded, "that this year, which marks the 50th anniversary of my
venerated predecessor's death, will provide the opportunity to promote in depth studies of various
aspects of his life and his works in order to come to know the historical truth, overcoming every
remaining prejudice.
During his visit to Paris last week, Pope Benedict also reminded representatives from France's
Jewish community that Pius XII had called Nazism a period of "darkness".
The Pope will celebrate a mass on October 5 in the Vatican's Saint Peter's Basilica to mark the
anniversary.
See also:
Pope Pius XII tried to save European Jews: Rome symposium (European Jewish Press, 18/9/08)
Pope: Pius XII spared no effort, including secret ones, to save Jews (AsiaNews, 18/9/08)
Pope Benedict: Pius XII 'spared no effort' to help Jews during WWII (Haaretz, 18/9/08)
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Interfaith symposium defends Pius XII
A Rome interfaith symposium
organised by US Catholics and Jews
has backed the record of Pope Pius XII
with documents showing the World War
II pope intervened publicly and privately
to save Jews.
European Jewish News reports the symposium, organised by the Pave
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"It is my great hope", he concluded, "that this year, which marks the 50th
anniversary of my venerated predecessor's death, will provide the
opportunity to promote in depth studies of various aspects of his life and
his works in order to come to know the historical truth, overcoming every
remaining prejudice.
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During his visit to Paris last week, Pope Benedict also reminded
representatives from France's Jewish community that Pius XII had
called Nazism a period of "darkness".
The Pope will celebrate a mass on October 5 in the Vatican's Saint
Peter's Basilica to mark the anniversary.
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Pope Benedict says Pope Pius worked
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Jesuit Father Peter Gumpel, a historian and investigating
judge of the sainthood cause for Pope Pius XII, speaks at a
symposium on Pope Pius in Rome Sept. 17. Father Gumpel
thinks that Pope Benedict XVI will sooner or later sign a
decree recognizing Pope Pius as venerable.

VATICAN CITY (CNS) -- Pope Pius XII worked courageously, secretly and silently to help save
Jews targeted by the Nazis' "criminal plan ... to eliminate them from the face of the earth," said
Pope Benedict XVI.
"Wherever possible, (Pope Pius) spared no effort in intervening in their favor" and providing
organized assistance to the Jews either directly or through others, including Catholic religious
institutes, Pope Benedict told participants in an international symposium dedicated to examining
the papacy of Pope Pius.
The pope held a Sept. 18 private audience at his summer residence south of Rome with some
80 attendees of the Sept. 15-17 symposium organized by the U.S.-based Pave the Way
Foundation. Participants included members of the foundation and representatives of the Jewish
community, including rabbis and scholars from around the world. The Vatican published a text
of the remarks.
Thanking the foundation for its efforts in seeking the truth, Pope Benedict said that "not all of the
genuine facets" of Pope Pius' pontificate have been examined "in just light" in the 50 years
since his death.
Critics have said they believe Pope Pius did not speak out clearly enough in defense of the
Jews during World War II or was indifferent toward the victims of Nazism.
Pope Benedict said many of Pope Pius' efforts to support the Jews were "made secretly and
silently" because "in that difficult historical moment, only in this way was it possible to avoid the
worst and save the greatest number of Jews."
Gary Krupp, Jewish founder and president of the Pave the Way Foundation, told the pope in his
speech that "the Catholic Church under the pontificate of Pius XII was instrumental in saving the
lives of as many as 860,000 Jews from certain death at Nazi hands."
Krupp told Catholic News Service after the audience that Pope Benedict "was very appreciative"
of the organization's extensive research, which had revealed clearly that the current negative
perception of Pope Pius "is completely wrong."
He presented the pope with nine video testimonies of Holocaust survivors and other
eyewitnesses to Vatican humanitarian efforts, as well as the 200-page book of documentation
compiled by the foundation and unveiled at the Rome symposium.
Dozens of Jewish representatives who believed Pope Pius had done nothing to help the Jews
during the Holocaust had been invited to the symposium.
Many accepted the invitation, but some publicly critical of Pope Pius and representatives from
three major Jewish museums did not attend even though the foundation had offered to pay for a
live video feed if they were unable to travel to Rome.
Symposium organizers wanted to convince curators of the Yad Vashem Holocaust Memorial in
Jerusalem that a picture display of Pope Pius at the memorial is historically inaccurate and
should be changed. The captions accompanying the pope's picture state he did nothing to
condemn the Nazis and their slaughter of the Jews.
David Nekrutman, executive director of the Israeli-based Center for Jewish-Christian
Understanding and Cooperation, told CNS the exhibit at Yad Vashem should be taken down
"until it's done correctly."
The display makes the pope look like he was a Nazi collaborator "and that image affected me
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CASTEL GANDOLFO, Italy, SEPT. 18, 2008 (Zenit.org).- Here is the address Gary Krupp,
president of the Pave the Way Foundation, gave today upon meeting Benedict XVI at the
apostolic palace of Castel Gandolfo, south of Rome.
The Pope granted an audience to the participants of the congress "Examining the Papacy of Pope
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Pius XII," which was organized by the foundation. The three-day symposium ended Wednesday.

RELATED INFORMATION
***
You Holiness, The mission of Pave the Way Foundation is to end the malevolent and the illegal
use of religion. We begin this process by establishing credible and trusted relationships through
our historic gestures of good will and with the identification and elimination of obstacles between
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the faiths.
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Some examples of our projects are that we worked for over 20 years to help the equipment

Benedict XVI Mourns Death of
Cardinal Lustiger

acquisition of the hospital of St. Padre Pio here in Italy. We worked behind the scenes to remove
obstacles and to move the fundamental agreements with the Israeli government and the Holy
See. We initiated the Jewish thank you to Pope John Paul II for his efforts to achieve religious
reconciliation. We brought the manuscripts of Maimonides for the first time in history from the
Vatican Library to the state of Israel, and in 2007, we implemented the gift to your library of the
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oldest manuscripts of the Gospels of St. John and St. Luke, the Bodmer papyrus.
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Your Holiness, for all of these benevolent projects I wish recognize, in your presence, one who

Relator of Pius XII's Case Is
Wary of Report

has dedicated over 20 years behind the scenes to help us to complete this vital work: Doctor
Rolando Clementoni.
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Aquas"

In the furtherance of our mission, Pave the Way has identified the papacy of Pope Pius XII as a

Rabbi's Visit to Mosque Hailed
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source of friction and misunderstanding. Accordingly, we have undertaken an independent
investigation to identify significant documents and to video record eyewitness testimony. I wish
to report to you that results of this investigation are stunning, and directly contradict the
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negative perception of the Pope's wartime activities.
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All of the documented material that we have gathered, including the transcript of our just

Rabbi Says Pius XII Deserves
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completed three-day symposium, will be turned over to your pontifical institutions and to the
internationally recognized Holocaust centers for further study.

Benedict XVI Tells Rabbi of
Church\'s Love for Jews

Based on their review of these new materials, and in the interest of maintaining their historical

Judeo-Christian Dialogue
Nearing \"a Promised Land\"

integrity and accuracy, we call upon these institutions to carefully review this new information in
order to redefine the current perception on this papacy.

[ more information ]

This year, for Catholics, Oct. 9, 2008, will be the commemoration the 50th anniversary of the
death of Pope Pius XII, for Jews that date is also significant as it is our holiest Jewish holiday Yom
Kippur, our Day of Atonement. May this providential date usher in a new effort to correct the
historical record and bring to light the truth of this papacy.
I wish to close with a passage from a book written by Ambassador Pinchas Lapide, a former
Israeli consul general in Italy, and a Jewish theologian: "No Pope in history has been thanked
more heartily by Jews upon his death in 1958. Several suggested in open letters that a Pope Pius
XII forest of 860,000 trees be planted on the hills of Judea in order to fittingly honor the memory
of the late Pontiff, because the Catholic Church under the pontificate of Pius XII was instrumental
in saving the lives of as many as 860,000 Jews from certain death at Nazi hands."
You Holiness, we humbly ask you to keep the mission of Pave the Way Foundation and its vital
work to end the malevolent use of religion in your prayers, and thank you for allowing us this
time today.

© Innovative Media, Inc.
Reprinting ZENIT's articles requires written permission from the editor.
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Benedetto XVI invita a riconoscere l'azione umanitaria di Eugenio Pacelli durante la persecuzione
nazista e fascista

Pio XII e gli ebrei
Verità storica senza pregiudizi
Occorre riconoscere senza pregiudizi ideologici la verità storica su Pio XII. È l'invito di Benedetto XVI
nel corso dell'udienza di giovedì 18 settembre ai partecipanti al simposio della Pave the Way, una
Fondazione ebraica impegnata a riscoprire e valorizzare l'azione umanitaria di Papa Pacelli per le
vittime della guerra e, in particolare, per gli ebrei.
Dear Mr Krupp,
Ladies and Gentlemen,
I am happy to meet with you at the conclusion of the important symposium organized by the Pave the
Way Foundation. I know that many eminent scholars have participated in this reflection on the numerous
works of my beloved Predecessor - the Servant of God Pope Pius XII - accomplished during the difficult
period around the time of the Second World War. I warmly welcome each of you especially Mr Gary
Krupp, President of the Foundation, whom I thank for the kind words expressed on your behalf. I am
grateful to him for informing me how your work has been undertaken during the symposium. You have
analyzed without bias the events of history and concerned yourselves only with seeking the truth. I also
greet those accompanying you on this visit, as well as your family members and loved ones at home.
The focus of your study has been the person and the
tireless pastoral and humanitarian work of Pius XII,
Pastor Angelicus. Fifty years have passed since his
pious death here at Castel Gandolfo early on the ninth of
October 1958, after a debilitating disease. This
anniversary provides an important opportunity to deepen
our knowledge of him, to meditate on his rich teaching
and to analyze thoroughly his activities. So much has
been written and said of him during these last five
decades and not all of the genuine facets of his diverse
pastoral activity have been examined in a just light. The
aim of your symposium has been precisely to address
some of these deficiencies, conducting a careful and
documented examination of many of his interventions,
especially those in favour of the Jews who in those years were being targeted all over Europe, in
accordance with the criminal plan of those who wanted to eliminate them from the face of the earth. When
one draws close to this noble Pope, free from ideological prejudices, in addition to being struck by his
lofty spiritual and human character one is also captivated by the example of his life and the extraordinary
richness of his teaching. One can also come to appreciate the human wisdom and pastoral intensity which
guided him in his long years of ministry, especially in providing organized assistance to the Jewish
people.
Thanks to the vast quantity of documented material which you have gathered, supported by many
authoritative testimonies, your symposium offers to the public forum the possibility of knowing more
fully what Pius XII achieved for the Jews persecuted by the Nazi and Fascist regimes. One understands,
then, that wherever possible he spared no effort in intervening in their favour either directly or through
instructions given to other individuals or to institutions of the Catholic Church. In the proceedings of your
convention you have also drawn attention to his many interventions, made secretly and silently, precisely
because, given the concrete situation of that difficult historical moment, only in this way was it possible to
avoid the worst and save the greatest number of Jews.
This courageous and paternal dedication was recognized and appreciated during and after the terrible
world conflict by Jewish communities and individuals who showed their gratitude for what the Pope had
done for them. One need only recall Pius XII's meeting on the 29th of November 1945 with 80 delegates
of German concentration camps who during a special Audience granted to them at the Vatican, wished to
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thank him personally for his generosity to them during the terrible period of Nazi-fascist persecution.
Ladies and Gentlemen, thank you for your visit and for the research you have undertaken. Thanks also to
the Pave the Way Foundation for its ongoing activity in promoting relationships and dialogue between
religions, as witnesses of peace, charity and reconciliation. It is my great hope that this year, which marks
the fiftieth-anniversary of my venerated Predecessor's death, will provide the opportunity to promote indepth studies of various aspects of his life and his works in order to come to know the historical truth,
overcoming every remaining prejudice. With these sentiments I invoke upon you and the proceedings of
your symposium an abundance of divine blessings.
Pubblichiamo una nostra traduzione italiana del discorso rivolto da Benedetto XVI ai partecipanti al
simposio su Pio XII organizzato dalla Pave the Way Foundation. Il Papa li ha ricevuti nella mattina di
giovedì 18 settembre, nella sala degli Svizzeri a Castel Gandolfo.
Stimato Signor Krupp,
Gentili Signore e Signori,
è per me un vero piacere incontrarvi al termine
dell'importante simposio promosso dalla Pave the Way
Foundation, che ha visto la partecipazione di eminenti
studiosi per riflettere insieme sull'opera generosa
compiuta dal mio venerato Predecessore, il Servo di Dio
Pio XII, durante il difficile periodo del secolo scorso,
che ruota attorno al secondo conflitto mondiale. A
ciascuno di voi rivolgo il mio più cordiale benvenuto.
Saluto in modo particolare il Sig. Gary Krupp,
Presidente della Fondazione, e gli sono grato per i
sentimenti espressi a nome di tutti i presenti. Gli sono
inoltre riconoscente per le informazioni che mi ha dato
su come si sono svolti i vostri lavori in questo vostro
simposio, in cui avete analizzato senza preconcetti gli
eventi della storia, unicamente preoccupati di ricercare
la verità. Il mio saluto si estende a quanti si sono a voi uniti in questa vostra visita, e colgo volentieri
l'occasione per inviare il mio cordiale pensiero ai vostri familiari e alle persone a voi care.
Durante questi giorni la vostra attenzione si è rivolta alla figura e all'infaticabile azione pastorale e
umanitaria di Pio XII, Pastor Angelicus. È passato mezzo secolo dal suo pio transito, avvenuto qui, a
Castel Gandolfo nelle prime ore del 9 ottobre 1958, dopo una malattia che ne ridusse gradualmente il
vigore fisico. Questo anniversario costituisce una importante opportunità per approfondirne la
conoscenza, per meditarne il ricco insegnamento e per analizzare compiutamente il suo operato. Tanto si è
scritto e detto di lui in questi cinque decenni e non sempre sono stati posti nella giusta luce i veri aspetti
della sua multiforme azione pastorale. Scopo del vostro simposio è proprio quello di colmare alcune di tali
lacune, conducendo una attenta e documentata analisi su molti suoi interventi, soprattutto su quelli a
favore degli ebrei che in quegli anni venivano colpiti ovunque in Europa, in ossequio al disegno criminoso
di chi voleva eliminarli dalla faccia della terra. Quando ci si accosta senza pregiudizi ideologici alla nobile
figura di questo Papa, oltre ad essere colpiti dal suo alto profilo umano e spirituale, si rimane conquistati
dall'esemplarità della sua vita e dalla straordinaria ricchezza del suo insegnamento. Si apprezza la
saggezza umana e la tensione pastorale che lo hanno guidato nel suo lungo ministero e in modo
particolare nell'organizzazione degli aiuti al popolo ebraico.
Grazie a un vasto materiale documentario da voi raccolto, arricchito da molteplici e autorevoli
testimonianze, il vostro simposio offre alla pubblica opinione la possibilità di conoscere meglio e più
compiutamente ciò che Pio XII ha promosso e compiuto a favore degli ebrei perseguitati dai regimi
nazista e fascista. Si apprende allora che non risparmiò sforzi, ovunque fosse possibile, per intervenire
direttamente oppure attraverso istruzioni impartite a singoli o ad istituzioni della Chiesa cattolica in loro
favore. Nei lavori del vostro convegno sono stati anche evidenziati i non pochi interventi da lui compiuti
in modo segreto e silenzioso proprio perché, tenendo conto delle concrete situazioni di quel complesso
momento storico, solo in tale maniera era possibile evitare il peggio e salvare il più gran numero possibile
di ebrei. Questa sua coraggiosa e paterna dedizione è stata del resto riconosciuta ed apprezzata durante e
dopo il tremendo conflitto mondiale da comunità e personalità ebraiche che non mancarono di manifestare
la loro gratitudine per quanto il Papa aveva fatto per loro. Basta ricordare l'incontro che Pio XII ebbe, il 29
novembre del 1945, con gli 80 delegati dei campi di concentramento tedeschi, i quali in una speciale
udienza loro concessa in Vaticano, vollero ringraziarlo personalmente per la generosità dal Papa
dimostrata verso di loro, perseguitati durante il terribile periodo del nazifascismo.
Gentili Signore e Signori, grazie per questa vostra visita e per il lavoro di ricerca che state compiendo.
Grazie alla Pave the Way Foundation per la costante azione che dispiega nel favorire i rapporti e il
dialogo tra le varie Religioni, in modo che esse offrano una testimonianza di pace, di carità e di
riconciliazione. È mio vivo auspicio infine che quest'anno, che ci ricorda il 50° della morte di questo mio
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Pius XII "spared no effort" to help Jews
Pope Benedict today forcefully defended his wartime predecessor Pius XII against accusations he did not do enough to
help the Jews, saying Pius "spared no effort" on their behalf during World War II. The Pope spoke to members of the
US-based Pave the Way Foundation, a mixed Jewish-Catholic group which held a symposium in Rome on the papacy of
Pius, who reigned from 1939 to 1958.
The symposium prepared a 200-page compilation of documents, diplomatic cables and newspaper clippings from the
period -- some of them previously unpublished -- showing Pius did much to help Jews during the war and was thanked
by Jewish leaders.
"Thanks to the vast quantity of documented material which you have gathered, supported by many authoritative
testimonies, your symposium offers to the public forum the possibility of knowing more fully what Pius XII achieved for
the Jews persecuted by the Nazi and fascist regimes," Pope Benedict said.
"One understands, then, that wherever possible he spared no effort in intervening in their favour either directly or
through instructions given to other individuals or to institutions of the Catholic Church," Pope Benedict told the group at
his summer residence south of Rome.
Some Jews have maintained that Pius did not do enough to save Jews while the Vatican and those Jews who support
him say he worked behind the scenes to help because more direct intervention would have worsened the situation.
But Pope Benedict praised the symposium for drawing attention "to his many interventions, made secretly and silently,
precisely because, given the concrete situation of that difficult historical moment, only in this way was it possible to avoid
the worst and save the greatest number of Jews".
Gary Krupp, an American Jew who is president and founder of Pave the Way, told the Pope the group's investigation
"directly contradicts the negative perception of the Pope's war time activities".

The Pope noted that in November, 1945, some six months after the end of the war, 80 delegates of German
concentration camps came to the Vatican to thank Pope Pius.
The symposium's documents included numerous newspaper clippings of Jewish leaders thanking Pope Pius during and
after the conflict and former Israeli Prime Minister Golda Meir saying: "When fearful martyrdom came to our people in
the decade of Nazi terror, the voice of the pope was raised for the victims".
The issue of Pope Pius' papacy is one of the most difficult in Catholic-Jewish relations and the pope said that nearly five
decades after his death "not all of the genuine facets of his diverse pastoral activity have been examined in a just light".
The Vatican will on October 9 mark the 50th anniversary of Pope Pius' death with a conference and photo exhibition.
Historians have been calling on the Vatican to open up all its archives on the period.
The Vatican says while some of the archives of the period are still closed for organisational reasons, most of the
significant documentation regarding Pope Pius is already open to scholars.
Last year, the Vatican's saint-making department voted in favour of a decree recognising Pope Pius's "heroic virtues," a
major hurdle in a long process toward possible sainthood that began in 1967. But Pope Benedict has so far not
approved the decree.
Some Jewish groups have said the Vatican should freeze the beatification process but others say it is an internal Church
matter.
Article © Allied Newspapers Ltd., printed on Thursday, September 18, 2008. This article is for personal use only, and should not be distributed.
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Wartime Pope’s Reappraisal New
Battleground In Culture War
Books, conferences are latest sign of effort to rehabilitate Pius XII. Left,
right split over his legacy.
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Dan Kurtzman, right, refute accusations
of Pope Pius’ pro-Nazi leanings. John
Cornwell, author of “Hitler’s Pope,” now
more measured in criticism.
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by Steve Lipman
Staff Writer

A politically aware teenager in Queens in the 1960s, Gary Krupp shared the prevailing
opinion of Pope Pius XII, the controversial leader of the Roman Catholic Church during
World War II. “I grew up hating him,” Krupp says. Today, he is one of the pope’s most
vocal defenders in the Jewish community.

A seminary student in England in his 20s, John Cornwell is at 68 a prominent journalist
and historian in his homeland, known for his criticism of Catholicism. His 1999 book,
“Hitler’s Pope: The Secret History of Pius XII,” depicted Pius as sympathetic to Nazi
Germany and indifferent to the persecution of European Jewry. Today, he says he may
have overstated his original criticism of the pope.
A rumor that has circulated since World

War II, but earned little credence among historians, is that the Third Reich regarded Pius
as sympathetic to the Jews and targeted him for a kidnapping, planning to take him
hostage during the Nazis’ occupation of the Vatican. Pius, according to this rumor, feared
for his life and declined to openly oppose the Final Solution.
Today, says author Dan Kurzman, his research has substantiated the kidnapping rumor,
but he says the pope was neither an anti-Semite nor a coward.
Fifty years after Pius’ death and 45 years after the publication of the play that left a
permanent black mark on his legacy, the record of the man who is both proposed for
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sainthood and dismissed as a Nazi
accomplice is the subject of an ongoing
debate among
Jewish and Catholic scholars. The last
few years have seen the appearance of
several books examining his wartime
actions or inaction, and Pius is
emerging as a battleground in wider
cultural and political wars.
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The pope’s reputation is undergoing a
re-examination in some circles, if not
rehabilitation. In November, the Vatican
will host a conference that will
emphasize the religious teachings of Pius, whose path to being declared a saint is
apparently on the slow track because of the controversy over his behavior during World
War II. The commemorations are designed to “clarify the complexity” of the pope’s
career, says Msgr. Salvatore Fisichella, rector of the Lateran University, cosponsor of the
event.

www.vaticanboardgame.com

And Krupp, founder of the Pave the Way Foundation, a New York-based independent,
interfaith organization that fosters closer relations between Judaism and Catholicism, will
convene an international symposium in Rome next week to study the pope’s actions in
the Holocaust. “Examining the Papacy of Pius XII,” Sept. 15-18, will bring together some
130 scholars, including defenders and detractors of the pope, for the first such major
reappraisal of Vatican behavior from 1939 to 1945.

www.hitlersfate.net

“No matter how contentious this subject may be,” frequently dividing Jews who consider
Pius XII a villain and Catholics who describe him as a hero, “we feel that we can help
repair the rift by researching the truth and presenting our results to those on both sides of
the issue,” Krupp says.
The symposium is the latest sign of an attitude shift in Pius’ favor in recent years in parts
of the Jewish community, mostly among scholars, as well as neoconservatives and those
working to improve ecumenical ties. Pius’ defenders point to the claim last year by Ion
Mihai Pacepa, a former Romanian intelligence officer who defected to the United States,
that “The Deputy” was part of a KGB-orchestrated plot to weaken the Catholic Church by
discrediting its wartime head.
Other prominent Jewish defenders of the pope include Rabbi Daniel Lapin, president of
the interfaith Toward Tradition organization; Rabbi David Dalin, author of “The Myth of
Hitler’s Pope: How Pope Pius XII Rescued Jews from the Nazis” (Regnery Publishing,
2005); and columnists David Klinghoffer and Don Feder.
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“When I started college in 1966, ‘The Deputy’ was required reading for incoming
freshmen,” Feder wrote in 2005. “The liberal establishment — which had long loathed the
Catholic Church for its positions on sexual morality — embraced this toxic fiction as
revealed truth.”
The charges against Pius XII are part of a “black legend,” according to Andrea Tornielli,
author of a recent Italian biography of the pope.
Many defenders of Pius, both Jews and Catholics, claim that his name has been
slandered, sometimes by critics who use him as a backhanded means to attack the
contemporary Church.
This Kulturkampf is being fought mainly at the leadership level, by scholars and
theologians in the Jewish and Catholic communities. “For most Catholics, Pius is not an
issue,” says Australian writer Paul O’Shea, whose “A Cross Too Heavy: Politics and the
Jews of Europe, 1917-1943” (Rosenberg Publishing), is being issued next month in this
country.
Pius’ reputation has remained black “on the ‘Jewish street,’” says Steven Bayme, director
of contemporary Jewish life at the American Jewish Committee.
For those who care, Pius’ record during the Holocaust offers fodder for emotional,
subjective, often ahistorical arguments, since the Vatican has not fully released its
wartime archive records that could more fully reveal the extent of the pope’s behavior and
feelings.
The debates “sometimes have less to do with history and more to do with [advocates’]
political agenda,” says Holocaust historian Michael Berenbaum.
“There’s no question that Pius’ legacy has been exploited and tossed around as a way to
further both liberal and conservative views of Catholicism,” says author and social
commentator Thane Rosenbaum.
The overlap of Pius and contemporary politics is reflected by the identity of some of the
principal voices — among his defenders are Rabbi Lapin, whose Toward Tradition
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organization fosters conservative, interfaith activities, and Regnery Publishing, which
calls itself “the nation’s leading conservative publisher”; among his most prominent critics
are Cornwell, a former seminary student in Great Britain who is frequently at odds with
the contemporary Church.
Without firm documentation, Pius’ legacy during the war remains open to speculation, the
subject of books that appear in recent years with regularity. “I don’t think the record is
going to be that exonerating,” even if scholars gain full access to the archives, says
Berenbaum.
For decades, the legacy of the pope has been one of the major issues separating the
Jewish and Catholic communities. Pius, who had earned the praise of Jewish leaders
after his death in 1958 but fell into posthumous disfavor when Rolf Hochhuth’s 1963 play,
“The Deputy,” depicted the former Cardinal Eugenio Pacelli as an unfeeling diplomatturned-pontiff, came to be seen as an anti-Semite, as a supporter of Nazi Germany, as a
powerful religious leader who impotently remained silent while the Jews of Europe were
being was murdered, as a pragmatic politician who put Vatican neutrality and Catholic
interests before the lives of threatened Jews.
Cornwell’s book claims that “from an early stage in his career Pacelli betrayed an
undeniable antipathy toward the Jews.” Pius’ name “will always be linked with Hitler’s
persecution of the Jews,” Noel writes.
While thousands of Jewish lives were unquestionably saved in the Holocaust by ordinary
Catholics, and by low-ranking clergy members, the current debate in Jewish circles
centers on the pope’s role: did Catholics act because of or despite Pius’ example, or with
his tacit approval?
Enter the new books.
“Much historical work since [the publication of ‘The Deputy’ has shown positive aspects of
Pius’ work,” British historian Martin Gilbert tells The Jewish Week in an e-mail interview.
He adds that he reserves judgment on the pope’s wartime actions pending “the full
opening of the Vatican wartime archives.”
Cornwell says he has “reconsidered in a minor way the terms in which I phrased the
culpability of Pius XII during the war.” He has not, however, recanted his largely critical
opinion of the pope, he says. “He had an obligation to explain his silence and diplomatic
language with regard to the Holocaust after the war, when the pressures were lifted.”
“There is no evidence that the pope was an anti-Semite,” says Kurzman, author of “A
Special Mission: Hitler’s Secret Plot to Seize the Vatican and Kidnap Pope Pius XII” (Da
Capo Press, 2007). “It’s not fair to say that he was pro-Hitler. The facts are against it. He
was a bitter enemy of Hitler.”
Kurzman’s book, based on decades of interviews and archival work, documents that
Hitler, infuriated by what he saw as Pius’ unremitting sympathy for the victims of the Final
Solution, ordered a Nazi officer, stationed in occupied Italy late in the war, to storm the
Vatican and take Pius hostage. The pope would probably have been killed as part of the
operation, the book suggests.
Hitler eventually dropped the plan, to avoid the inevitable storm of negative publicity,
Kurzman says.
“Hitler hated the pope,” he says.
“Contrary to the charges of critics, he was consistently anti-Nazi in words and actions,
both before and after he became pope” writes Sister Margherita Marchione, a zealous
defender of Pius XII and professor emerita at Fairleigh Dickinson University. “Pius XII
spoke out many times against Nazi atrocities, without mentioning names. But the whole
world knew to whom he was referring.”
The pope orchestrated rescues of Jews in Slovakia, Poland and Turkey; helped a
childhood friend escape to neutral Switzerland and served as an intermediary between
England and perpetrators of a German plot to assassinate Hitler, his defenders say. They
say Pius did not turn his back on European Jewry, but publicly spoke against the Third
Reich in often-coded terms, and clandestinely encouraged Catholic institutions
throughout the continent to help endangered Jews, while sheltering thousands of Italian
Jews in Rome’s Catholic institutions.
In the hierarchal Catholic Church, none of the institutions would open their doors to
outsiders without the pope’s explicit instructions, Pius’ defenders say.
“In a remarkable interview given to ‘Inside the Vatican’ ... [Msgr. John Patrick] CarrollAbbing,” the founder of Boys’ Town and Girls’ Town of Italy who served in the Papal
Household during WWII and participated in rescue work, “recounted how the pope
directly ordered him to save the Jews,” Rabbi Dalin writes.
Tibor Baranski, a seminary student in Budapest during the war who was honored by Yad
Vashem for his role, under the auspices of the Vatican ambassador to Hungary, in saving
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at least 3,000 Jewish lives, says he saw at least two handwritten letters from the pope
with directions to protect Jews. “This is not a myth,” he says, adding that Papal Nuncio
[Ambassador] Angelo Rotta reported Baranski’s activities to the pope “at least twice a
week.”
“Pius sent a letter by hand to the bishops instructing them to open all convents and
monasteries throughout Italy so that they could become safe refuges for Jewish people,”
lawyer and author Ronald Rychlak writes in “Hitler, the War and the Pope” (Genesis
Press, 2000). “All available church buildings — including those in Vatican City — were
put to use. Catholic hospitals were ordered to admit as many Jewish patients as possible,
even if their ailments were fictitious.”
Pius alluded to Jewish persecution in his speeches and publications, but did not identify
the Nazis’ victims’ as Jews, in order to prevent an increase in reprisals, Rychlak and
other scholars say. Many Jews agreed with the pope’s approach, some scholars say. “All
evidence shows that he believed his approach would best serve Jewish victims of the
Nazis,” Rychlak writes.
Daniel Goldhagen, author of “A Moral Reckoning: The Role of the Catholic Church in the
Holocaust and its Unfulfilled Duty of Repair” (Vintage Books, 2002), disagrees. “It is hard
to defend the Church of this era as a moral institution, at least with regard to Nazism and
the Holocaust,” he writes. “The Church, the pope, the national churches, bishops and
priests generally failed during the Holocaust.”
Pius “did not show courage,” says Fred Rosenbaum, a San Francisco-based Jewish
educator who spent a sabbatical year conducting archival research in Rome about the
pope.
“The terrible tragedy of Pius was his inability to speak clearly in defence of the Jews as
the principal victims of the Nazis and his sincere belief that he had said all that he could,”
O’Shea writes. “While many Catholics believed there was a directive from Pius to rescue
and hide Jews, there is not one shred of written or oral evidence that points to any
instructions. To search for such evidence is akin to seeking a written command of Hitler
to murder all the Jews of Europe. It would be odd if such a document existed.”
Among the most vocal critics of Pius are members of the Italian Jewish community, who
remain convinced that the pope failed to speak out when a roundup of Rome’s Jews took
place a few hundred yards from Pius’ Vatican window in October, 1943.
“Pio XII [the pope’s Italian name] is a huge issue for the Jews of Italy,” says Maurizio
Molinari, a Rome native and New York correspondent for Turin’s La Stampa newspaper.
“Pio XII did very little, if nothing at all. Anyone who lived in Rome at that time knows that,
including my mother, my grandmother and many, many others.”
Wartime discussions in Church circles about dangerous life-saving operations were
usually verbal, defenders of Pius say; written communications were usually veiled in
code, and incriminating documents were burned.
Until the record is clear, the canonization of Pius should be shelved, say such voices as
the Israeli government and the Anti-Defamation League.
“I have been of the opinion for a long time that the truth lies somewhere in between the
extremes of complicity and virtue,” says Rabbi David Rosen, international director of
Interreligious Affairs of The American Jewish Committee.
The desire of some Jewish defenders of Pius to advance Jewish-Catholic relations
skewers their objectivity, Rosenbaum says. “I want to have better relations between Jews
and Catholics,” he says, adding, “I think it has to be based on truth and an honest
examination of the facts.”
Gary Krupp, coordinator of next week’s Pius symposium in Rome, says Jewish critics of
the pope risk damaging the reputation of a man who saved “more Jewish lives” than any
religious or political leader during World War II.
“This is something we should be ashamed of,” he says. Krupp, who was knighted by
Pope John Paul II in 2000, says he speaks in Pius’ defense for the sake of the Jewish
community — to build Catholic support for an increasingly isolated and vulnerable Israel.
“This is for the Jewish people,” he says. “This is for the State of Israel.”
Vatican representatives may participate in the symposium, Krupp says, but the Church is
not involved in planning or supporting the event.
“This is my responsibility,” he says. “As a Jew, this is my obligation.”
E-mail: steve@jewishweek.org.
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Pope defends wartime predecessor
The Pope has for the first time publicly defended the wartime record of a predecessor,
Pope Pius XII, who for decades has been accused of failing to speak out against the
Holocaust.
By Nick Squires in Rome
Last Updated: 7:27AM BST 19 Sep 2008
Pope Benedict XVI said new
research showed that the
former Pontiff "spared no
effort" in trying to save Jews
from extermination by Nazi
Germany and fascist Italy.
Pope Pius XII has been
criticised by scholars and
Jewish groups for not taking a
firm, public stance against
Hitler.
His alleged ambivalence to
the deportation and murder of
Jews has been the subject of
several books, one of them
entitled Hitler's Pope.

Pope Pius XII has been criticised by scholars and Jewish groups for not taking a firm, public
stance against Hitler Photo: GETTY

He is moving towards sainthood despite accusations that he kept silent about the Holocaust.
''(Pius XII) spared no effort, wherever it was possible, to intervene (for Jews) directly or through instructions
given to individuals or institutions in the Catholic Church,'' Pope Benedict told a conference which presented
new work on Pius ahead of the 50th anniversary of his death on October 9.
Pius, who was pope from 1939 to 1958, had to work ''secretly and silently'' to ''avert the worst and save the
highest number of Jews possible,'' Benedict said, repeating assertions made by Vatican experts in the past.
The Pope also restated that Pius was thanked by Jewish groups during and after the war for saving the lives
of thousands of Jews.
He cited a meeting Pius had in the Vatican in November 1945 with 80 death-camp survivors who ''thanked
him personally for his generosity''.
He said he hoped that further investigation would reinforce ''the historical truth, overcoming all remaining
prejudice''.
The head of the Roman Catholic Church was addressing representatives from the US-based Pave the Way
Foundation during their visit to his summer residence, Castel Gandolfo, on Thursday.
Benedict XVI thanked the foundation for compiling information that shows the "organised assistance" Pius XII
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gave to the Jewish people.
Pave the Way claims Pius XII was the victim of a sinister "myth".
"You have also drawn attention to his many interventions, made secretly and silently, precisely because,
given the concrete situation of that difficult historical moment, only in this way was it possible to avoid the
worst and save the greatest number of Jews," the Pope told his guests.
The foundation is asking that Yad Vashem, the Holocaust memorial in Jerusalem, withdraw from its
permanent exhibition a text the group considers defamatory towards Pius XII.
Pope Pius’s supporters say he was cautious about publicly denouncing Hitler and the Holocaust because he
believed criticism would have made the Nazi regime intensify its persecution of Jews.
Supporters have also pointed out that, under the Pope's orders, monasteries, convents and other Catholic
institutions gave sanctuary to Jews, hiding them from deportation. Many were also given protection in the
Vatican.
Pius XII, took a crucial step on the way to sainthood last year when a panel of senior Catholic prelates voted
in favour of recognizing his ''heroic virtues'' - the key requirement for beatification and the penultimate stage
before sainthood.

Related Content
Japanese massacre of British PoWs 'covered up'
Barking up the wrong tree
'Hitler's Pope' tried to help Jews, say documents
Fury over plan to beatify 'anti-Semite' Pope
Bishop rented out seminary to intern Jews
'Nazi' Pope helped Jews flee Holocaust
Back to top
© Copyright of Telegraph Media Group Limited 2008
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em relação a esta figura.
A posição foi assumida esta quinta-feira numa audiência concedida à associação “Pave
the Way Foundation”, fundada pelo judeu norte-americano Gary Krupp, que promoveu
um congresso por ocasião do 50.º aniversário da morte de Pio XII.
Bento XVI lembrou a acção desenvolvida através de católicos, a título individual, e das
instituições da Igreja, para salvar os judeus da perseguição nazi.
Bento XVI falou das “não poucas intervenções” realizadas secretamente por Pio XII,
dada a situação concreta num “complexo momento histórico”, de forma a evitar o pior
e “salvar o maior número possível de judeus”.
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O Papa recordou que a finalidade do encontro sobre Pio XII foi a de preencher algumas
lacunas, sobretudo em relação à defesa dos judeus.
A documentação reunida pela Pave the Way mostra que o Papa interveio tanto pública
quanto secretamente para salvar judeus, além de pedir a entidades católicas de todo o
mundo que os protegessem. Entre os documentos, há telegramas e testemunhos de
pessoas que agradecem a mediação papal.
A organização pede que seja retirado da exposição permanente do Yad Vashem, o
monumento ao Holocausto de Jerusalém, um texto que “difama” Pio XII.
PC/Ecclesia
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Vaticano Hospital da Santa Sé salva bebé com 17-09-2008 19:54

transplante inédito
Um bebé de nove meses recebeu este domingo um
fígado novo, numa operação inédita realizada no
Hospital pediátrico da Santa Sé, Bambino Gesú
(Menino Jesus).

ÍndiaConferência Episcopal Indiana alerta
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para perseguição
Milhares de cristãos na Índia estão a sofrer ataques
levados a cabo por grupos extremistas hindus. Uma
situação que se agravou nas últimas duas semanas.

Vaticano Santa Sé vai discutir evolucionismo

16-09-2008 13:09

150 anos após a publicação de “A Origem das
Espécies”, o Vaticano anunciou um congresso
internacional sobre a evolução do homem.
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CIUDAD DEL VATICANO, 18 SEP 2008 .-El Papa recibió este mediodía en
Castelgandolfo a los participantes en un simposio sobre la figura y la acción
pastoral y humanitaria de Pío XII, promovido por la “Pave the Way
Foundation”, cuyo presidente es Gary Krupp.
Tras recordar que ha transcurrido medio siglo de la muerte del Siervo de
Dios Pío XII (9 octubre 1958), el Santo Padre afirmó que “se han escrito y se
han dicho muchas cosas sobre él en estos cinco decenios, pero no siempre se
han enfocado correctamente los diferentes aspectos de su multiforme acción
pastoral”.
“El objetivo de vuestro simposio ha sido precisamente colmar algunas de
estas lagunas mediante un análisis documentado sobre muchas de sus
intervenciones, sobre todo aquellas a favor de los judíos, que en aquellos
años eran perseguidos en toda Europa de acuerdo con el plan criminal de los
que querían eliminarlos de la faz de la tierra”.
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Benedicto XVI subrayó que “cuando se estudia sin prejuicios ideológicos la
noble figura de este Papa (...) se aprecia la sabiduría humana y la intensidad
pastoral que lo guiaron en su largo ministerio, y de modo particular en la
organización de las ayudas al pueblo judío”.
Gracias a la documentación recogida y a los “testimonios acreditados”, el
simposio, continuó, “ofrece a la opinión pública la posibilidad de conocer
mejor lo que Pío XII realizó a favor de los judíos perseguidos por los
regímenes nazi y fascista”.
El Papa puso de relieve que en los trabajos del simposio habían destacado
“las numerosas intervenciones realizadas secreta y silenciosamente,
precisamente porque dadas las situaciones concretas de aquel difícil
momento histórico, solo de esa manera era posible evitar lo peor y salvar al
mayor número posible de judíos”. La “valiente y paterna dedicación” del
pontífice “fue reconocida y apreciada durante y después de la terrible guerra
mundial por comunidades y personalidades judías, que manifestaron su
gratitud por lo que había hecho por ellos”.
El Santo Padre dio las gracias a la “Pave the Way Foundation” por “la
constante acción en promover las relaciones y el diálogo entre las religiones,
de modo que ofrezcan un testimonio de paz, de caridad y de reconciliación”.
“Espero que este año en que se conmemora el 50 aniversario de la muerte
de Pío XII -concluyó- ofrezca la oportunidad de promover estudios más
profundos sobre varios aspectos de su persona y de su actividad, para
conocer la verdad histórica, superando todos los prejuicios restantes”.
AC/SIMPOSIO PIO XII/KRUPP
VIS
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Rabbiner Rosen: "Wahrheit über Pius XII. liegt in der
Mitte"
Römische Tagung der amerikanischen interreligiösen Stiftung
"Pave the Way" über Pius XII. und dessen Rettungsversuche für
Juden - Rolle verschiedener Nuntien besonders in Lateinamerika
stand im Mittelpunkt
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Rom-Lissabon, 17.9.08 (KAP) Die Rolle verschiedener
Apostolischer Nuntien während des Zweiten Weltkriegs besonders in Lateinamerika - stand im Mittelpunkt der am
Mittwoch zu Ende gegangenen römischen Tagung der
amerikanischen interreligiösen Stiftung "Pave the Way", die
Papst Pius XII. gewidmet war. Anlass ist der bevorstehende 50.
Todestag des Pacelli-Papstes. Anliegen der US-Stiftung war es,
das Engagement des Papstes zu Gunsten jüdischer Menschen
aufzuzeigen. "Pave the way"-Präsident ist Gary Krupp, ein New
Yorker Jude. Wie Krupp in Rom erklärte, habe Pius XII. "mehr
Juden in der Geschichte gerettet als irgendein anderer Papst".
Die Position Krupps ist in der jüdischen Gemeinschaft der
englischsprachigen Ländern allerdings umstritten. Der Präsident
des "International Jewish Committee on Interreligious
Consultations" (IJCIC), Rabbiner David Rosen, versucht, im
Streit zu vermitteln. "Ich bin seit langem der Meinung, dass die
Wahrheit hier in der Mitte liegt. Sie liegt irgendwo zwischen den
beidenExtremen 'Komplizenschaft mit den Nazis' und
'Heldenhaftigkeit'", so Rosen im Blick auf die römische Tagung in
einem Interview mit der New Yorker "Jewish Week".
Bei der römischen Tagung wurde u.a. die Rolle des Nuntius in
der Dominikanischen Republik von 1939 bis 1946, Erzbischof
Maurilio Silvani, dargestellt, wie die portugiesische katholische
Nachrichtenagentur "Ecclesia" am Mittwoch berichtete. Silvani
habe demnach während des Krieges jährlich zwei Mal
Telegramme erhalten, er möge Staatschef General Rafael Trujillo
aufsuchen und ihn um die Ausstellung neuer Visa für verfolgte
Juden bitten. Der Auftrag sei direkt von Pius XII. gekommen.
In der Folge jedes Besuchs hätten jeweils zirka 800 Juden Visa
erhalten, so der Bericht. Insgesamt seien es von 1939 bis 1945
zirka 11.000 Verfolgte gewesen, die in Lissabon an Bord
gegangen und in Santo Domingo an Land gegangen seien.
Trujillo, der 1961 ermordet wurde, hatte bis zum Ende seiner
Herrschaft enge und gute Beziehungen zur katholischen Kirche.
1954 hatte er Papst Pius XII. im Vatikan besucht und ein
Konkordat zwischen dem Heiligen Stuhl und der Dominikanischen
Republik unterzeichnet. (ende)
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» mehr
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donderdag, 18 september

Paus breekt lans voor Pius XII
geplaatst: donderdag, 18 september 2008, 15.20 uur

Paus Pius XII (1939-1958) heeft volgens paus Benedictus XVI al het mogelijke gedaan om joden te
redden van de nazivervolging. Waar mogelijk is Pius XII “rechtstreeks of door opdrachten aan andere
personen of inrichtingen van de katholieke Kerk” opgekomen voor de joden, aldus de paus donderdag
tegenover deelnemers aan een bijeenkomst over de Pacelli-paus in Castel Gandolfo.
Deze interventies hebben deels in het geheim plaatsgevonden. In de concrete situatie van toen was dat
vaak de enige manier “om het ergste te voorkomen en het grootste aantal joden te redden”, zei
Benedictus XVI.
In Rome vindt een symposium plaats van de Amerikaanse stichting Pave the Way (bereidt de weg) over
de rol van Pius XII tijdens de jodenvervolging. Aanleiding is de vijftigste sterfdag van de paus op 9
oktober.
Benedictus XVI hekelde de “tekortkomingen” in de historische voorstelling van zijn voorganger. Bij alles
wat in de afgelopen vijftig jaar over Pius XII geschreven en gezegd is, is niet ieder aspect van zijn
activiteit als zielzorger in het juiste licht onderzocht. Een benadering zonder ideologische vooroordelen
toont een “nobele paus” en een “groot geestelijk en menselijk karakter”.
Van joodse zijde is de “moedige en vaderlijke inzet” van Pius XII erkend. Benedictus herinnerde eraan
dat al op 29 november 1945 een delegatie van tachtig joodse ex-kampgevangenen Pius XII opzocht om
hem voor zijn hulp tijdens de vervolging te bedanken.
De paus sprak de hoop uit dat de vijftigste sterfdag van de Pacelli-paus aanleiding zal zijn voor een
diepgaande studie over diens leven en werk. Het gaat erom “de historische waarheid te erkennen en
ieder oud vooroordeel te overwinnen”.
Voor Pius XII loopt sinds 1974 een proces tot zaligverklaring. Tegenstanders beweren dat de paus
destijds niet voldoende tegen de Holocaust heeft geprotesteerd. De voorstanders van zaligverklaring
wijzen erop dat door diens toedoen tijdens de Duitse bezetting van Rome in 1943/1944 meer dan 4.000
Romeinse joodse kinderen in kerkelijke instellingen werden ondergebracht en zo uit de klauwen van de
SS zijn gered. (KN/KNA)
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Pius XII 'spared no effort' to help Jews - Pope
External »


Pave the Way Foundation

The Irish Times take no responsibility for the content
or availability of other websites
Pope Benedict today forcefully defended his wartime predecessor Pius XII against accusations he
did not do enough to help the Jews, saying Pius "spared no effort" on their behalf during World War
II.
The pope spoke to members of the US-based Pave the Way Foundation, a mixed Jewish-Catholic
group which held a symposium in Rome on the papacy of Pius, who reigned from 1939 to 1958.
The symposium prepared a 200-page compilation of documents, diplomatic cables and newspaper
clippings from the period - some of them previously unpublished - showing Pius did much to help
Jews during the war and was thanked by Jewish leaders.
"Thanks to the vast quantity of documented material which you have gathered, supported by many
authoritative testimonies, your symposium offers to the public forum the possibility of knowing
more fully what Pius XII achieved for the Jews persecuted by the Nazi and fascist regimes," Pope
Benedict said.
"One understands, then, that wherever possible he spared no effort in intervening in their favour
either directly or through instructions given to other individuals or to institutions of the Catholic
Church," Pope Benedict told the group at his summer residence south of Rome.
Some Jews have maintained that Pius did not do enough to save Jews while the Vatican and those
Jews who support him say he worked behind the scenes to help because more direct intervention
would have worsened the situation.
But Pope Benedict praised the symposium for drawing attention "to his many interventions, made
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secretly and silently, precisely because, given the concrete situation of that difficult historical
moment, only in this way was it possible to avoid the worst and save the greatest number of Jews".
Gary Krupp, an American Jew who is president and founder of Pave the Way, told the Pope the
group's investigation "directly contradicts the negative perception of the pope's war time activities".
The Pope noted that in November, 1945, some six months after the end of the war, 80 delegates of
German concentration camps came to the Vatican to thank Pius.
The symposium's documents included numerous newspaper clippings of Jewish leaders thanking
Pius during and after the conflict and former Israeli Prime Minister Golda Meir saying: "When
fearful martyrdom came to our people in the decade of Nazi terror, the voice of the pope was raised
for the victims".
The issue of Pius' papacy is one of the most difficult in Catholic-Jewish relations and the pope said
that nearly five decades after his death "not all of the genuine facets of his diverse pastoral activity
have been examined in a just light".
The Vatican will on October 9th mark the 50th anniversary of Pius' death with a conference and
photo exhibition.
Historians have been calling on the Vatican to open up all its archives on the period.
The Vatican says while some of the archives of the period are still closed for organisational reasons,
most of the significant documentation regarding Pius is already open to scholars.
Last year, the Vatican's saint-making department voted in favour of a decree recognising Pius's
"heroic virtues," a major hurdle in a long process toward possible sainthood that began in 1967. But
Pope Benedict has so far not approved the decree.
Some Jewish groups have said the Vatican should freeze the beatification process but others say it is
an internal Church matter.
© 2008 irishtimes.com
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ROME (AFP)---Pope Pius XII, who the
Catholic Church may beatify, tried to
save European Jews from Nazi
extermination during World War II,
according to a conference on the
pontiff in Rome that concluded
Wednesday.
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The symposium, organised by a US-based group on inter-religious
dialogue called the Pave the Way Foundation, brought together
Catholics and Jews to defend Pius XII.
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The foundation claims the former leader of the Roman Catholic
Church was
the victim of a sinister "myth" to the effect that he was insensitive to
the fate of Jews terrorised by Germany's Nazi regime and its death
camps.
The group collected documentation aiming
to prove Pius XII intervened publicly as
well as in secret to save Jews and to
Pius XII served as pope from
encourage Catholic institutions to shelter 1939-1958 and his role during
the war is viewed as
them.
These documents include diplomatic
telegrams and testimony of people saved
thanks to his intervention, according to
the symposium.

controversial. Many historians
accuse him of staying silent
and doing little to intervene
during the Holocaust, when the
Nazis killed some six million
Jews in Europe.

The foundation is asking that Yad Vashem, the Holocaust memorial in
Jerusalem, withdraw from its permanent exhibition a text that the
group considers defamatory towards Pius XII.
The symposium was held on the 50th anniversary of the death of Pius
XII. The current pope, Benedict XVI, will celebrate a mass on October
5 in the Vatican's Saint Peter's Basilica to mark the event.
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During his visit to Paris last week, Pope Benedict XVI reminded
representatives from France's Jewish community that Pius XII had
called Nazism a period of "darkness".
In February, the Vatican said it would not block steps under way for
the beatification of Pius XII, despite criticism from many historians
and numerous Jewish associations about the former pontiff's attitude
towards the Holocaust and the killing of six million Jews during World
War II.
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Castel Gandolfo, Italy - Pope Benedict
XVI on Thursday thanked the organizers
of a symposium examining role played
during World War II by Pius XII - a pope
criticized by some for his stance towards
the Nazi-led persecution of Jews.
Benedict, referring to Pius as "this noble
Pope" said the symposium's work had
helped appreciate that pontiff's "human
wisdom and pastoral intensity... especially
in providing organized assistance to the
Jewish people," Benedict said.
The pontiff was addressing participants of
the symposium, organized by the Pave
the Way Foundation, a US-based group
including Jews and Catholics that
promotes improved relations between
followers of different religions.
Benedict met them at Castel Gandolfo the

papal summer residence situated south of Rome.
"Thanks to the vast quantity of documented material which you have gathered, supported by many
authoritative testimonies, your symposium offers to the public forum the possibility of knowing more fully
what Pius XII achieved for the Jews persecuted by the Nazi and fascist regimes," Benedict said.
Italian-born Pius XII, who reigned from 1939 until his death in 1958, has been accused by some of
showing indifference to the Nazi massacre of the Jews and of failing to speak out against Hitler.
But the Vatican and other supporters say he strove to save those persecuted by the Nazis, including
opening the doors of monastries, convents and other Church premises to shelter Jews.
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Benedict is expected to preside over a Mass commemorating the 50th anniversary of Pius' death on
October 9.
Benedict's immediate predecessor John Paul II, stirred controversy during his pontificate, by approving
moves for Pius XII's beatification - the first step towards sainthood.
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Vatican officials earlier this year reported no progress in the process since since May 2007 when the
Roman Catholic Church's saint- making department voted in favour of a decree recognizing Pius's
"heroic virtues."
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symposium on the life and the pastoral and humanitarian work of Pope Pius XII. The symposium
was promoted by the Pave the Way Foundation, the president of which is Gary Krupp.
Recalling that 50 years have passed since the death, on 9 October 1958, of Servant of God Pius XII,
the Holy Father pointed out that although “so much has been written and said of him during these
last five decades, … not all of the genuine facets of his diverse pastoral activity have been examined
in a just light”.
“The aim of your symposium”, he continued, “has been precisely to address some of these
deficiencies, conducting a careful and documented examination of many of his interventions,
especially those in favour of the Jews who in those years were being targeted all over Europe, in
accordance with the criminal plan of those who wanted to eliminate them from the face of the earth”.
“When one draws close to this noble Pope, … one can come to appreciate the human wisdom and
pastoral intensity which guided him in his long years of ministry, especially in providing organised
assistance to the Jewish people”.
“Thanks to the vast quantity of documented material which you have gathered, supported by many
authoritative testimonies, your symposium offers to the public forum the possibility of knowing
more fully what Pius XII achieved for the Jews persecuted by the Nazi and fascist regimes”, said the
Holy Father.
He then pointed out how the work of the symposium had drawn attention to Pope Pius’ “many
interventions, made secretly and silently, precisely because, given the concrete situation of that
difficult historical moment, only in this way was it possible to avoid the worst and save the greatest
number of Jews. This courageous and paternal dedication was recognised and appreciated during and
after the terrible world conflict by Jewish communities and individuals who showed their gratitude
for what the Pope had done for them”.
Pope Benedict thanked the Pave the Way Foundation “for its ongoing activity in promoting
relationships and dialogue between religions, as witnesses of peace, charity and reconciliation”.
“It is my great hope”, he concluded, “that this year, which marks the 50th anniversary of my
venerated predecessor’s death, will provide the opportunity to promote in-depth studies of various
aspects of his life and his works in order to come to know the historical truth, overcoming every
remaining prejudice”.
ShareThis
Posted by George Vogt · Filed Under Catholic World News
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Benedikt XVI. přijal účastníky symposia věnovaného Piu XII. a Židům, které od 15.
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News Briefs
CONFERENCE DETAILS EFFORTS BY POPE PIUS XII TO RESCUE JEWS
SEPTEMBER 18, 2008

Jewish conference organizer: Pius ‘saved more Jews than all the other world leaders and religious leaders
combined’
As a 3-day conference on Pope Pius XII and the Holocaust concludes in Rome, John Allen speaks with organizer
Gary Krupp, who concludes that Pius XII "saved more Jews than all the other world leaders and religious leaders
combined." Vatican Radio interviews the keeper of the archives of the late Father Robert Graham (1912-97), the
Jesuit historian and defender of Pope Pius.
In a message to conference participants, Pope Benedict XVI called attention to the "vast quantity of documented
material" showing the "organized assistance to the Jewish people" by "this noble Pope."
Source(s): tbese links will take you to other sites, in a new window.


John Allen: American Jew comes to the defense of Pius XII (National Catholic Reporter)



True legacy of Pope Pius XII (Vatican Radio)



Papal message: Understanding the historical truth about Pius XII (VIS)



Jewish leader says Pope Pius XII has been demonized falsely (Sept. 16 CWN News Brief)
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including secret ones, to save Jews vatican pope benedict
xvi pope pius xii jews jewish holocaust nazi germany
holocaust Receiving the Pave the Way Foundation,
Benedict XVI affirms that "when one draws close to this
noble Pope, free from ideological prejudices", one must
recognize the "courageous dedication" of Pope Pacelli to
saving as many Jews as possible from the Nazi
devastation during the second world war.
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VATICAN
Pope: Pius XII spared no effort, including secret ones, to save Jews
Receiving the Pave the Way Foundation, Benedict XVI affirms that
"when one draws close to this noble Pope, free from ideological
prejudices", one must recognize the "courageous dedication" of Pope
Pacelli to saving as many Jews as possible from the Nazi devastation
during the second world war.
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Castel Gandolfo (AsiaNews) - When one
approaches the figure of Pius XII "free from
ideological prejudices", one must recognize his
"courageous and paternal dedication" to saving,
wherever possible, the greatest possible number of
Jews, which included working "secretly and
[Show all dossier]
silently". A congress organized by the Pave the
Way Foundation 50 years after the death of Pope
Pacelli gave Benedict XVI the opportunity to recall Editor's choices
the "historical truth" about Pius XII's efforts to save Jews, which were INDIA – ITALY
recognized after the war by many Jewish figures, including 80
Shame on India, Europe
delegates of concentration camp survivors.
and the world
by Bernardo Cervellera
"So much has been written and said" about Pius XII, the pope noted,
It is shameful
over the past five decades, "and not all of the genuine facets of his
that India’s
diverse pastoral activity have been examined in a just light". "When
Christians, an
one draws close to this noble Pope, free from ideological prejudices", important element for the
he continued, "in addition to being struck by his lofty spiritual and
country’s social and
human character one is also captivated by the example of his life and
economic development,
the extraordinary richness of his teaching. One can also come to
are being massacred whilst
go to front page appreciate the human wisdom and pastoral intensity which guided him the world’s governments
in his long years of ministry, especially in providing organized
and humanitarian
Geographic areas assistance to the Jewish people".
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"Thanks to the vast quantity of documented material which you have
gathered", Benedict XVI told those present, "supported by many
authoritative testimonies, your symposium offers to the public forum
the possibility of knowing more fully what Pius XII achieved for the
Jews persecuted by the Nazi and fascist regimes. One understands,
then, that wherever possible he spared no effort in intervening in their
favour either directly or through instructions given to other individuals
Middle
or to institutions of the Catholic Church. In the proceedings of your
East
East Asia convention you have also drawn attention to his many interventions,
South Asia made secretly and silently, precisely because, given the concrete
situation of that difficult historical moment, only in this way was it
Central
possible to avoid the worst and save the greatest number of Jews. This
Asia
South East courageous and paternal dedication was recognized and appreciated
during and after the terrible world conflict by Jewish communities and
Asia
North Asia individuals who showed their gratitude for what the Pope had done for
South West them. One need only recall Pius XII’s meeting on the 29th of
November 1945 with eighty delegates of German concentration camps
Asia
who during a special Audience granted to them at the Vatican, wished
to thank him personally for his generosity to them during the terrible
period of Nazi-fascist persecution".
Benedict XVI finally expressed the "great hope" that this year "will
provide the opportunity to promote in-depth studies of various aspects
of his life and his works in order to come to know the historical truth,
overcoming every remaining prejudice".
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by Samir Khalil Samir
The Saudi king
takes more
steps to show
openness towards
Christians, Jews and other
religions. The most urgent
reason is to rectify Islam’s
violent image but also
stems from a new attitude
towards inter-faith
dialogue towards the
People of the Book (Jews,
Muslims and Christians),
but also atheists, Hindus
and Buddhists.
CHINA
The truth about China and
the Olympic Games
by Bao Tong
Chinese leaders
need the
Olympic
Games to be legitimate in
the eyes of the world and
show off their successes.
However, the stability they
achieved is a consequence
of the Tiananmen
massacre. More
importantly, keeping up
appearances and saving
face cannot hide the fact
that the government in
Beijing is incapable of
providing justice to its
people. Here is an essay by
one of the most influential
dissidents in today’s
China.
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PAPA: BENEDETTO XVI, PIO XII DIFESE EBREI DA NAZISMO E
FASCISMO
(ASCA) - Citta' del Vaticano, 18 set - Papa Pio XII, ''non risparmio'
sforzi, ovunque fosse possibile, per intervenire direttamente oppure
attraverso istruzioni impartite a singoli o ad istituzioni della Chiesa
cattolica in favore degli ebrei''. Lo ha detto questa mattina papa
Benedetto XVI, ricevendo in udienza i partecipanti al Simposio sulla
figura di papa Pacelli organizzato dalla ''Pave the Way Foundation''.
La Fondazione, promossa dall'ebreo statunitense Gary Krupp, da anni
raccoglie testimonianze e documenti per sfatare quella che il Segretario
di Stato vaticano, card.
Tarcisio Bertone, ha definito una volta la ''leggenda nera'' attorno a Pio
XII e al suo atteggiamento nei confronti della Shoah.
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Le parole di papa Ratzinger potrebbero preludere a un passo in avanti
decisivo nel processo di beatificazione di papa Pacelli. Lo stesso
pontefice aveva chiesto un ulteriore esame delle testimonianze storiche
da parte di un apposito gruppo di lavoro istituito presso la Segreteria di
Stato, dopo che la Congregazione per le Cause dei Santi ha
sostanzialmente completato la sua indagine del fascicolo di papa
Pacelli e sarebbe pronta a dare il via libera alla beatificazione.
Significativamente, parlando alla comunita' ebraica francese a Parigi,
papa Benedetto XVI, condannando duramente ogni forma di
antisemitismo, aveva citato Pio XII, insieme al suo predecessore Pio XI,
di cui era stato Segretario di Stato.

NUOVO APPELLO A GIOVANI,
NON ABBIATE PAURA DI DIRE
SI' A GESU'
SARKOZY, ''SAREBBE UNA
PAZZIA PRIVARSI DELLA
RELIGIONE''
A SARKOZY, EUROPA DIFENDA
VITA PER RICONQUISTARE
CITTADINI
RADICI EUROPA E FRANCIA
SONO CRISTIANE
RELIGIONE INSOSTITUIBILE
PER COSCIENZE, SERVE
NUOVA LAICITA'
ARRIVATO A PARIGI. AD
ACCOGLIERLO SARKOZY E
CARLA BRUNI
MESSAGGIO ALL'AMATA
FRANCIA, ''VENGO A PREGARE
PER LA PACE''
RICORDA CARD. INNOCENTI,
AIUTO' DEPORTATI SOTTO IL
FASCISMO
UN 'SMS' PER I GIOVANI DELLA
GMG 2008

Papa Ratzinger ha evidenziato oggi i ''non pochi interventi'' compiuti da
papa Pacelli ''in modo segreto e silenzioso proprio perche', tenendo
conto delle concrete situazioni di quel complesso momento storico, solo
in tale maniera era possibile evitare il peggio e salvare il piu' gran
numero possibile di ebrei''. ''Questa sua coraggiosa e paterna dedizione
- ha aggiunto - e' stata del resto riconosciuta ed apprezzata durante e
dopo il tremendo conflitto mondiale da comunita' e personalita' ebraiche
che non mancarono di manifestare la loro gratitudine per quanto il Papa
aveva fatto per loro''.
''Tanto si e' scritto e detto di lui in questi cinque decenni - ha proseguito
il pontefice - e non sempre sono stati posti nella giusta luce i veri aspetti
della sua multiforme azione pastorale''. ''Scopo del vostro simposio - ha
detto rivolto ai partecipanti del Simposio - e' proprio quello di colmare
alcune di tali lacune, conducendo una attenta e documentata analisi su
molti suoi interventi, soprattutto su quelli a favore degli ebrei che in
quegli anni venivano colpiti ovunque in Europa, in ossequio al disegno
criminoso di chi voleva eliminarli dalla faccia della terra''.
''Questa sua coraggiosa e paterna dedizione - ha concluso - e' stata del
resto riconosciuta ed apprezzata durante e dopo il tremendo conflitto
mondiale da comunita' e personalita' ebraiche che non mancarono di
manifestare la loro gratitudine per quanto il Papa aveva fatto per loro.
Basta ricordare l'incontro che Pio XII ebbe, il 29 novembre del 1945,
con gli 80 delegati dei campi di concentramento tedeschi, i quali in una
speciale udienza loro concessa in Vaticano, vollero ringraziarlo
personalmente per la generosita' dal Papa dimostrata verso di loro,
perseguitati durante il terribile periodo del nazifascismo''.
asp/sam/alf
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VATICAN: 'RESEARCH CLEARS PIUS XII'
Benedict defends record of wartime pontiff
(ANSA) - Vatican City, September 17 - New research clears
controversial wartime pope Pius XII from the accusation that
he did not do enough to save Jews, Pope Benedict XVI said
on Thursday.
It is the first time the pope has come out publicly to defend
the record of his WWII predecessor, who is moving towards
sainthood despite accusations of keeping silent about the
Holocaust.
''(Pius XII) spared no effort, wherever it was possible, to
intervene (for Jews) directly or through instructions given to
individuals or institutions in the Catholic Church,'' Benedict
told a conference which presented new work on Pius ahead
of the 50th anniversary of his death on October 9.
Pius had to work ''secretly and silently'' to ''avert the worst
and save the highest number of Jews possible,'' Benedict
said, repeating assertions made by Vatican experts in the past.
The pope also restated that Pius was thanked by Jewish groups during and after the war.
He cited a meeting Pius had in the Vatican in November 1945 with 80 death-camp survivors
who ''thanked him personally for his generosity''.
The pope thanked the Pave the Way Foundation, made up of Catholics and Jews, for uncovering
the evidence in favour of Pius.
He voiced the hope that further studies can reinforce ''the historical truth, overcoming all
remaining prejudice''. Benedict's statement on the new research - which has not yet been made
public - follows last year's assertion by his No.2, Cardinal Tarcisio Bertone, that people ignore
evidence disproving Pius was indulgent towards Hitler.
Pius was the victim of a ''black legend'', said Bertone, the Vatican Secretary of State.
Bertone said the idea that Pius was culpably silent while Nazis exterminated millions of Jews
''has become so firmly established that even scratching it is an arduous task''.
Critics, among them many Jewish associations, argue that a firm, public stance from the pope
could have changed the course of the war and stopped Hitler earlier.
They also question his decision to shelve a document fiercely critical of Nazism which had been
prepared by his predecessor, Pius XII.
Bertone said Pius was cautious about publicly denouncing Hitler and the Holocaust because he
believed this would have made the Nazi regime intensify its persecution of Jews.
Supporters have also pointed out that, under the pope's orders, convents, monasteries and
other Catholic institutions threw open their doors to Jews who were hidden and protected there.
Many were also hidden in the Vatican.
Pius XII, who was pope from 1939 to 1958, took a crucial step on the way to sainthood last
year when a panel of top Catholic prelates voted in favour of recognising Pius's ''heroic
virtues''.
This is the key requirement for beatification, the penultimate stage before sainthood.
Procedures to canonise the pontiff have moved slowly since they started in 1967, partly
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because of the controversy over his stance on Nazism.
Jewish groups in Italy and abroad have repeatedly urged the Vatican not to push forward the
pontiff's beatification ''at any cost'', noting that Pius's actions were a ''delicate issue'' in
Christian-Jewish relations.
They have acknowledged Pius helped Jews but say he should have spoken out against Hitler.
Pius's conduct during WWII has been the subject of several books, one of them entitled Hitler's
Pope.
photo: Pius XII
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Papa defende Pio XII
Bento XVI considera que o seu predecessor não poupou esforços para ajudar os judeus e
pede que sejam superados os «preconceitos» sobre esta figura

Bento XVI saiu esta Quinta-feira em defesa de Pio XII, o
Papa que guiou a Igreja Católica durante a II Guerra
Mundial, considerando que o mesmo “não poupou
esforços” para ajudar “directamente” os judeus e pedindo
que sejam superados os "preconceitos" em relação a esta
figura.
A posição foi assumida numa audiência concedida à
associação “Pave the Way Foundation”, fundada pelo
judeu norte-americano Gary Krupp, que promoveu um
congresso por ocasião do 50.º aniversário da morte do Papa Pacelli.
O actual Papa lembrou a acção desenvolvida através de católicos, a título individual, e das
instituições da Igreja, para salvar os judeus da perseguição nazi.
“Sabemos que o Servo de Deus não poupou esforços, sempre que possível, para intervir em
defesa dos judeus. De facto, as suas intervenções, muitas vezes secretas e silenciosas, foram
inúmeras”, indicou.
Bento XVI falou das “não poucas intervenções” realizadas secretamente por Pio XII, dada a
situação concreta num “complexo momento histórico”, de forma a evitar o pior e “salvar o
maior número possível de judeus”.
Frisando que Pio XII viveu num período difícil, no século passado, marcado pelo conflito
mundial, Bento XVI agradeceu aos presentes pela atenção que dirigiram à figura e incansável
acção pastoral e humanitária de Pio XII, nos 50 anos da sua morte, em busca da verdade
histórica.
O Papa recordou que a finalidade do encontro sobre Pio XII foi a de preencher algumas
lacunas, com uma atenciosa e documentada análise da sua acção e intervenções, sobretudo
em relação à defesa dos judeus, que, naqueles anos de conflito, eram “perseguidos e
extinguidos da face da terra”.
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Cuidar dos refugiados
Intenção do Papa para o mês de SETEMBRO
SEXTA-FEIRA da semana XXIV
Missa
S. JANUÁRIO, bispo e mártir

“Graças ao vasto material por vós recolhido, enriquecido por numerosos e credíveis
testemunhos, o vosso encontro ofereceu à opinião pública a possibilidade de conhecer melhor
e mais profundamente o que Pio XII promoveu e realizou em prol dos judeus perseguidos
pelos regimes nazi e fascista”, precisou.
A documentação reunida pela Pave the Way mostra que o Papa interveio tanto pública quanto
secretamente para salvar judeus, além de pedir a entidades católicas de todo o mundo que os
protegessem. Entre os documentos, há telegramas e testemunhos de pessoas que agradecem a
mediação papal.
A organização pede que seja retirado da exposição permanente do Yad Vashem, o
monumento ao Holocausto de Jerusalém, um texto que “difama” Pio XII.
O presidente do PTWF, Gary Krupp, precisou que “muitos historiadores esperam que os
arquivos vaticanos daquele período estejam completamente abertos, mas a história pode ser
verificada pelo relato daqueles que a viveram”.
Uma dos testemunhos que mais impressionou Krupp foi o do Arcebispo Giovanni Ferrofino
(96 anos), secretário do então núncio no Haiti, D. Maurílio Silvani, de 1939 a 1946. Num
vídeo que será projectado amanhã, 17 de Setembro, e que faz parte do arquivo da Fundação
PTWF, D. Ferrofino fala sobre os telegramas que recebia do Papa Pio XII duas vezes por ano,
para conseguir os vistos necessários aos judeus que escapavam da Europa ocupada pelos
nazis.
Cada vez que recebia o telegrama, D. Giovanni Ferrofino visitava o presidente da República
Dominicana, General Trujillo, para pedir, em nome do Papa, 800 vistos. Este procedimento
acontecia duas vezes por ano, entre 1939 até 1945. Isso significa que, graças a Pio XII, cerca
de 11 mil judeus terão embarcado em Portugal e ficado a salvo na República Dominicana.
Internacional | Agência Ecclesia| 18/09/2008 | 11:43 | 3446 Caracteres | 203 | Bento XVI
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• Novos ataques contra cristãos na Índia

• Papa espera que a Bósnia-Herzegovina aprenda
as lições do passado

• Líbano hospeda encontro ecuménico de bispos
amigos dos Focolares
• Papa espera que a Bósnia-Herzegovina aprenda

• Papa recebe livro sobre a sua experiência como
professor
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symposium organized by the Pave the Way Foundation. I know that many
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eminent scholars have participated in this reflection on the numerous
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Benedict XVI on Pius XII, the Pastor Angelicus

Pope Benedict XVI received today representatives of the "Pave the Way Foundation",
an interreligious organization which has recently held a symposium on the papacy of
Pius XII, of most glorious memory. These are Pope Benedict's words:

Ladies and Gentlemen,
I am happy to meet with you at the conclusion of the important

accomplished during the difficult period around the time of the second

been undertaken during the symposium. You have analyzed without bias
the events of history and concerned yourselves only with seeking the
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the Pope had done for them. One need only recall Pius XII’s
meeting on the 29th of November 1945 with eighty delegates of
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his generosity to them during the terrible period of Nazi-fascist
persecution.
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Ladies and Gentlemen, thank you for your visit and for the research you
have undertaken. Thanks also to the Pave the Way Foundation for its
ongoing activity in promoting relationships and dialogue between
religions, as witnesses of peace, charity and reconciliation. It is my great
hope that this year, which marks the fiftieth-anniversary of my venerated
predecessor’s death, will provide the opportunity to promote in-depth
studies of various aspects of his life and his works in order to come to
know the historical truth, overcoming every remaining prejudice. With
these sentiments I invoke upon you and the proceedings of your
symposium an abundance of divine blessings.
Benedict XVI
Meeting with the participants of the "Pave the Way Foundation" symposium
September 18, 2008
posted by New Catholic at 11:05 AM
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Politica
Fascismo/ Autocritica gesuiti: Chiesa sbaglio'.Papa 'loda' Pio XII
Imbarazzante su leggi razziali, Ratzinger: Pacelli salvò ebrei
postato 45 min fa da APCOM
Roma, 18 set. (Apcom) - "Imbarazzante". Si racchiude in una sola parola la definizione di 'Civiltà Cattolica', la rivista dei gesuiti le cui bozze sono
prima riviste in Segreteria di Stato, dell'atteggiamento tenuto nel 1938 dalla Santa Sede in occasione della pubblicazione da parte del fascismo delle
leggi razziali.
"Imbarazzo" per la scelta del Vaticano di "agire con mezzi discreti e puntando sull'efficacia della propria diplomazia domestica" contro le leggi
varate da Mussolini, finalizzando in particolare la propria azione a mettere in salvo prima di tutto gli ebrei italiani convertiti al cattolicesimo.
"In quell'occasione - afferma l'autore dell'articolo, il gesuita padre Giovanni Sale - il Vaticano decise di tenere un atteggiamento piuttosto prudente",
chiedendo "al governo fascista di usare come criterio discriminatorio non il dato biologico-razziale, ma quello religioso cioè l'appartenenza a una
determinata fede religiosa". Obiettivo del Vaticano fu soprattutto quello di "attirare l'attenzione dell'autorità governativa soprattutto sugli ebrei
battezzati e convertiti al cattolicesimo", invece di schierarsi su tutti gli ebrei.
"Appare oggi imbarazzante per lo storico cattolico, soprattutto dopo le aperture del Concilio Vaticano II in tale materia - sottolinea il quindicinale giustificare con categorie morali o religiose tale impostazione di pensiero e tale modo di procedere. Secondo la mentalità cattolica del tempo, anche
se non tutti erano d'accordo con tale principio, sembrava che compito della Chiesa fosse quello di proteggere innanzitutto i propri fedeli, senza però
in questo - conclude la rivista - venir meno al senso di giustizia e carità dovuti a tutti gli essere umani".
E proprio nel pieno dello scontro politico su fascismo e antifascismo, fa rumore l'uscita di Civiltà Cattolica. Risposta immediata, seppure indiretta,è
stata quella di Benedetto XVI che oggi ha ricevuto in udienza i partecipanti ad un simposio promosso dalla 'Pave the Way Foundation' un'associazione fondata dall'ebreo americano Gary Krupp e dedicata a promuovere la pace nella tolleranza e comprensione tra le religioni - in
occasione del 50° anniversario della morte di Papa Pacelli. "Pio XII non risparmiò sforzi, ovunque fosse possibile, per intervenire direttamente
oppure attraverso istruzioni impartite a singoli o ad istituzioni della Chiesa cattolica" in favore degli ebrei.
Il Papa ha così ricordato "i non pochi interventi da lui compiuti in modo segreto e silenzioso proprio perché, tenendo conto delle concrete situazioni
di quel complesso momento storico, solo in tale maniera era possibile evitare il peggio e salvare il più gran numero possibile di ebrei". Una
"coraggiosa e paterna dedizione", quella di Pio XII, "riconosciuta ed apprezzata" durante e dopo la Seconda Guerra Mondiale "da comunità e
personalità ebraiche che non mancarono di manifestare la loro gratitudine per quanto il Papa aveva fatto per loro", ha proseguito Benedetto XVI,
citando l'incontro che Papa Pio XII ebbe, il 29 novembre del 1945, con gli 80 delegati dei campi di concentramento tedeschi, i quali "in una speciale
udienza loro concessa in Vaticano, vollero ringraziarlo personalmente per la generosità dal Papa dimostrata verso di loro, perseguitati durante il
terribile periodo del nazifascismo".
Ratzinger ha inoltre invitato a non scadere in "pregiudizi ideologici". "Quando ci si accosta senza pregiudizi ideologici alla nobile figura di questo
Papa - ha detto - oltre ad essere colpiti dal suo alto profilo umano e spirituale, si rimane conquistati dall'esemplarità della sua vita e dalla
straordinaria ricchezza del suo insegnamento. Si apprezza la saggezza umana e la tensione pastorale che lo hanno guidato nel suo lungo ministero e
in modo particolare nell'organizzazione degli aiuti al popolo ebraico".
"Mi pare rilevante" il fatto che "un autorevole rivista ponga il problema" della posizione della Santa Sede sulle leggi razziali varate da Mussolini
"dal punto di vista critico-storico e non apologetico, quali che siano le conclusioni che trae, perchè bisogna vedere", ha detto da parte sua Riccardo
Di Segni, ex rabbino capo della Comunità ebraica di Roma, in merito alla pubblicazione dell'articolo di 'Civiltà Cattolica'. Si tratta di un mea culpa
della Chiesa? "Non esagererei - risponde - c'è comunque una volontà di un esame di un contesto problematico".
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Pave the Way Foundation’s Address to Pope
September 18, 2008 |
Here is the address Gary Krupp, president of the Pave the Way Foundation, gave today upon meeting Benedict XVI
at the apostolic palace of Castel Gandolfo, south of Rome.
The Pope granted an audience to the participants of the congress “Examining the Papacy of Pope Pius XII,” which
was organized by the foundation. The three-day symposium ended Wednesday.
***
You Holiness, The mission of Pave the Way Foundation is to end the malevolent and the illegal use of religion. We
begin this process by establishing credible and trusted relationships through our historic gestures of good will and
with the identification and elimination of obstacles between the faiths.
Some examples of our projects are that we worked for over 20 years to help the equipment acquisition of the
hospital of St. Padre Pio here in Italy. We worked behind the scenes to remove obstacles and to move the
fundamental agreements with the Israeli government and the Holy See. We initiated the Jewish thank you to Pope
John Paul II for his efforts to achieve religious reconciliation. We brought the manuscripts of Maimonides for the
first time in history from the Vatican Library to the state of Israel, and in 2007, we implemented the gift to your
library of the oldest manuscripts of the Gospels of St. John and St. Luke, the Bodmer papyrus.
Your Holiness, for all of these benevolent projects I wish recognize, in your presence, one who has dedicated over
20 years behind the scenes to help us to complete this vital work: Doctor Rolando Clementoni.
In the furtherance of our mission, Pave the Way has identified the papacy of Pope Pius XII as a source of friction
and misunderstanding. Accordingly, we have undertaken an independent investigation to identify significant
documents and to video record eyewitness testimony. I wish to report to you that results of this investigation are
stunning, and directly contradict the negative perception of the Pope’s wartime activities.
All of the documented material that we have gathered, including the transcript of our just completed three-day
symposium, will be turned over to your pontifical institutions and to the internationally recognized Holocaust
centers for further study.
Based on their review of these new materials, and in the interest of maintaining their historical integrity and
accuracy, we call upon these institutions to carefully review this new information in order to redefine the current
perception on this papacy.
This year, for Catholics, Oct. 9, 2008, will be the commemoration the 50th anniversary of the death of Pope Pius
XII, for Jews that date is also significant as it is our holiest Jewish holiday Yom Kippur, our Day of Atonement.
May this providential date usher in a new effort to correct the historical record and bring to light the truth of this
papacy.
I wish to close with a passage from a book written by Ambassador Pinchas Lapide, a former Israeli consul general
in Italy, and a Jewish theologian: “No Pope in history has been thanked more heartily by Jews upon his death in
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1958. Several suggested in open letters that a Pope Pius XII forest of 860,000 trees be planted on the hills of Judea
in order to fittingly honor the memory of the late Pontiff, because the Catholic Church under the pontificate of Pius
XII was instrumental in saving the lives of as many as 860,000 Jews from certain death at Nazi hands.”
You Holiness, we humbly ask you to keep the mission of Pave the Way Foundation and its vital work to end the
malevolent use of religion in your prayers, and thank you for allowing us this time today.
Courtesy Zenit.org
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more Jews than all the other world leaders and religious leaders combined." Vatican Radio interviews the
keeper of the archives of the late Father Robert Graham (1912-97), the Jesuit historian and defender of Pope
Pius.
In a message to conference participants, Pope Benedict XVI called attention to the "vast quantity of
documented material" showing the "organized assistance to the Jewish people" by "this noble Pope."
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Benoît XVI : « Pie XII n'épargna aucun effort pour intervenir, en faveur des Juifs »
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Cité du Vatican, le 18 septembre 2008 - (E.S.M.) - A 12h30 ce matin, dans la Salle des Suisses du Palais Apostolique de
Castel Gandolfo, le Saint Père Benoît XVI a reçu en audience les participants au Symposium promu par la
Foundation ».
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Le pape Benoît XVI et les représentants de la « Pave the Way Foundation ».

Benoît XVI : « Pie XII n'épargna aucun effort pour intervenir, en faveur des Juifs »
Synthèse du discours du Saint-Père - LA VERITE HISTORIQUE SUR PIE XII

Le 18 septembre 2008 - Eucharistie Sacrement de la Miséricorde - Ce midi, Benoît XVI a reçu le symposium consacré à l'action pastorale et humanitai
Pie XII, organisé par la Pave the Way Foundation, que préside M. Gary Krupp. A 50 ans de la mort de son prédécesseur (9 octobre 1958), le
a d'abord rappelé que durant cette longue période on avait beaucoup écrit et débattu sur ce pontificat, "sans toujours présenter correctemen
différents aspects d'une action pastorale très diversifiée". Puis il a souligné la volonté des organisateurs de "combler certaines lacunes par une
documentée sur les interventions de Pie XII, notamment en faveur des juifs qui étaient alors persécutés en Europe dans le cadre d'un projet crim
destiné à les exterminer totalement".

Benoît XVI a ensuite dit que lorsqu'on aborde Pie XII sans préjugés idéologiques, on saisit la sagesse humaniste de ce Pape, "l'intensité d'une a
pastorale qui guida tout son ministère, et en particulier l'organisation de l'aide au peuple juif". La documentation rassemblée et la présence
crédibles fait que ce symposium "offre à l'opinion publique une occasion de mieux connaître Pie XII et ce qu'il fit en faveur des juifs persécutés pa
régimes nazi et fasciste". Puis le Pape a souligné combien le symposium avait illustré les "nombreuses interventions conduites secrèteme
silencieusement car, dans le contexte politique de l'époque, c'était éviter le pire et sauver le plus grand nombre possible de personnes". Le courage
sollicitude paternelle de Pie XII, a poursuivi le Saint-Père, "ont été reconnus et salués durant et après la guerre par des communautés
personnalités juives, reconnaissantes de ce qu'il avait fait en leur faveur".
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Le Pape Benoît XVI a lors remercié la Pave the Way Foudation pour sa promotion des rapports amicaux et du dialogue interreligieux, qui constitu
témoignage de paix, de charité et de réconciliation. J'espère, a-t-il conclu, que la commémoration de ce 50 anniversaire permettra
d'élargir les travaux consacrés aux multiples aspects de la vie et de l'oeuvre de Pie XII, pour une meilleure connaissance de la vérité historique
de tout préjugé subsistant".
Texte original du discours du Saint Père ► Anglais
Regarder la vidéo en Italien
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La fundación "Pave the Way" busca la verdad sobre Pío XII
Declaraciones a Zenit de su presidente tras el encuentro con el Papa

CASTEL GANDOLFO, jueves, 18 septiembre 2008 (ZENIT.org).- La fundación "Pave the Way" acaba de
organizar un simposio en Roma para restablecer la verdad histórica sobre el compromiso de Pío XII a
favor de los judíos. Su presidente, judío, Gary Krupp, ha confiado a Zenit sus impresiones después de que
Benedicto XVI recibiera a los participantes en el congreso este jueves.
Krupp reconoce que será difícil disipar la "leyenda negra" sobre Pío XII, que han llegado a ser acusado de
ser el Papa de Hitler.
"Nuestro simposio era sumamente significativo, dado que la fundación Pave the Way cree que este
problema continuará incluso tras la apertura de los Archivos Secretos Vaticanos relativos a los años de la
segunda guerra mundial", afirma Krupp, estadounidense, fundador de la "Pave the Way".
Explica que en el congreso se ha descubierto que muchos mensajes e instrucciones que dio Pío XII para
salvar a judíos "fueron verbales o en código y los investigadores de archivos parece que creen que aquello
que no se escribió no sucedió, y ante la falta de descubrimiento de nuevos documentos surgirán
acusaciones de destrucción intencional de documentos".
El Papa Benedicto XVI aclaró este jueves en la audiencia que esta obra del pontífice fue desarrollada "de
manera secreta y silenciosa precisamente porque, al tener en cuenta las situaciones concretas de ese
complejo momento histórico, sólo así era posible evitar lo peor y salvar al mayor número posible de
judíos".
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Ante estos prejuicios, la fundación ha recogido los testimonios de judíos que fueron salvados por
personas de la Iglesia católica en obediencia a indicaciones de Pío XII.
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"Estos testimonios en vídeo y nuestro libro de documentos están abiertos al escrutinio de todo el mundo
en nuestra página web www.ptwf.org", explica el fundador.
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Por lo que se refiere a la audiencia que Benedicto XVI concedió este jueves a los historiadores y
expertos, Krupp confiesa que "ha sido muy gratificante, pues el Papa fue sumamente amable al
manifestar su gratitud a la Fundación 'Pave the Way' en nuestros esfuerzos por comenzar a ofrecer
pruebas concretas e primera línea".
Por Jesús Colina
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Interfaith symposium defends Pius XII
Cathnews Published: September 19, 2008
A Rome interfaith symposium organised by US Catholics and Jews has backed the record of
Pope Pius XII with documents showing the World War II pope intervened publicly and privately
to save Jews.
European Jewish News reports the symposium, organised by the Pave the Way Foundation to
mark the 50th anniversary of the death of Pope Pius XII, brought together Catholics and Jews
in his defence.
The foundation claims the late Pope was the victim of a sinister "myth" to the effect that he
was insensitive to the fate of Jews terrorised by Germany's Nazi regime and its death camps.
The group collected documentation aiming to prove Pius XII intervened publicly as well as in
secret to save Jews and to encourage Catholic institutions to shelter them.
These documents include diplomatic telegrams and testimony of people saved thanks to his
intervention, according to the symposium.
The foundation is asking that Yad Vashem, the Holocaust memorial in Jerusalem, withdraw
from its permanent exhibition a text that the group considers defamatory towards Pius XII.
In February, the Vatican said it would not block steps under way for the beatification of Pius
XII, despite criticism from many historians and numerous Jewish associations about the former
pontiff's attitude towards the Holocaust.
Gary Krupp, an American Jew who is president and founder of Pave the Way, told the Pope the
group's investigation "directly contradicts the negative perception of the pope's war time
activities," Haaretz adds.
In an address to the Pave the Way Foundation, Pope Benedict said that "when one draws close
to this noble Pope, free from ideological prejudices", one must recognise the "courageous
dedication" of Pope Pacelli to saving as many Jews as possible from the Nazi devastation during
the second world war.
Praising the symposium organisers, Pope Benedict noted that in November 1945, some six
months after the end of the war, 80 delegates of German concentration camps came to the
Vatican to thank Pius.
The symposium's documents included numerous newspaper clippings of Jewish leaders thanking
Pius during and after the conflict and former Israeli Prime Minister Golda Meir saying: "When
fearful martyrdom came to our people in the decade of Nazi terror, the voice of the Pope was
raised for the victims."
"Thanks to the vast quantity of documented material which you have gathered, supported by
many authoritative testimonies, your symposium offers to the public forum the possibility of
knowing more fully what Pius XII achieved for the Jews persecuted by the Nazi and fascist
regimes", the Pope said.
"It is my great hope", he concluded, "that this year, which marks the 50th anniversary of my
venerated predecessor's death, will provide the opportunity to promote in depth studies of
various aspects of his life and his works in order to come to know the historical truth,
overcoming every remaining prejudice.
During his visit to Paris last week, Pope Benedict also reminded representatives from France's
Jewish community that Pius XII had called Nazism a period of "darkness".
The Pope will celebrate a mass on October 5 in the Vatican's Saint Peter's Basilica to mark the
anniversary.
See also:
Pope Pius XII tried to save European Jews: Rome symposium (European Jewish Press, 18/9/08)
Pope: Pius XII spared no effort, including secret ones, to save Jews (AsiaNews, 18/9/08)
Pope Benedict: Pius XII 'spared no effort' to help Jews during WWII (Haaretz, 18/9/08)
Understanding the historical truth about Pius XII (VIS, 18/9/08)
And the full text of the Holy Father's speech.
Labels: Conferences, Interfaith, Italy, News September 2008, Pius XII, Pope at Tuesday, September 23, 2008
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Communio
...bearing with one another in love, making every effort to maintain the unity of the Spirit in the bond of peace.

Pope Benedict addresses Pope Pius XII study
group
By Paul Zalonskion September 18, 2008 7:16 AM | Permalink | Comments (0)

Pope Benedict met today with the Pave the Way Foundation (PTWF). The PTWF
met in Rome this week to hold a symposium to study the papacy of Pope Pius
XII. "Pave the Way has identified this period in history as one of the most
difficult between Catholics and Jews, and so we have taken on this challenge in
the furtherance of our mission" says PTWF President, Gary L. Krupp. "PTWF
has launched an independent investigation by video interviewing eye witnesses
to events of war years. We have uncovered a great deal of information which is
not known by any of the scholarly institutions including the Vatican itself."
Krupp believes there is considerable evidence from eye witnesses and other
archival materials to help to answer questions of what in fact the Pius XII
papacy did during World War II and its importance today.
In his audience the Pope said:
The focus of your [Pave the Way Foundation] study has been the person and the
tireless pastoral and humanitarian work of Pius XII, Pastor Angelicus. Fifty
years have passed since his pious death here at
Castel Gandolfo early on the ninth of October
1958, after a debilitating disease. This
anniversary provides an important opportunity
to deepen our knowledge of him, to meditate
on his rich teaching and to analyze thoroughly
his activities. So much has been written and
said of him during these last five decades and
not all of the genuine facets of his diverse
pastoral activity have been examined in a just
light. The aim of your symposium has been
precisely to address some of these
deficiencies, conducting a careful and
documented examination of many of his
interventions, especially those in favour of the
Jews who in those years were being targeted
all over Europe, in accordance with the
criminal plan of those who wanted to
eliminate them from the face of the earth. When one draws close to this noble
Pope, free from ideological prejudices, in addition to being struck by his lofty
spiritual and human character one is also captivated by the example of his life
and the extraordinary richness of his teaching. One can also come to appreciate
the human wisdom and pastoral intensity which guided him in his long years of
ministry, especially in providing organized assistance to the Jewish people.
Thanks to the vast quantity of documented material which you have gathered,
supported by many authoritative testimonies, your symposium offers to the
public forum the possibility of knowing more fully what Pius XII achieved for
the Jews persecuted by the
Nazi and fascist regimes. One
understands, then, that
wherever possible he spared
no effort in intervening in their
favour either directly or
through instructions given to
other individuals or to
institutions of the Catholic
Church. In the proceedings of
your convention you have also
drawn attention to his many
interventions, made secretly
and silently, precisely because,
given the concrete situation of
that difficult historical
moment, only in this way was
it possible to avoid the worst
and save the greatest number
of Jews. This courageous and
paternal dedication was recognized and appreciated during and after the terrible
world conflict by Jewish communities and individuals who showed their
gratitude for what the Pope had done for them. One need only recall Pius XII's
meeting on the 29th of November 1945 with eighty delegates of German
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concentration camps who during a special Audience granted to them at the
Vatican, wished to thank him personally for his generosity to them during the
terrible period of Nazi-fascist persecution.
Categories: Pope Benedict XVI
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(CNA).- Pope Pius XII, has drawn the
interest and scrutiny of many people
over the last few decades, but as Pope
Benedict XVI spoke to the Pave the
Way Foundation at Castel Gandolfo
today, he highlighted that previous
investigation into the late Pope’s
efforts to save Jews from the Nazis
and fascists have been biased.
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Pope Pius XII

Around noon today at the Pope’s
summer residence, he received Mr. Gary Krupp, the president of the Pave the
Way Foundation and other members of the organization.
Mr. Krupp and his wife, who are Jewish, founded Pave the Way to fight against
religious intolerance and prejudice through educational, cultural and
technological means. As part of those efforts, Pave the Way organized a
symposium to conduct an in-depth investigation into Pius XII’s life and his
pastoral and humanitarian work.
Noting that 50 years have passed since the October 9, 1958 death of the
Servant of God Pius XII, the Holy Father pointed out that although "so much has
been written and said of him during these last five decades, ... not all of the
genuine facets of his diverse pastoral activity have been examined in a just
light.”
The symposium aimed to address some of these deficiencies by “conducting a
careful and documented examination of many of his interventions, especially
those in favor of the Jews who in those years were being targeted all over
Europe, in accordance with the criminal plan of those who wanted to eliminate
them from the face of the earth,” the Pope said.
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"When one draws close to this noble Pope,” observed Benedict XVI, “one can
come to appreciate the human wisdom and pastoral intensity which guided him
in his long years of ministry, especially in providing organized assistance to the
Jewish people.”
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Pope Benedict then went on to thank the foundation for “the vast quantity of
documented material which you have gathered, supported by many authoritative
testimonies,” because, as he explained “your symposium offers to the public
forum the possibility of knowing more fully what Pius XII achieved for the Jews
persecuted by the Nazi and fascist regimes.”
One of the many aspects of the symposium that Pope Benedict praised was how
the foundation’s work “had drawn attention to Pope Pius' many interventions,
made secretly and silently, precisely because, given the concrete situation of
that difficult historical moment, only in this way was it possible to avoid the
worst and save the greatest number of Jews. This courageous and paternal
dedication was recognized and appreciated during and after the terrible world
conflict by Jewish communities and individuals who showed their gratitude for
what the Pope had done for them."
One special event that Benedict XVI recalled, “Pius XII’s meeting on the 29th of
November 1945 with eighty delegates of German concentration camps who
during a special Audience granted to them at the Vatican, wished to thank him
personally for his generosity to them during the terrible period of Nazi-fascist
persecution.”
Pope Benedict thanked the Pave the Way Foundation "for its ongoing activity in
promoting relationships and dialogue between religions, as witnesses of peace,
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charity and reconciliation.
"It is my great hope," he concluded, "that this year, which marks the 50th
anniversary of my venerated predecessor's death, will provide the opportunity to
promote in-depth studies of various aspects of his life and his works in order to
come to know the historical truth, overcoming every remaining prejudice.”
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On October 9, Pope Benedict will lead the
Roman Catholic Church in marking the 50th
anniversary of the death of Pope Pius XII. There
is a lot of interest in what Benedict will say in his
homily about his predecessor, arguably the
most controversial pontiff of the 20th century
because of what he did or did not do to save
Jews during the Holocaust. On October 21, the
Vatican will open a photographic exhibition on
his papacy and on Nov 6-8, two pontifical
universities in Rome, the Lateran and the
Gregorian, will jointly sponsor a conference on
his papacy.

The dossier also includes many other
entries from individuals and scholars
aimed at debunking the concept made
popular first in 1963 with the publication of
Rolf Hochhuth’s play The Deputy, which
accused Pius of being an anti-Semite and a Hitler collaborator, and later in 1999
following John Cornwell’s highly controversial book calling Pius Hitler’s Pope.
The symposium’s dossier also includes copies of of newspaper clippings from The
New York Times, Reuters, The Associated Press, Palestine Post (later Jerusalem
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While the dossier, much of which is available on-line, may not convince the most
hardened of Pius’ detractors, it certainly is a very useful addition to the ongoing
debate in what may prove to be a pivitol year.
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Rome isn’t the only place where
Pius is under review. In
Germany, Hubert Wolf, a
Catholic priest and church
history professor at Münster
University, has just published
Papst und Teufel (Pope and
Devil), a study of Vatican
relations with Germany in the
turbulent period from 1917 to
1939. Based on documents
from the Vatican archive, whose
files have been opened up until
Pius’s election as pope in 1939,
Wolf recounts the internal Vatican debates on how to deal with the Nazis, whether to
put Hitler’s Mein Kampf on the Index of Prohibited Books (they didn’t) and how to
speak out against growing anti-Semitism in Germany (through the 1937 encyclical Mit
brennender Sorge).





















What do you think about Pius? Has he been maligned? Is the tide of opinion turning
in his favour?
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American Jews Defend Pope Pius XII
Posted on September 22, 2008 by bfhu

By JOHN L. ALLEN JR.
Rome
Defenders of Pius XII, whose alleged silence on the Holocaust is a source of tension between Jews and Catholics, met in Rome this week to
project a more positive image of the wartime pope. While that’s perhaps not remarkable, the aegis under which they gathered certainly is – a
foundation called “Pave the Way,” dedicated to interreligious understanding and led by an American Jew.
The organizer of the Sept. 15-17 conference at Rome’s Palazzo Salviati, which included a number of Jews in the audience, is New York
businessman and philanthropist Gary Krupp. While making his living in the medical supply business, Krupp became a benefactor of a hospital
in southern Italy founded by the legendary Capuchin stigmatic Padre Pio, and is today one of just a handful of non-Catholics to belong to the
papal Knights of St. Gregory.
Improbably, Krupp, who says he grew up “hating” Pius XII, has emerged as a passionate defender of the pontiff once famously excoriated as
“Hitler’s Pope.”
“It’s our obligation to recognize somebody who saved more Jews than all the other world leaders and religious leaders combined,” Krupp said
in an interview with NCR. “This man should be raised up as righteous among the nations, not demonized.”
Krupp referred to the negative portrayal of Pius XII in some Jewish circles — including a critical placard at Yad Vashem, the main Holocaust
memorial in Israel — as a shonda, the Hebrew word for “shame.”
While Krupp represents a distinctly minority view within Judaism, he is not alone. Sir Martin Gilbert, the distinguished Jewish historian in
England, has praised Pius XII’s efforts to save Jews, and American Rabbi David Dalin has proposed that Yad Vashem recognize Pius as
“righteous among the nations.” Probably no one, however, has devoted more time and energy –including his own financial resources – to the
defense of Pius XII.
Krupp argued it’s in the best interests of Judaism and Israel to pursue better relations with the Catholic church.
“Today, we’re faced with people such as the president of Iran who want to see us wiped off the map,” Krupp said. “Don’t you think that 1.2
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billion friends might be good to have?”
The lineup at Krupp’s symposium featured a “who’s who” of leading defenders of Pius XII, including Filippini Sr. Margherita Marchione of
Farleigh Dickinson University in New Jersey; Ronald Rychlak, a Catholic law professor at the University of Mississippi; William Doino,
author of The Pius War; Andrea Tornielli, a prominent Italian journalist; and Fr. Peter Gumpel, relator for the sainthood cause of Pius XII.
NCR e-mail alerts
Ironically, the conference was held in the location where slightly more than 1,000 Roman Jews were
brought before their deportation to Nazi concentration camps on Oct. 16, 1943. Several participants argued
that the reason just 1,000 of some 6,700 Jews in Rome were rounded up that day was the personal
intervention of Pius XII.

What’s
this?

Organizers published a 200-page glossy book offering documentation of Pius’ efforts to save Jews, including transcripts of eyewitnesses and
previously secret material culled from diplomatic archives in Germany, Italy, the United Kingdom and the United States.
The case for the defense of Pius XII, as presented during the conference, is highly complex, but in essence it pivots on three claims:
• Charges that Pius XII was “silent” are false, because he spoke on numerous occasions in defense of Jews, in ways that were abundantly clear
to everyone at the time and for decades afterwards;
• If he did not directly and dramatically condemn Hitler or National Socialism, it was because he had well-founded fears that doing so might
unleash greater persecution upon both Catholics and Jews;
• Behind the scenes, he mobilized church resources in multiple ways to save Jews.
To take an example of the kinds of stories told at the conference, Rychlak recalled that the pope’s summer residence at Castel Gandolfo was
turned into a sanctuary for refugees during the war, including scores of Jews. Pius’ own bedroom was converted into a makeshift nursery, and
some 40 babies were born there. A June 1944 article in the Palestine Post records a group of Jews who had taken shelter in Castel Gandolfo
passing on their thanks to the pope.
Gumpel also reported that during his official investigation for Pius’ sainthood cause, he discovered that the pope had placed his housekeeper,
Sr. Pasqualina Lehnert, in charge of the Vatican storerooms during the war, and personally directed her to drive trucks with food and other
supplies out to religious houses around Rome where Jews were being sheltered.
“These are the kinds of things that anti-Semites just don’t do,” Krupp said.
Eugene Fisher, former expert for the U.S. bishops on Catholic/Jewish relations and another speaker at the Rome conference, said this sort of
information has a hard time competing with the critics in the court of public opinion.
“The books attacking Pius get major reviews, but those defending him are ignored,” Fisher said. “All people ever hear is the negative side,
because it’s all that filters through the press.”
In his address, Fisher proposed one step he feels the Vatican could take to bolster the pro-Pius argument: Opening its archives from his
papacy, at least up to the end of the war and the immediate post-war years.
“The sooner the archives up to 1948 are open, the better,” Fisher said. “It would ease an enormous amount of pressure.” The fact that the
archives have only been selectively released, Fisher said, is a “symbolic issue for the organized Jewish community.”
At least some in the audience seemed impressed.
“Prior to coming to this conference, I had heard negative things about Pius XII for 50 years,” said Howard Graff, a Jew from Chicago who
serves chairman of the Illinois Masonic Charities Fund.
“I’ll go home with a more open, balanced view, and I believe that’s good,” he said.
Filed under: Pope
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(Philadelphia Evening Bulletin) - ...Hitler's Pope has been criticized
for its accuracy and dedication to objective history, and Mr.
Cornwell admits that since its publication, his views have undergone
revision.
"While I believe with many commentators that the pope might have
done more to help the plight of the Jews, I now feel, 10 years after
the publication of my book, that his scope for action was severely
limited and I am prepared to state this," he said....
read full story here
THE CATHOLIC KNIGHT: Ten years after the bombshell book, hyper
media criticism, and forty years after the communist propaganda first hit
the American public, Pope Pius XII has finally been vindicated....

SUBSCRIBE....

(ANSA) - Vatican City, September 17 - New research clears
controversial wartime pope Pius XII from the accusation that he did
not do enough to save Jews, Pope Benedict XVI said on Thursday.
It is the first time the pope has come out publicly to defend the
record of his WWII predecessor, who is moving towards sainthood
despite accusations of keeping silent about the Holocaust....
.... The pope thanked the Pave the Way Foundation, made up of
Catholics and Jews, for uncovering the evidence in favour of Pius.
He voiced the hope that further studies can reinforce ''the historical
truth, overcoming all remaining prejudice''. Benedict's statement on
the new research - which has not yet been made public - follows last
year's assertion by his No.2, Cardinal Tarcisio Bertone, that people
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ignore evidence disproving Pius was indulgent towards Hitler.
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Pius was the victim of a ''black legend'', said Bertone, the Vatican
Secretary of State....
read full story here
----------------(CWNews.com) - The Vatican has confirmed the existence of a
directive from Pope Pius XII, asking Catholic clergy and religious to
shelter Jews from the Holocaust.
Cardinal Tarcisio Bertone (bio - news), the Vatican Secretary of
State, acknowledged in short April 19 announcement that Pope Pius
XII issued instructions for all religious institutions to open their
doors to Jewish people. The catacombs of Rome were also made
available for shelter....
read full story here
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----------------(CNA).- A former high-ranking officer with the KGB claims that the
Kremlin and the Russian intelligence agency in the 1960s were set
on executing a smear campaign against the Catholic Church, and the
main target was Pope Pius XII.
In a recent issue of the National Review Online, Lt. General Ion
Mihai Pacepa, who eventually defected from the former Soviet bloc,
recounts how the KGB and the Kremlin designed the deliberate
campaign to portray the Pius XII “as a coldhearted Nazi
sympathizer.”
“In February 1960, Nikita Khrushchev approved a super-secret plan
for destroying the Vatican’s moral authority in Western Europe,”
writes Pacepa. “Eugenio Pacelli, by then Pope Pius XII, was selected
as the KGB’s main target, its incarnation of evil, because he had
departed this world in 1958. ‘Dead men cannot defend themselves’
was the KGB’s latest slogan.”
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The code name for this operation against Pope Pius XII was “Seat12.”

America (393)

read full story here
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There was no "Hitler's Pope." The whole thing was a fabrication, a lie,
invented by the Soviet KGB, in a plan called "Seat 12," devised for the sole
purpose of undermining the moral authority of the Catholic Church over
the western world. It was enthusiastically embraced by the enemies of the
Catholic Church on both sides of the political spectrum. The Secular Left
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loved it! The Religious Right used it. (I even had a Jehovah's Witness at my
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door preach it to me.) Oh how eager so many where to believe the lie! Even
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Anti-Catholicism (154)

some Catholics jumped on the bandwagon. The criticism from the Left-

Church (151)

wing biased media was unending. We heard it from all the major television

Culture (130)

and cable networks. After Cornwell's 'Hitler's Pope' was published, literally

Renewal (117)

dozens of knock off books followed. The television preachers, oh how many

Latin (109)
Persecution (95)
Islam (94)
Social Justice (90)

television preachers, included it in their sermons. Some Evangelical
authors included it in their own books on apologetics and
eschatology. Millions upon millions of unsuspecting Evangelicals were
subjected to this lie, many of whom still believe it, because they trust the
television preacher who told them. (I can't even count the number of times

Anglicanism (87)

I've been confronted about it by misinformed Evangelicals.) It was perhaps

Europe (79)

one of the greatest lies of our time - the whopper of the century!

War (60)
History (59)

We can learn a lot about those who enthusiastically embraced it, who went

Evangelicalism (52)

out of their way to spread it around, and took every opportunity to rub it in

Protestant (50)

the face of any Catholic who would dare defend the Church on anything.

Anglican-Rite (45)

Shall we call it "prejudice?" Perhaps "bigotry" might be a better word. So

Media (45)
Missouri (44)
Relativism (43)
Bishops (39)
Scandal (39)

what are we to say of those Catholics who actually embraced it, using it as
an excuse to rationalize their opposition to the Church on this issue or
that? What shame! What scandal! What embarrassment! Shame on all
those who engaged in this nonsense! Dishonor and disrepute upon those
who eagerly embraced such a lie, that so seriously defamed the Church,
without even questioning it!
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So what are we to say of the mainstream news media? Do we see primetime

Education (31)

retractions in their news broadcasts? Do we get so much as an inkling of

Orthodoxy (30)

regret for having slandered the Church for so many years? No. Not a peep
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out of them. How about the Secular Left-wingers out there? Any apologies?

Canada (27)
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Fascism (25)
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None. There is nothing but silence. What about the Religious Rightwingers? I'll give them credit. At least some have apologized. A few
(especially those who understand what it's like to be slandered) never
believed it to begin with. To them I give thanks.
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Don't get me wrong. I'm not holding a grudge here, and I wouldn't advise

Alan Keyes (22)

that any of us do. Rather, I would like to use this whole thing as an object

Science (22)

lesson for Catholics, Protestants and non-religious people alike. Prejudice

Australia (21)

can just as well be defined as eagerly embracing bad news about somebody

Tradition (21)

(or some people) without ever questioning the validity of the news itself, or

Homeschooling (20)

even the credibility of the source who reported it.
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The fabrication of "Hitler's Pope" is the epitome of this. The KGB
introduced this lie to the western world in 1963 via a German author and
playwright named Rolf Hochhuth. The play, entitled "The Deputy," was
introduced as fiction. The pope in the play was never mentioned by name.
The incriminating accusations against the pope were made by suggestion
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and insinuation. Hochhuth himself was raised in Nazi Germany and was a

Jewish (16)

member of Hitler's Youth. While that itself is not incriminating, since

Brownback (15)

service was compulsory, his refusal to talk about it, combined with his

Youth (15)

defense of those who deny the Holocaust, does tarnish his reputation a bit.

Apologetics (14)
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It is not known if Hochhuth was directly hired by the KGB to write the play,
or if the KGB simply used his material as an opportunity. Only two things
are known as fact. The first is that the KGB was authorized by the Soviet
Kremlin to smear the reputation of Pope Pius XII after his death in a plan
named "Seat 12." The second, is that Rolf Hochhuth wrote the play that

Mary (12)

started the job. Beyond that we can surmise that Soviet involvement helped

Prophecy (12)

to promote the ideas of the play throughout Europe and North America,

Communism (11)

eventually coming to a climax in John Cornwell's 1999 bombshell

Dixie (10)

book "Hitler's Pope." It can be reasonably assumed that Cornwell was

Modesty (10)

simply operating on the momentum of the propaganda itself, and was

Prayer (9)

probably not working for the KGB, since the Soviet Union fell almost a

Israel (8)

decade earlier. By this time the KGB's lies had taken on a life of their own,

Vatican 2 (8)
Natural Law (7)
Action Alert (6)
Charity (5)

that outlived those who originally promoted them. Cornwell might be
considered a victim of this by some, but the obvious distortions in the book
causes 'The Catholic Knight' to question his culpability. It would seem to
me that Cornwell may have been a victim of Soviet propaganda, but it was
his own prejudice that caused him to write his book the way he did. Just to

Evangelism (5)

cite a small example of this, the cover of the book features a black and

Nanny State (3)

white photo that appears to show the image of Pope Pius XII being saluted

Ozarks (3)

by a Nazi officer. In fact, the photo is doctored. A comparison of the

Cults (2)

original photo with the book cover, reveals that the supposed Nazi officer is

Pilgrimage (2)

actually a civilian cab driver. Deception begins even before the book is

USCCB (2)

opened, while the fables and inaccuracies written therein have been

Vocations (2)
Crusade (1)
Guest Articles (1)

exposed and rebuffed by many historians. Cornwell is responsible for his
own libel against Pius XII. Thankfully, for his sake, he is finally starting to
admit his error.
Soon Pope Pius XII will be canonized as a saint, and when he is, all of this
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will be drudged up again for a public to see. This time, however, they'll be
given the other side of the story, the whole story, and the world will see just
how low the enemies of the Church will sink to slander the name of a good
man in the hopes of tarnishing the Church's moral authority. A word to the
wise for critics of the Catholic Church, especially those in the mainstream
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The following article was published in The Catholic Spirit, a newspaper
of the Archdiocese of Minneapolis-St. Paul.
Jewish leader says Pope Pius XII has been demonized falsely
By Carol Glatz - Catholic News Service
Monday, 15 September 2008
Pope Pius XII has been demonized and his legacy of helping Jews
during World War II has been poisoned by inaccurate and incomplete
historical accounts, said the Jewish founder and president of Pave the
Way Foundation.
Pope Pius XII, who led the Catholic Church from 1939 to 1958, is seen
in an undated formal portrait - CNS photo "We have to change history"
and tell the world the truth about this wartime pope "who saved so many
lives," Gary Krupp, foundation president, told Catholic News Service, He
spoke at the start of a Sept. 15-17 symposium that studied the papacy
of Pope Pius and unveiled new evidence of the pope's hidden acts and
orders aimed at saving Jews from the Nazis. The symposium,
sponsored by the U.S.-based foundation, featured Catholic and Jewish
speakers and video footage of interviews with people who were saved
from the Holocaust through the church's intervention. "The scholars, the
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historians have failed, they've simply failed over the last 45 years" to
retrieve and present firsthand accounts from eyewitnesses, Holocaust
survivors, diplomats and archival material, Krupp said. Some authors
also have based their accounts not on facts, but opinions
and "nonsense" which "are poisoning the memory of this man," Krupp
said. He told CNS Sept. 15 he grew up hating Pope Pius, thinking the
pontiff did nothing to stop the slaughter of 6 million Jews. But years
later, he was shocked to discover through his own amateur research
that the pope had been far more active in directing a clandestine
network of safe houses for people escaping Nazi persecution through
the church's religious orders, communities, convents and seminaries in
Europe. Krupp said of the 60-70 guests he invited to attend the
symposium, all of them had been suspicious of or negative toward Pope
Pius' actions during the war. Audience members included rabbis or their
representatives from Europe and Israel. He said experience showed
that if a European leader was outspoken against Nazi persecution, it did
nothing to reverse the injustices. On the contrary, it resulted in
accelerated or widened persecution of the Jews and those speaking out
on their behalf, he said. Therefore, keeping the pope and the church's
good works hidden was crucial, he said. Krupp said the time has come
for the world "to forgive Pius XII for not talking the talk but truly
commend him for walking the walk."
Posted by Rev. Milton E. Jordan at 9:14 AM
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The following article was published in The Catholic Spirit, a newspaper
of the Archdiocese of Minneapolis-St. Paul.
Jewish leader says Pope Pius XII has been demonized falsely
By Carol Glatz - Catholic News Service
Monday, 15 September 2008
Pope Pius XII has been demonized and his legacy of helping Jews
during World War II has been poisoned by inaccurate and incomplete
historical accounts, said the Jewish founder and president of Pave the
Way Foundation.
Pope Pius XII, who led the Catholic Church from 1939 to 1958, is seen
in an undated formal portrait - CNS photo "We have to change history"
and tell the world the truth about this wartime pope "who saved so many
lives," Gary Krupp, foundation president, told Catholic News Service, He
spoke at the start of a Sept. 15-17 symposium that studied the papacy
of Pope Pius and unveiled new evidence of the pope's hidden acts and
orders aimed at saving Jews from the Nazis. The symposium,
sponsored by the U.S.-based foundation, featured Catholic and Jewish
speakers and video footage of interviews with people who were saved
from the Holocaust through the church's intervention. "The scholars, the
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historians have failed, they've simply failed over the last 45 years" to
retrieve and present firsthand accounts from eyewitnesses, Holocaust
survivors, diplomats and archival material, Krupp said. Some authors
also have based their accounts not on facts, but opinions
and "nonsense" which "are poisoning the memory of this man," Krupp
said. He told CNS Sept. 15 he grew up hating Pope Pius, thinking the
pontiff did nothing to stop the slaughter of 6 million Jews. But years
later, he was shocked to discover through his own amateur research
that the pope had been far more active in directing a clandestine
network of safe houses for people escaping Nazi persecution through
the church's religious orders, communities, convents and seminaries in
Europe. Krupp said of the 60-70 guests he invited to attend the
symposium, all of them had been suspicious of or negative toward Pope
Pius' actions during the war. Audience members included rabbis or their
representatives from Europe and Israel. He said experience showed
that if a European leader was outspoken against Nazi persecution, it did
nothing to reverse the injustices. On the contrary, it resulted in
accelerated or widened persecution of the Jews and those speaking out
on their behalf, he said. Therefore, keeping the pope and the church's
good works hidden was crucial, he said. Krupp said the time has come
for the world "to forgive Pius XII for not talking the talk but truly
commend him for walking the walk."
Posted by Rev. Milton E. Jordan at 9:14 AM
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Defenders of Pius XII, whose alleged silence on the Holocaust is a
source of tension between Jews and Catholics, met in Rome this
week to project a more positive image of the wartime pope. While
that’s perhaps not remarkable, the aegis under which they gathered
certainly is – a foundation called “Pave the Way,” dedicated to
interreligious understanding and led by an American Jew.

------

NCR's Latest

The organizer of the Sept. 15-17 conference at Rome’s Palazzo
Salviati, which included a number of Jews in the audience, is New
York businessman and philanthropist Gary Krupp. While making his
living in the medical supply business, Krupp became a benefactor of
a hospital in southern Italy founded by the legendary Capuchin
stigmatic Padre Pio, and is today one of just a handful of nonCatholics to belong to the papal Knights of St. Gregory.
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Improbably, Krupp, who says he grew up “hating” Pius XII, has
emerged as a passionate defender of the pontiff once famously
excoriated as “Hitler’s Pope.”
“It’s our obligation to recognize somebody who saved more Jews
than all the other world leaders and religious leaders combined,”
Krupp said in an interview with NCR. “This man should be raised up
as righteous among the nations, not demonized."

------

Krupp referred to the negative portrayal of Pius XII in some Jewish
circles -- including a critical placard at Yad Vashem, the main
Holocaust memorial in Israel -- as a shonda, the Hebrew word for
"shame."
While Krupp represents a distinctly minority view within Judaism, he
is not alone. Sir Martin Gilbert, the distinguished Jewish historian in
England, has praised Pius XII’s efforts to save Jews, and American
Rabbi David Dalin has proposed that Yad Vashem recognize Pius as
“righteous among the nations.” Probably no one, however, has
devoted more time and energy –including his own financial resources
– to the defense of Pius XII.

------

Krupp argued it’s in the best interests of Judaism and Israel to
pursue better relations with the Catholic church.
“Today, we’re faced with people such as the president of Iran who
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want to see us wiped off the map,” Krupp said. “Don’t you think that
1.2 billion friends might be good to have?”
The lineup at Krupp's symposium featured a “who’s who” of leading
defenders of Pius XII, including Filippini Sr. Margherita Marchione of
Farleigh Dickinson University in New Jersey; Ronald Rychlak, a
Catholic law professor at the University of Mississippi; William Doino,
author of The Pius War; Andrea Tornielli, a prominent Italian
journalist; and Fr. Peter Gumpel, relator for the sainthood cause of
Pius XII.

Ironically, the conference was held in
the location where slightly more than
1,000 Roman Jews were brought
before their deportation to Nazi
concentration camps on Oct. 16,
1943. Several participants argued
that the reason just 1,000 of some
6,700 Jews in Rome were rounded
up that day was the personal
intervention of Pius XII.
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Organizers published a 200-page glossy book offering
documentation of Pius’ efforts to save Jews, including transcripts of
eyewitnesses and previously secret material culled from diplomatic
archives in Germany, Italy, the United Kingdom and the United
States.
The case for the defense of Pius XII, as presented during the
conference, is highly complex, but in essence it pivots on three
claims:
• Charges that Pius XII was “silent” are false, because he spoke on
numerous occasions in defense of Jews, in ways that were
abundantly clear to everyone at the time and for decades afterwards;
• If he did not directly and dramatically condemn Hitler or National
Socialism, it was because he had well-founded fears that doing so
might unleash greater persecution upon both Catholics and Jews;
• Behind the scenes, he mobilized church resources in multiple ways
to save Jews.
To take an example of the kinds of stories told at the conference,
Rychlak recalled that the pope’s summer residence at Castel
Gandolfo was turned into a sanctuary for refugees during the war,
including scores of Jews. Pius’ own bedroom was converted into a
makeshift nursery, and some 40 babies were born there. A June
1944 article in the Palestine Post records a group of Jews who had
taken shelter in Castel Gandolfo passing on their thanks to the pope.
Gumpel also reported that during his official investigation for Pius’
sainthood cause, he discovered that the pope had placed his
housekeeper, Sr. Pasqualina Lehnert, in charge of the Vatican
storerooms during the war, and personally directed her to drive
trucks with food and other supplies out to religious houses around
Rome where Jews were being sheltered.
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“These are the kinds of things that anti-Semites just don’t do,” Krupp
said.
Eugene Fisher, former expert for the U.S. bishops on Catholic/Jewish
relations and another speaker at the Rome conference, said this sort
of information has a hard time competing with the critics in the court
of public opinion.
“The books attacking Pius get major reviews, but those defending
him are ignored,” Fisher said. “All people ever hear is the negative
side, because it’s all that filters through the press.”
In his address, Fisher proposed one step he feels the Vatican could
take to bolster the pro-Pius argument: Opening its archives from his
papacy, at least up to the end of the war and the immediate post-war
years.
“The sooner the archives up to 1948 are open, the better,” Fisher
said. “It would ease an enormous amount of pressure.” The fact that
the archives have only been selectively released, Fisher said, is a
“symbolic issue for the organized Jewish community.”
At least some in the audience seemed impressed.
“Prior to coming to this conference, I had heard negative things about
Pius XII for 50 years,” said Howard Graff, a Jew from Chicago who
serves chairman of the Illinois Masonic Charities Fund.
“I’ll go home with a more open, balanced view, and I believe that’s
good,” he said.
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Pope Benedict XVI has launched an impassioned defence of his
predecessor Pius XII - in a move seen as a signal that the wartime pontiff is
to be beatified. At a conference last week Jewish scholars and rabbis from
around the world said that the reputation of the wartime pope was much
maligned and that he helped to save nearly a million Jewish lives.
Pius XII worked courageously, secretly and silently to save Jews targeted
by the Nazis, Pope Benedict said, and their "criminal plan ... to eliminate
them from the face of the earth".
"Wherever possible," he said, Pope Pius "spared no effort in intervening in
their favour" and in providing organised assistance to the Jews either
directly or through Catholic religious institutes.
The Holy Father was speaking at an international symposium to examine
the papacy of Pius XII.
The conference was held at Castel Gandolfo, the Pope's residence south of
Rome, and was attended by 80 people at the Pope's invitation. The event
was organised by the American interfaith group, the Pave the Way
Foundation. Among the participants were representatives from the Jewish
world including rabbis and scholars from Europe, Israel and North America.
It was the first time a pope has defended Pius XII's wartime record publicly.
In May last year members of the Congregation for the Causes of Saints
voted unanimously to recommend that Pope Benedict formally declare Pope
Pius Venerable, but Benedict XVI put the Cause on hold seven months
later. He established a commission to study archive material about Pius's
papacy and to examine how his beatification might affect Catholic-Jewish
relations.
Jesuit Fr Peter Gumpel, a historian and investigating judge of Pius's Cause,
was one of the panellists at the September symposium. He said he has "no
doubt that sooner or later Pope Benedict is going to sign" the decree
recognising Pope Pius as Venerable. He said the "real problem" is the
controversy over Jews' perception of Pope Pius.
Addressing the seminar Pope Benedict said that "not all of the genuine
facets" of Pope Pius's pontificate have been examined "in just light" in the
50 years since his death in October 1958. Critics say Pius did not speak out
against the Nazi genocide of the Jews. But Pope Benedict said many of
Pope Pius's efforts to support the Jews were "made secretly and silently"
because "in that difficult historical moment, only in this way was it possible
to avoid the worst and save the greatest number of Jews".
Gary Krupp, the Jewish founder and president of the Pave the Way
Foundation, told the Pope in his speech that "the Catholic Church under the
pontificate of Pius XII was instrumental in saving the lives of as many as
860,000 Jews from certain death at Nazi hands".
After the audience Mr Krupp said that Pope Benedict "was very
appreciative" of the organisation's extensive research, which had suggested
that the popular, negative image of Pius XII "is completely wrong".
He also presented the Pope with nine video testimonies from Holocaust
survivors and other eyewitnesses to Vatican humanitarian efforts, and a
200-page book of documentation compiled by the foundation and unveiled
at the Rome symposium.
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The organisers had invited several Jewish representatives who believed
that Pius had done nothing to save Jews in order to persuade them
otherwise. However, while many accepted the invitation, representatives
from three major Jewish museums did not attend and even refused the offer
of a live video feed.
They had wanted in particular to convince curators of the Yad Vashem
Holocaust Memorial that their picture display of Pope Pius was inaccurate.
The caption of the pope at the Jerusalem museum states that he did nothing
to condemn the Nazis and their mass murder of the Jews.
Pius XII's behaviour during the Nazi era has been the source of controversy
ever since the end of the Second World War.
Gerard Noel, author of the recently published biography Hound of Hitler,
said: "Pius XII was one of the greatest but most misunderstood of modern
popes. It can only be hoped that he will now begin to be seen in an entirely
new light. The words about him by Pope Benedict XVI are all the more
welcome.
"Pius was neither pro-Nazi nor anti-Semitic. He had, however, a grand
design for the Church and the by-product of this design was a series of
concordats with various countries, the most important being that with Nazi
Germany in 1933. The subsequent disappearance of the Catholic Centre
Party paved the way for the victory of Nazism.
"He did everything he could personally for individual Jews he helped then as
far as he could, but he was a very timid, cautious man, and he was afraid
the Church might split. Still, he was a really great man, a very great pope.
He's been very badly treated by history, totally misunderstood."
But John Cornwell, author of Hitler's Pope, the most critical biography of
Pius XII, said the reputation was generally well-deserved. He said He
added: "No amount of citation of Pacelli's deeds of mercy towards Jews,
which are undeniable, or his cautiously restricted denunciations of Hitler,
can refute that charge, In the spring of 1933 Pacelli negotiated a treaty with
Hitler that ensured withdrawal of Catholics from social and political action in
Germany in exchange for various benefits, especially for Catholic education.
"Then, in a move, cited by Professor Owen Chadwick as 'one of the most
controversial acts of German history', Mgr Ludwig Kaas, head of the
Catholic Centre Party in Germany, persuaded his parliamentary colleagues
to vote for Hitler's bid to assume dictatorial powers. The Centre Party vote
proved decisive in establishing the Nazi dictatorship. That the party
dissolved itself voluntarily rather than compulsorily conveyed an impression
of Catholic endorsement of Hitler in the eyes of Germany and the world."
Mr Cornwell added: "On the question of the wartime silence, Pius XII, it
appears, did nothing to stop the round-up and transport of Jews from Rome
in 1943. But evidence published in the last 10 years indicates that Pius may
well have been trapped by circumstances - speaking out may have had
worse consequences than doing nothing."
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The organizer of the Sept. 15-17 conference at Rome’s Palazzo Salviati,
which included a number of Jews in the audience, is New York
businessman and philanthropist Gary Krupp.
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While making his living in the medical supply business, Krupp became a
benefactor of a hospital in southern Italy founded by the legendary
Capuchin stigmatic Padre Pio, and is today one of just a handful of nonCatholics to belong to the papal Knights of St. Gregory.
Improbably, Krupp, who says he grew up “hating” Pius XII, has emerged
as a passionate defender of the pontiff once famously excoriated
as “Hitler’s Pope.”
“It’s our obligation to recognize somebody who saved more Jews than
all the other world leaders and religious leaders combined,” Krupp said
in an interview with NCR. “This man should be raised up as righteous
among the nations, not demonized."
Krupp referred to the negative portrayal of Pius XII in some Jewish
circles -- including a critical placard at Yad Vashem, the main Holocaust
memorial in Israel -- as a shonda, the Hebrew word for "shame."
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While Krupp represents a distinctly minority view within Judaism, he is
not alone. Sir Martin Gilbert, the distinguished Jewish historian in
England, has praised Pius XII’s efforts to save Jews, and American
Rabbi David Dalin has proposed that Yad Vashem recognize Pius
as “righteous among the nations.” Probably no one, however, has
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The lineup at Krupp's symposium featured a “who’s who” of leading
defenders of Pius XII, including Filippini Sr. Margherita Marchione of
Farleigh Dickinson University in New Jersey; Ronald Rychlak, a Catholic
law professor at the University of Mississippi; William Doino, author of
The Pius War; Andrea Tornielli, a prominent Italian journalist; and Fr.
Peter Gumpel, relator for the sainthood cause of Pius XII.
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Ironically, the conference was held in the location where slightly more
than 1,000 Roman Jews were brought before their deportation to Nazi
concentration camps on Oct. 16, 1943. Several participants argued that
the reason just 1,000 of some 6,700 Jews in Rome were rounded up
that day was the personal intervention of Pius XII.
Organizers published a 200-page glossy book offering documentation of
Pius’ efforts to save Jews, including transcripts of eyewitnesses and
previously secret material culled from diplomatic archives in Germany,
Italy, the United Kingdom and the United States.
The case for the defense of Pius XII, as presented during the
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was turned into a sanctuary for refugees during the war, including
scores of Jews. Pius’ own bedroom was converted into a makeshift
nursery, and some 40 babies were born there. A June 1944 article in the
Palestine Post records a group of Jews who had taken shelter in Castel
Gandolfo passing on their thanks to the pope.
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Gumpel also reported that during his official investigation for Pius’
sainthood cause, he discovered that the pope had placed his
housekeeper, Sr. Pasqualina Lehnert, in charge of the Vatican
storerooms during the war, and personally directed her to drive trucks
with food and other supplies out to religious houses around Rome where
Jews were being sheltered.
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“These are the kinds of things that anti-Semites just don’t do,” Krupp
said.
Eugene Fisher, former expert for the U.S. bishops on Catholic/Jewish
relations and another speaker at the Rome conference, said this sort of
information has a hard time competing with the critics in the court of
public opinion.
“The books attacking Pius get major reviews, but those defending him
are ignored,” Fisher said. “All people ever hear is the negative side,
because it’s all that filters through the press.”
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Pave the Way Foundation's Address to Pope
Working to "End the Malevolent and the Illegal Use of Religion"

CASTEL GANDOLFO, Italy, SEPT. 18, 2008 (Zenit.org).- Here is the address Gary Krupp, president of the
Pave the Way Foundation, gave today upon meeting Benedict XVI at the apostolic palace of Castel Gandolfo,
south of Rome.
The Pope granted an audience to the participants of the congress "Examining the Papacy of Pope Pius XII,"
which was organized by the foundation. The three-day symposium ended Wednesday.
***
You Holiness, The mission of Pave the Way Foundation is to end the malevolent and the illegal use of
religion. We begin this process by establishing credible and trusted relationships through our historic gestures
of good will and with the identification and elimination of obstacles between the faiths.
Some examples of our projects are that we worked for over 20 years to help the equipment acquisition of the
hospital of St. Padre Pio here in Italy. We worked behind the scenes to remove obstacles and to move the
fundamental agreements with the Israeli government and the Holy See. We initiated the Jewish thank you to
Pope John Paul II for his efforts to achieve religious reconciliation. We brought the manuscripts of
Maimonides for the first time in history from the Vatican Library to the state of Israel, and in 2007, we
implemented the gift to your library of the oldest manuscripts of the Gospels of St. John and St. Luke, the
Bodmer papyrus.
Your Holiness, for all of these benevolent projects I wish recognize, in your presence, one who has dedicated
over 20 years behind the scenes to help us to complete this vital work: Doctor Rolando Clementoni.
In the furtherance of our mission, Pave the Way has identified the papacy of Pope Pius XII as a source of
friction and misunderstanding. Accordingly, we have undertaken an independent investigation to identify
significant documents and to video record eyewitness testimony. I wish to report to you that results of this
investigation are stunning, and directly contradict the negative perception of the Pope's wartime activities.
All of the documented material that we have gathered, including the transcript of our just completed three-day
symposium, will be turned over to your pontifical institutions and to the internationally recognized Holocaust
centers for further study.
Based on their review of these new materials, and in the interest of maintaining their historical integrity and
accuracy, we call upon these institutions to carefully review this new information in order to redefine the
current perception on this papacy.
This year, for Catholics, Oct. 9, 2008, will be the commemoration the 50th anniversary of the death of Pope
Pius XII, for Jews that date is also significant as it is our holiest Jewish holiday Yom Kippur, our Day of
Pave the Way Foundation's Address to Pope
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ZENIT
Atonement. May this providential date usher in a new effort to correct the historical record and bring to light
the truth of this papacy.
I wish to close with a passage from a book written by Ambassador Pinchas Lapide, a former Israeli consul
general in Italy, and a Jewish theologian: "No Pope in history has been thanked more heartily by Jews upon
his death in 1958. Several suggested in open letters that a Pope Pius XII forest of 860,000 trees be planted on
the hills of Judea in order to fittingly honor the memory of the late Pontiff, because the Catholic Church under
the pontificate of Pius XII was instrumental in saving the lives of as many as 860,000 Jews from certain death
at Nazi hands."
You Holiness, we humbly ask you to keep the mission of Pave the Way Foundation and its vital work to end
the malevolent use of religion in your prayers, and thank you for allowing us this time today.
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Gary Krupp is a Jewish-American entrepreneur on a mission: to clear the name of Pius XII.
As founding head of the Pave the Way Foundation, an organization helping to promote religious tolerance and
cooperation, he wants to debunk the myths that accuse Eugenio Pacelli of not doing enough to save Jewish lives
during World War II. So Krupp brought his campaign to Rome in mid-September and held a three-day symposium,
made up of first-class historians, both Jewish and Catholic.
Krupp says it’s time to clear up this major obstacle that has seriously hindered Jewish-Catholic relations for too
long. He spoke with Register correspondent Edward Pentin.

What were the most important things to come out of this symposium?
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The most important thing is that we’ve brought these issues to the front burner. We’re going to be criticized for it.
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I expect that. But it’s too important an issue to leave to historians to deal with. We’ve come to the conclusion that

Catechism

the opposition will never go away.

Code of Canon Law
Papal Encyclicals

We can anticipate that the Vatican archives will be open and everyone will then claim that the documents were
destroyed — that’s just going to continue. We said, “Here is a major issue, separating probably 2 or 3 billion
people, and Pave the Way is about overcoming these obstacles between the faiths.”

Would you like to join
Catholic.net’s prayer
chain for politicians?
Yes
Maybe Later
No
Vote
• See Results
• Poll Archives

So we needed to push this to the front burner, and we’re hoping this will pave the way to a little more meaningful
cooperation between these two religions.
Prayers & Devotions
Devotionals
Faith
Mariology
Prayer Group
Saints
Traditional Prayers
Testimonies

On a scale of one to 10, how serious would you say this issue is in Catholic-Jewish relations?
Ten. It’s very high. Growing up, we thought Pius XII was “Hitler’s Pope.”
It’s like a wound that won’t heal. So we need to bring it forward, to understand the truth of what happened, and
we’ve discovered enormous amounts of information which is available to everybody.
For the interviews [used in the symposium], I had to go to France and London and meet with people in order to
find this stuff out, but it’s absolutely essential [to improved relations].

So what more needs to be done to clear Pius XII’s name?
Well now, hopefully, the media will pick this up, and the Holocaust museums, memorials and scholars will be
pushed towards bringing this to light. Let them come to Rome. I invite them to come here and meet the world’s
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Book Club
Catholic Directory
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experts and challenge them one by one. Ask them the question: “Well, what about this document?” We need to do
that next. That needs to happen. We need them to come and go to the Vatican archives.

Events
Media Watch
News
Newswire

Someone said at the end of the symposium that debate was hampered because there wasn’t a strong enough case
made for the prosecution …
Of course not, but it’s not for lack of trying. I can show the receipts and copies of the letters we sent out. I am
going to be delivering all of these symposium documents to these people, including all the pontifical institutions.

Will you be naming those scholars who didn’t come, to perhaps show that their nonappearance indicates they are
unsure of their own positions?
Faith & Finance
Careers

I’d rather not name them, just that we invited them, those principal people who, at least, would be recognized as

Entrepreneurs

legitimate historians, but not those who have been discredited and institutions involved.

Moral Investing
Stewardship

Because I know that as far as Yad Vashem [Israel’s official Holocaust memorial] is concerned — they’ve told us,
and I’ve had meetings with them — that they desperately want information we can gather. So they are trying to
discover the truth, built around accuracy and integrity, and they want this information. Everybody was sort of afraid
to get involved. This was the first entrée into this area. And I’m a big guy; I can take it.
At least we’re opening the door and paving the way. But certainly I encourage everybody to go to our website
(PTWF.org) and look at all the original DVDs and videos that are on that site, most of the important ones. And look
at the book of documents. It’s free to everybody to see. Let them start learning about this; let the institutions see
it.

Would you say this symposium has shown there’s nothing to fear from investigating further into this history?
There’s nothing to fear. What we’ve really done is debunked this impression. And I can guarantee that if you also
asked the Holocaust museums, “Do you think he was anti-Semitic or a Holocaust collaborator?”, they would say No.
But the Jewish world does think this, without question; and as far as I’m concerned, it’s up to historians now to at
least change this part of history.
Let them understand that this man is not who they accuse him of being.

Regarding the controversial Yad Vashem caption, which falsely accuses Pius XII of not intervening to save Jews,
how confident are you that it will be removed as a consequence of this symposium?
I think that not only will it be removed, they’re going to have to remove it — because they’re going to look like
fools if they don’t. What we’ve discovered plainly disproves this [the caption’s contents].
It’s going to have to be removed and rewritten. And I asked them to call Sir Martin Gilbert in London and ask his
advice on how to write this properly, because it’s clearly written incorrectly historically, and in a practical sense, it
clearly doesn’t make any sense. So it does need to be adjusted.

It is an interesting coincidence that the 50th anniversary of the death of Pius XII and the Jewish Day of Atonement
are taking place the same day this year, Oct. 9. Do you think that is providential?
Absolutely. That’s why I did this.

And do you think it will mark a time to draw a line under this controversy?
Yes, and I think we’ve done that. I certainly think so if we get all the information out to the public. That’s a
providential day: both the Jewish Day of Atonement and the 50th anniversary of Pius XII’s death are happening on
the same day. It’s a very, very unusual thing.

What are your own personal motivations for this campaign?
I love Israel. I love the Jewish people. I love the Vatican. I love the Catholic Church, the Catholic people, the
Protestants, Anglicans. I love Muslims, the Armenians; I love the Greeks. I love all of the Orthodox. I love
everybody. And when I see two people whom I love fight, just like a brother and a sister, I have to step in and say,
“Wait a minute, let’s get this thing settled.” And it saddens me very deeply.
Also, it’s true that many Jewish people don’t know the true sentiment of the Catholic Church, because they go by
what they perceive is history. This is incorrect history. So we want to show that we have to come together, all the
good people of all faiths — which is the essence of Pave the Way — to stop the illegal use of religion by private
agendas, of making wars on one another and using the tools in God’s name. This has to stop.
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Edward Pentin writes from Rome.
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#1 (permalink)
Pave the Way foundation exhonorates Pius XII

"Benedict said during a meeting with a U.S.-based interfaith group
that he wanted any prejudice against Pius to be overcome, praising
what he called Pius's "courageous and paternal dedication" in trying
to save Jews."
Pope defends wartime pontiff Pius XII (OneNewsNow.com)

The Pave the Way foundation has finished extensive research at the
behest of the the holocaust memorial in Jerusalem into the actual
actions of the Pope during World War II.
"In furtherance of the mission of PTWF, we are attempting to
remove obstacles between the religions. Mindful of this, we have
initiated the independent investigation of the Papacy of Pope Pius
XII. This time in history has been a source of friction between the
Jews and Catholics. Yad Vashem, the holocaust memorial in
Jerusalem, has asked us to provide them with all of the information
possible so that they can further carry out their mission of reporting
this dark time in history with absolute accuracy as it has always
been their policy."
Pave the Way Foundation
They developed a 200 page document from news clippings of the
times and interviews of the people affected and notable historians
which can be downloaded from their site for free in PDF format.
(warning it is over 80 Mb in size)
__________________
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2Co 3:6-8 6 Who also hath made us able ministers of the new
testament; not of the letter, but of the spirit: for the letter
killeth, but the spirit giveth life. 7 But if the ministration of
death, written and engraven in stones, was glorious, ... 8 How
shall not the ministration of the spirit be rather glorious?

09-19-2008, 10:19 AM

Don
Established Member

Join Date: Jun 2003
Location: Manassas, VA, USA
Posts: 5,883

#2 (permalink)
Re: Pave the Way foundation exhonorates Pius XII

It is true that SOMETIMES one needs to choose between
appearance and reality and the faithful thing is to choose reality.
It could be the case here.
__________________
Don, a charismatic Biblical egalitarian studying Hebrew roots of
Christianity and 1st century context of the Bible. My growth work: my lack
of trust due to fear and that love is more important than being right.
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Posts: 3,392
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Re: Pave the Way foundation exhonorates Pius XII

Not to create friction, as I don't know the history, but that
famous quote about going after the jews, and I didn't do
anything, going after the catholics and it was too late...Well, that
quote does state something, doesn't it? Words mean things.
But humanity as a whole completely fell apart then. It is hard for
me to judge people, knowing the history. I am too far removed.
__________________

The OFFICIAL site of Darth Bill
"Reality is merely an illusion, albeit a very persistent one." Einstein.
All Hail the Hypnotoad!
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Were Jews tied to Pope Pius XII?

American Jew comes to the defense of Pius XII
Sep 17, 2008
By JOHN L. ALLEN JR.
Rome
Defenders of Pius XII, whose alleged silence on the Holocaust is a source
of tension between Jews and Catholics, met in Rome this week to project
a more positive image of the wartime pope. While that’s perhaps not
remarkable, the aegis under which they gathered certainly is – a
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foundation called “Pave the Way,” dedicated to interreligious
understanding and led by an American Jew.
The organizer of the Sept. 15-17 conference at Rome’s Palazzo Salviati,
which included a number of Jews in the audience, is New York
businessman and philanthropist Gary Krupp. While making his living as a
medical developer, Krupp became a benefactor of a hospital in southern
Italy founded by the legendary Capuchin stigmatic Padre Pio, and is today
one of just a handful of non-Catholics to belong to the papal Knights of
St. Gregory.
Improbably, Krupp, who says he grew up “hating” Pius XII, has emerged
as a passionate defender of the pontiff once famously excoriated as
“Hitler’s Pope.”
“It’s our obligation to recognize somebody who saved more Jews than all
the other world leaders and religious leaders combined,” Krupp said in an
interview with NCR. “This man should be raised up as righteous among
the nations, not demonized."
Krupp referred to the negative portrayal of Pius XII in some Jewish circles
-- including a critical placard at Yad Vashem, the main Holocaust
memorial in Israel -- as a shonda, the Hebrew word for "shame."
While Krupp represents a distinctly minority view within Judaism, he is
not alone. Sir Martin Gilbert, the distinguished Jewish historian in
England, has praised Pius XII’s efforts to save Jews, and American Rabbi
David Dalin has proposed that Yad Vashem recognize Pius as “righteous
among the nations.” Probably no one, however, has devoted more time
and energy –including his own financial resources – to the defense of Pius
XII.
The lineup at Krupp's symposium featured a “who’s who” of leading
defenders of Pius XII, including Filippini Sr. Margherita Marchione of
Farleigh Dickinson University in New Jersey; Ronald Rychlak, a Catholic
law professor at the University of Mississippi; William Doino, author of
The Pius War; Andrea Tornielli, a prominent Italian journalist; and Fr.
Peter Gumpel, relator for the sainthood cause of Pius XII.
Ironically, the conference was held in the location where slightly more
than 1,000 Roman Jews were brought before their deportation to Nazi
concentration camps on Oct. 16, 1943. Several participants argued that
the reason just 1,000 of some 6,700 Jews in Rome were rounded up that
day was the personal intervention of Pius XII.
Organizers published a 200-page glossy book offering documentation of
Pius’ efforts to save Jews, including transcripts of eyewitnesses and
previously secret material culled from diplomatic archives in Germany,
Italy, the United Kingdom and the United States.
The case for the defense of Pius XII, as presented during the conference,
is highly complex, but in essence it pivots on three claims:
• Charges that Pius XII was “silent” are false, because he spoke on
numerous occasions in defense of Jews, in ways that were abundantly
clear to everyone at the time and for decades afterwards;
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• If he did not directly and dramatically condemn Hitler or National
Socialism, it was because he had well-founded fears that doing so might
unleash greater persecution upon both Catholics and Jews;
• Behind the scenes, he mobilized church resources in multiple ways to
save Jews.
To take an example of the kinds of stories told at the conference, Rychlak
recalled that the pope’s summer residence at Castel Gandolfo was turned
into a sanctuary for refugees during the war, including scores of Jews.
Pius’ own bedroom was converted into a makeshift nursery, and some 40
babies were born there. A June 1944 article in the Palestine Post records
a group of Jews who had taken shelter in Castel Gandolfo passing on their
thanks to the pope.
Gumpel also reported that during his official investigation for Pius’
sainthood cause, he discovered that the pope had placed his
housekeeper, Sr. Pasqualina Lehnert, in charge of the Vatican storerooms
during the war, and personally directed her to drive trucks with food and
other supplies out to religious houses around Rome where Jews were
being sheltered.
“These are the kinds of things that anti-Semites just don’t do,” Krupp
said.
Eugene Fisher, former expert for the U.S. bishops on Catholic/Jewish
relations and another speaker at the Rome conference, said this sort of
information has a hard time competing with the critics in the court of
public opinion.
“The books attacking Pius get major reviews, but those defending him are
ignored,” Fisher said. “All people ever hear is the negative side, because
it’s all that filters through the press.”
In his address, Fisher proposed one step he feels the Vatican could take
to bolster the pro-Pius argument: Opening its archives from his papacy,
at least up to the end of the war and the immediate post-war years.
“The sooner the archives up to 1948 are open, the better,” Fisher said. “It
would ease an enormous amount of pressure.” The fact that the archives
have only been selectively released, Fisher said, is a “symbolic issue for
the organized Jewish community.”
At least some in the audience seemed impressed.
“Prior to coming to this conference, I had heard negative things about
Pius XII for 50 years,” said Howard Graff, a Jew from Chicago who serves
chairman of the Illinois Masonic Charities Fund.
“I’ll go home with a more open, balanced view, and I believe that’s good,”
he said.
__________________
"I want to be Bob Dylan;
Mr. Jones wishes he was someone just a little more funky."
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Ladies and Gentlemen,
I am happy to meet with you at the conclusion of the important
symposium organized by the Pave the Way Foundation. I know that
many eminent scholars have participated in this reflection on the
numerous works of my beloved predecessor - the Servant of God
Pope Pius XII - accomplished during the difficult period around the
time of the second world war. I warmly welcome each of you
especially Mr Gary Krupp, President of the Foundation, whom I

ORA PRO NOBIS

thank for the kind words expressed on your behalf. I am grateful to
him for informing me how your work has been undertaken during
the symposium. You have analyzed without bias the events of history
and concerned yourselves only with seeking the truth. I also greet
those accompanying you on this visit, as well as your family
members and loved ones at home.
The focus of your study has been the person and the tireless pastoral
and humanitarian work of Pius XII, Pastor Angelicus. Fifty years
have passed since his pious death here at Castel Gandolfo early on
the ninth of October 1958, after a debilitating disease. This
anniversary provides an important opportunity to deepen our

OUR LADY OF
JOHANNESBURG, PRAY FOR US

" Neither men nor peoples have yet
seen the dawning of full, genuine
and lasting peace. If we are happily
to attain it,we must all be instant in
prayer to the Blessed Virgin Mary,
that she who brought forth the
Prince of Peace, will be our advocate
and protectress in promoting a
covenant of friendhip among men"

knowledge of him, to meditate on his rich teaching and to analyze
thoroughly his activities. So much has been written and said of him

POPE PIUS XII,

during these last five decades and not all of the genuine facets of his
diverse pastoral activity have been examined in a just light. The aim
of your symposium has been precisely to address some of these
deficiencies, conducting a careful and documented examination of

Encyclical Letter,
" Fulgens Corona"

many of his interventions, especially those in favour of the Jews who
in those years were being targeted all over Europe, in accordance
with the criminal plan of those who wanted to eliminate them from

SACRED HEART OF JESUS

the face of the earth. When one draws close to this noble Pope, free
from ideological prejudices, in addition to being struck by his lofty
spiritual and human character one is also captivated by the example
of his life and the extraordinary richness of his teaching. One can
also come to appreciate the human wisdom and pastoral intensity
which guided him in his long years of ministry, especially in
providing organized assistance to the Jewish people.
Thanks to the vast quantity of documented material which you have
gathered, supported by many authoritative testimonies, your
symposium offers to the public forum the possibility of knowing

I trust in thee!

more fully what Pius XII achieved for the Jews persecuted by the
Nazi and fascist regimes. One understands, then, that wherever
possible he spared no effort in intervening in their favour either

OUR LADY OF PERPETUAL
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directly or through instructions given to other individuals or to

HELP

institutions of the Catholic Church. In the proceedings of your
convention you have also drawn attention to his many interventions,
made secretly and silently, precisely because, given the concrete
situation of that difficult historical moment, only in this way was it
possible to avoid the worst and save the greatest number of Jews.
This courageous and paternal dedication was recognized and
appreciated during and after the terrible world conflict by Jewish
communities and individuals who showed their gratitude for what
the Pope had done for them. One need only recall Pius XII’s meeting
on the 29th of November 1945 with eighty delegates of German
concentration camps who during a special Audience granted to them

ORA PRO NOBIS

at the Vatican, wished to thank him personally for his generosity to
them during the terrible period of Nazi-fascist persecution.

ST. JOSEPH

Ladies and Gentlemen, thank you for your visit and for the research
you have undertaken. Thanks also to the Pave the Way Foundation
for its ongoing activity in promoting relationships and dialogue
between religions, as witnesses of peace, charity and reconciliation.
It is my great hope that this year, which marks the fiftiethanniversary of my venerated predecessor’s death, will provide the
opportunity to promote in-depth studies of various aspects of his life
and his works in order to come to know the historical truth,
overcoming every remaining prejudice. With these sentiments I
invoke upon you and the proceedings of your symposium an
abundance of divine blessings.

Patron of the Universal Church, and
of the Dying ORA PRO NOBIS!

Benedict XVI
Meeting with the participants of the "Pave the Way Foundation"
symposium
September 18, 2008
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Pope Benedict says Pope Pius worked bravely,
secretly to help Jews
By Carol Glatz
Catholic News Service
VATICAN CITY (CNS) -- Pope Pius XII worked courageously, secretly
and silently to help save Jews targeted by the Nazis' "criminal plan ...
to eliminate them from the face of the earth," said Pope Benedict XVI.
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"Wherever possible, (Pope Pius) spared no effort in intervening in
their favor" and providing organized assistance to the Jews either
directly or through others, including Catholic religious institutes, Pope
Benedict told participants in an international symposium dedicated to
examining the papacy of Pope Pius.
The pope held a Sept. 18 private audience at his summer residence
south of Rome with some 80 attendees of the Sept. 15-17 symposium
organized by the U.S.-based Pave the Way Foundation. Participants
included members of the foundation and representatives of the
Jewish community, including rabbis and scholars from around the
world. The Vatican published a text of the remarks.
Thanking the foundation for its efforts in seeking the truth, Pope
Benedict said that "not all of the genuine facets" of Pope Pius'
pontificate have been examined "in just light" in the 50 years since his
death.
Critics have said they believe Pope Pius did not speak out clearly
enough in defense of the Jews during World War II or was indifferent
toward the victims of Nazism.
Pope Benedict said many of Pope Pius' efforts to support the Jews
were "made secretly and silently" because "in that difficult historical
moment, only in this way was it possible to avoid the worst and save
the greatest number of Jews."
Gary Krupp, Jewish founder and president of the Pave the Way
Foundation, told the pope in his speech that "the Catholic Church
under the pontificate of Pius XII was instrumental in saving the lives of
as many as 860,000 Jews from certain death at Nazi hands."
Krupp told Catholic News Service after the audience that Pope
Benedict "was very appreciative" of the organization's extensive
research, which had revealed clearly that the current negative
perception of Pope Pius "is completely wrong."
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He presented the pope with nine video testimonies of Holocaust
survivors and other eyewitnesses to Vatican humanitarian efforts, as
well as the 200-page book of documentation compiled by the
foundation and unveiled at the Rome symposium.
Dozens of Jewish representatives who believed Pope Pius had done
nothing to help the Jews during the Holocaust had been invited to the
symposium.
Many accepted the invitation, but some publicly critical of Pope Pius
and representatives from three major Jewish museums did not attend
even though the foundation had offered to pay for a live video feed if
they were unable to travel to Rome.
Symposium organizers wanted to convince curators of the Yad
Vashem Holocaust Memorial in Jerusalem that a picture display of
Pope Pius at the memorial is historically inaccurate and should be
changed. The captions accompanying the pope's picture state he did
nothing to condemn the Nazis and their slaughter of the Jews.
David Nekrutman, executive director of the Israeli-based Center for
Jewish-Christian Understanding and Cooperation, told CNS the
exhibit at Yad Vashem should be taken down "until it's done
correctly."
The display makes the pope look like he was a Nazi collaborator "and
that image affected me when I went to Yad Vashem in 1993; I
automatically wrote off the Catholic Church from that image."
He said he came to the symposium not knowing much about Pope
Pius "but whatever I knew it was definitely bad."
"The conference did enlighten me, that he did help, but what I am now
trying to discover is to what extent," said Nekrutman. Perhaps people
"place too much importance on the pope's position, figuring that if he
had done something it would have saved who knows how many lives,
I don't know. It's a learning process," he added.
George Blumenthal, an American Jewish philanthropist and
entrepreneur, told CNS the documents and testimonies unveiled at
the symposium "will be the beginning of revolutionary knowledge"
about the late pope.
Perhaps, he said, it will take decades of bombarding people with the
truth "like water wears away a rock one drip at a time" to erode the
ignorance of the war years and prejudice surrounding Pope Pius.
Though members of the Congregation for Saints' Causes voted
unanimously in May 2007 to recommend Pope Benedict formally
declare Pope Pius venerable, Pope Benedict put the cause on hold
seven months later. Pope Benedict established a commission to study
new archival material about his predecessor's papacy and to examine
how his possible beatification would impact Catholic-Jewish and
Vatican-Israeli relations.
Jesuit Father Peter Gumpel, a historian and investigating judge for
Pope Pius' sainthood cause, was one of the panelists at the
September symposium.
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He told CNS Sept. 17 he has "no doubt that sooner or later (Pope
Benedict) is going to sign" the decree recognizing Pope Pius as
venerable.
He said the "real problem" is the controversy over the Jews'
perception of Pope Pius. The Vatican does not want to jettison
decades of building up its friendly relationship with the Jews, he said.
END
Copyright (c) 2008 Catholic News Service/USCCB. All rights reserved.
This material may not be published, broadcast, rewritten or otherwise distributed.
CNS · 3211 Fourth St NE · Washington DC 20017 · 202.541.3250
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Pope Benedict, Pope Pius XII, the Nazis, and the Jews
Vatican City, Sep 18, 2008 / 10:40 am (CNA).Pope Pius XII, has drawn the interest and scrutiny
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of many people over the last few decades, but as
Pope Benedict XVI spoke to the Pave the Way
Foundation at Castel Gandolfo today, he
highlighted that previous investigation into the
late Pope’s efforts to save Jews from the Nazis and fascists have been biased.
Around noon today at the Pope’s summer residence, he received Mr. Gary Krupp,
the president of the Pave the Way Foundation and other members of the
GRACE CAFE

organization.
Mr. Krupp and his wife, who are Jewish, founded Pave the Way to fight against
religious intolerance and prejudice through educational, cultural and technological
means. As part of those efforts, Pave the Way organized a symposium to conduct an
in-depth investigation into Pius XII’s life and his pastoral and humanitarian work.
Noting that 50 years have passed since the October 9, 1958 death of the Servant of
God Pius XII, the Holy Father pointed out that although "so much has been written
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and said of him during these last five decades, ... not all of the genuine facets of his
diverse pastoral activity have been examined in a just light.”
The symposium aimed to address some of these deficiencies by “conducting a
careful and documented examination of many of his interventions, especially those
in favor of the Jews who in those years were being targeted all over Europe, in
accordance with the criminal plan of those who wanted to eliminate them from the
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face of the earth,” the Pope said.
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Blue Ridge Blog

Conference Details Efforts by Pope
Pius XII to Rescue Jews
"OUR CONSTITUTION
WAS MADE ONLY FOR

One wonders if, in the whole history of the Church, there has
been a Pope as unfairly maligned as Pope Pius XII. The heroic
efforts of Pius XII to save Jews from the holocaust were praised by
Golda Meir, Albert Einstein and the government of Israel, and yet
the man who did more "than all the other world leaders and religious
leaders combined" continues to be slandered. But "truth is the
daughter of time" and the story is finally being told.

A MORAL AND
RELIGIOUS PEOPLE. IT
IS WHOLLY
INADEQUATE TO THE
GOVERNMENT OF ANY
OTHER."

-- JOHN ADAMS

From Catholic World News
BLOG ARCHIVE

▼ 2008 (430)
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J

ewish conference organizer: Pius ‘saved more Jews than all
the other world leaders and religious leaders combined’
As a 3-day conference on Pope Pius XII and the Holocaust
concludes in Rome, John Allen speaks with organizer Gary Krupp,
who concludes that Pius XII "saved more Jews than all the other
world leaders and religious leaders combined." Vatican Radio
interviews the keeper of the archives of the late Father Robert
Graham (1912-97), the Jesuit historian and defender of Pope Pius.
In a message to conference participants, Pope Benedict XVI called
attention to the "vast quantity of documented material" showing
the "organized assistance to the Jewish people" by "this noble
Pope."
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▼ 2008 (72)
▼ September (16)

Papal Address on Pius XII Symposium

Obama and Ayers Pushed
Radicalism On Schools

"Not All the Genuine Facets Have Been Examined In a Just Light"

The presidential race: all
change

CASTEL GANDOLFO, Italy, SEPT. 18, 2008 - Here is the text of

Pope Paul VI on

Benedict XVI's address today to Gary Krupp, the president of the

Contraception: Mormon

Pave the Way Foundation, which organized a symposium on the

physician

papacy of Pope Pius XII.

Trig: An Advocate for All of Us
Carl Anderson to Senator Joe

The symposium was held Monday through Wednesday.

Biden
Pope Pius XII

***

Saul Alinsky and ClintonObama

Dear Mr Krupp,

I am woman; I am strong
On Voting for Pro-Abortion

Ladies and Gentlemen,
I am happy to meet with you at the conclusion of the important
symposium organized by the Pave the Way Foundation. I know that
many eminent scholars have participated in this reflection on the
numerous works of my beloved predecessor - the Servant of God
Pope Pius XII - accomplished during the difficult period around the
time of the second world war. I warmly welcome each of you
especially Mr Gary Krupp, President of the Foundation, whom I
thank for the kind words expressed on your behalf. I am grateful to

Candidates
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pregnancy
The Significance of Sarah
Palin
Senator Stealth
History of Church Teaching on
Abortion
A Light in Holland: Father
Vincent McMahon LC
Are babies constructed or do
they develop?
Foundation to Promote
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him for informing me how your work has been undertaken during

► July (9)

the symposium. You have analyzed without bias the events of

► June (13)

history and concerned yourselves only with seeking the truth. I also
greet those accompanying you on this visit, as well as your family

► May (11)

members and loved ones at home.

► April (9)
► March (6)

The focus of your study has been the person and the tireless
pastoral and humanitarian work of Pius XII, "Pastor Angelicus." Fifty

► February (4)

years have passed since his pious death here at Castel Gandolfo

► January (1)

early on the ninth of October 1958, after a debilitating disease.
This anniversary provides an important opportunity to deepen our
knowledge of him, to meditate on his rich teaching and to analyze

► 2007 (64)
► 2006 (24)

thoroughly his activities. So much has been written and said of him
during these last five decades and not all of the genuine facets of
his diverse pastoral activity have been examined in a just light.
The aim of your symposium has been precisely to address some of
these deficiencies, conducting a careful and documented

ABOUT ME
FATH ER TYLER
VIEW MY COMPLETE P ROFILE

examination of many of his interventions, especially those in
favour of the Jews who in those years were being targeted all over
Europe, in accordance with the criminal plan of those who wanted
to eliminate them from the face of the earth. When one draws
close to this noble Pope, free from ideological prejudices, in
addition to being struck by his lofty spiritual and human character
one is also captivated by the example of his life and the
extraordinary richness of his teaching. One can also come to
appreciate the human wisdom and pastoral intensity which guided
him in his long years of ministry, especially in providing organized
assistance to the Jewish people.
Thanks to the vast quantity of documented material which you
have gathered, supported by many authoritative testimonies, your
symposium offers to the public forum the possibility of knowing
more fully what Pius XII achieved for the Jews persecuted by the
Nazi and fascist regimes. One understands, then, that wherever
possible he spared no effort in intervening in their favour either
directly or through instructions given to other individuals or to
institutions of the Catholic Church. In the proceedings of your
convention you have also drawn attention to his many
interventions, made secretly and silently, precisely because, given
the concrete situation of that difficult historical moment, only in
this way was it possible to avoid the worst and save the greatest
number of Jews. This courageous and paternal dedication was
recognized and appreciated during and after the terrible world
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conflict by Jewish communities and individuals who showed their
gratitude for what the Pope had done for them. One need only
recall Pius XII's meeting on the 29th of November 1945 with eighty
delegates of German concentration camps who during a special
Audience granted to them at the Vatican, wished to thank him
personally for his generosity to them during the terrible period of
Nazi-fascist persecution.
Ladies and Gentlemen, thank you for your visit and for the
research you have undertaken. Thanks also to the Pave the Way
Foundation for its ongoing activity in promoting relationships and
dialogue between religions, as witnesses of peace, charity and
reconciliation. It is my great hope that this year, which marks the
fiftieth-anniversary of my venerated predecessor's death, will
provide the opportunity to promote in-depth studies of various
aspects of his life and his works in order to come to know the
historical truth, overcoming every remaining prejudice. With these
sentiments I invoke upon you and the proceedings of your
symposium an abundance of divine blessings.
-------------------------------------------------------------------Pave the Way Foundation's Address to Pope
Working to "End the Malevolent and the Illegal Use of Religion"
CASTEL GANDOLFO, Italy, SEPT. 18, 2008 (Zenit.org).- Here is the
address Gary Krupp, president of the Pave the Way Foundation,
gave today upon meeting Benedict XVI at the apostolic palace of
Castel Gandolfo, south of Rome.

The Pope granted an audience to the participants of the
congress "Examining the Papacy of Pope Pius XII," which was
organized by the foundation. The three-day symposium ended
Wednesday.
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***
You Holiness, The mission of Pave the Way Foundation is to end the
malevolent and the illegal use of religion. We begin this process by
establishing credible and trusted relationships through our historic
gestures of good will and with the identification and elimination of
obstacles between the faiths.
Some examples of our projects are that we worked for over 20
years to help the equipment acquisition of the hospital of St. Padre
Pio here in Italy. We worked behind the scenes to remove
obstacles and to move the fundamental agreements with the Israeli
government and the Holy See. We initiated the Jewish thank you to
Pope John Paul II for his efforts to achieve religious reconciliation.
We brought the manuscripts of Maimonides for the first time in
history from the Vatican Library to the state of Israel, and in 2007,
we implemented the gift to your library of the oldest manuscripts
of the Gospels of St. John and St. Luke, the Bodmer papyrus.
Your Holiness, for all of these benevolent projects I wish
recognize, in your presence, one who has dedicated over 20 years
behind the scenes to help us to complete this vital work: Doctor
Rolando Clementoni.
In the furtherance of our mission, Pave the Way has identified the
papacy

of

Pope

misunderstanding.

Pius

XII

as

Accordingly,

a

source

we

have

of

friction

and

undertaken

an

independent investigation to identify significant documents and to
video record eyewitness testimony. I wish to report to you that
results of this investigation are stunning, and directly contradict
the negative perception of the Pope's wartime activities.
All of the documented material that we have gathered, including
the transcript of our just completed three-day symposium, will be
turned

over

to

your

pontifical

institutions

and

to

the

internationally recognized Holocaust centers for further study.
Based on their review of these new materials, and in the interest
of maintaining their historical integrity and accuracy, we call upon
these institutions to carefully review this new information in order
to redefine the current perception on this papacy.
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This year, for Catholics, Oct. 9, 2008, will be the commemoration
the 50th anniversary of the death of Pope Pius XII, for Jews that
date is also significant as it is our holiest Jewish holiday Yom
Kippur, our Day of Atonement. May this providential date usher in
a new effort to correct the historical record and bring to light the
truth of this papacy.
I wish to close with a passage from a book written by Ambassador
Pinchas Lapide, a former Israeli consul general in Italy, and a
Jewish theologian: "No Pope in history has been thanked more
heartily by Jews upon his death in 1958. Several suggested in open
letters that a Pope Pius XII forest of 860,000 trees be planted on
the hills of Judea in order to fittingly honor the memory of the late
Pontiff, because the Catholic Church under the pontificate of Pius
XII was instrumental in saving the lives of as many as 860,000 Jews
from certain death at Nazi hands."
You Holiness, we humbly ask you to keep the mission of Pave the
Way Foundation and its vital work to end the malevolent use of
religion in your prayers, and thank you for allowing us this time
today.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------POS TED B Y FATHE RTYLER AT 2:51 A M
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Pope Benedict, Pope Pius XII, the Nazis, and the Jews
Vatican City, Sep 18, 2008 / 10:40 am (CNA).Pope Pius XII, has drawn the interest and scrutiny

COMING SOON!

of many people over the last few decades, but as
Pope Benedict XVI spoke to the Pave the Way
Foundation at Castel Gandolfo today, he
highlighted that previous investigation into the
late Pope’s efforts to save Jews from the Nazis and fascists have been biased.
Around noon today at the Pope’s summer residence, he received Mr. Gary Krupp,
the president of the Pave the Way Foundation and other members of the
GRACE CAFE

organization.
Mr. Krupp and his wife, who are Jewish, founded Pave the Way to fight against
religious intolerance and prejudice through educational, cultural and technological
means. As part of those efforts, Pave the Way organized a symposium to conduct an
in-depth investigation into Pius XII’s life and his pastoral and humanitarian work.
Noting that 50 years have passed since the October 9, 1958 death of the Servant of
God Pius XII, the Holy Father pointed out that although "so much has been written
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and said of him during these last five decades, ... not all of the genuine facets of his
diverse pastoral activity have been examined in a just light.”
The symposium aimed to address some of these deficiencies by “conducting a
careful and documented examination of many of his interventions, especially those
in favor of the Jews who in those years were being targeted all over Europe, in
accordance with the criminal plan of those who wanted to eliminate them from the
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face of the earth,” the Pope said.
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"When one draws close to this noble Pope,” observed Benedict XVI, “one can come
to appreciate the human wisdom and pastoral intensity which guided him in his long
years of ministry, especially in providing organized assistance to the Jewish people.”
Pope Benedict then went on to thank the foundation for “the vast quantity of
documented material which you have gathered, supported by many authoritative
For carrying all your stuff!

testimonies,” because, as he explained “your symposium offers to the public forum
the possibility of knowing more fully what Pius XII achieved for the Jews
persecuted by the Nazi and fascist regimes.”
One of the many aspects of the symposium that Pope Benedict praised was how
the... (Continued here)
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Pave the Way Foundation’s Address to Pope
September 18, 2008 |
Here is the address Gary Krupp, president of the Pave the Way Foundation, gave today upon meeting Benedict XVI
at the apostolic palace of Castel Gandolfo, south of Rome.
The Pope granted an audience to the participants of the congress “Examining the Papacy of Pope Pius XII,” which
was organized by the foundation. The three-day symposium ended Wednesday.
***
You Holiness, The mission of Pave the Way Foundation is to end the malevolent and the illegal use of religion. We
begin this process by establishing credible and trusted relationships through our historic gestures of good will and
with the identification and elimination of obstacles between the faiths.
Some examples of our projects are that we worked for over 20 years to help the equipment acquisition of the
hospital of St. Padre Pio here in Italy. We worked behind the scenes to remove obstacles and to move the
fundamental agreements with the Israeli government and the Holy See. We initiated the Jewish thank you to Pope
John Paul II for his efforts to achieve religious reconciliation. We brought the manuscripts of Maimonides for the
first time in history from the Vatican Library to the state of Israel, and in 2007, we implemented the gift to your
library of the oldest manuscripts of the Gospels of St. John and St. Luke, the Bodmer papyrus.
Your Holiness, for all of these benevolent projects I wish recognize, in your presence, one who has dedicated over
20 years behind the scenes to help us to complete this vital work: Doctor Rolando Clementoni.
In the furtherance of our mission, Pave the Way has identified the papacy of Pope Pius XII as a source of friction
and misunderstanding. Accordingly, we have undertaken an independent investigation to identify significant
documents and to video record eyewitness testimony. I wish to report to you that results of this investigation are
stunning, and directly contradict the negative perception of the Pope’s wartime activities.
All of the documented material that we have gathered, including the transcript of our just completed three-day
symposium, will be turned over to your pontifical institutions and to the internationally recognized Holocaust
centers for further study.
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Based on their review of these new materials, and in the interest of maintaining their historical integrity and
accuracy, we call upon these institutions to carefully review this new information in order to redefine the current
perception on this papacy.
This year, for Catholics, Oct. 9, 2008, will be the commemoration the 50th anniversary of the death of Pope Pius
XII, for Jews that date is also significant as it is our holiest Jewish holiday Yom Kippur, our Day of Atonement.
May this providential date usher in a new effort to correct the historical record and bring to light the truth of this
papacy.
I wish to close with a passage from a book written by Ambassador Pinchas Lapide, a former Israeli consul general
in Italy, and a Jewish theologian: “No Pope in history has been thanked more heartily by Jews upon his death in
1958. Several suggested in open letters that a Pope Pius XII forest of 860,000 trees be planted on the hills of Judea
in order to fittingly honor the memory of the late Pontiff, because the Catholic Church under the pontificate of Pius
XII was instrumental in saving the lives of as many as 860,000 Jews from certain death at Nazi hands.”
You Holiness, we humbly ask you to keep the mission of Pave the Way Foundation and its vital work to end the
malevolent use of religion in your prayers, and thank you for allowing us this time today.
Courtesy Zenit.org
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Symposium Finds "Stunning" Facts About Pius XII

Your Saint for 2008

Click

Benedict XVI says he hopes the 50th
anniversary of the death of Pope Pius XII
this year will offer an occasion to get to
the historical truth about him,
overcoming prejudices that hide the facts.
The German Pontiff said this today when
he spoke to an interreligious foundation
that organized a symposium this week to
study the life of Pius XII (1876-1958).
The Pope's address to the Pave the Way
Foundation and its president, Gary Krupp, thanked the group for
aiming to analyze "without bias the events of history and [concern]
yourselves only with seeking the truth."
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"We are all called to be great
saints. Don't miss the
opportunity!"....Mother Angelica
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"So much has been written and said of [Pius XII] during these last five
decades and not all of the genuine facets of his diverse pastoral
activity have been examined in a just light," the Holy Father
noted. "The aim of your symposium has been precisely to address
some of these deficiencies, conducting a careful and documented
examination of many of his interventions, especially those in favor of
the Jews who in those years were being targeted all over Europe, in
accordance with the criminal plan of those who wanted to eliminate
them from the face of the earth.
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Pope says Pius XII "spared no
effort" to help Jews
By Philip Pullella
VATICAN CITY (Reuters) - Pope Benedict on Thursday forcefully defended his wartime
predecessor Pius XII against accusations he did not do enough to help the Jews, saying
Pius "spared no effort" on their behalf during World War II.
The pope spoke to members of the U.S.-based Pave the
Way Foundation, a mixed Jewish-Catholic group which
held a symposium in Rome on the papacy of Pius, who
reigned from 1939 to 1958.
The symposium prepared a 200-page compilation of
documents, diplomatic cables and newspaper clippings
from the period -- some of them previously unpublished -showing Pius did much to help Jews during the war and
was thanked by Jewish leaders.
"Thanks to the vast quantity of documented material which
you have gathered, supported by many authoritative
testimonies, your symposium offers to the public forum the
possibility of knowing more fully what Pius XII achieved for
the Jews persecuted by the Nazi and fascist regimes,"
Benedict said.

Pope Benedict XVI waves
as he leads his general
audience in Paul VI Hall at
the Vatican September 17,
2008. Pope Benedict on
Thursday forcefully
defended his wartime
predecessor Pius XII
against accusations he did
not do enough to help the
Jews, saying Pius "spared
no effort" on their behalf
during World War II.
(REUTERS/Max Rossi)

"One understands, then, that wherever possible he spared
no effort in intervening in their favour either directly or
through instructions given to other individuals or to
institutions of the Catholic Church," Benedict told the group at his summer residence
south of Rome.

Some Jews have maintained that Pius did not do enough to save Jews while the Vatican
and those Jews who support him say he worked behind the scenes to help because
more direct intervention would have worsened the situation.
But Benedict praised the symposium for drawing attention "to his many interventions,
made secretly and silently, precisely because, given the concrete situation of that difficult
historical moment, only in this way was it possible to avoid the worst and save the
greatest number of Jews".

http://www.websitetoolbox.com/tool/post/apologia/vpost?id=2980386
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Gary Krupp, an American Jew who is president and founder of Pave the Way, told the
pope the group's investigation "directly contradicts the negative perception of the pope's
war time activities".
CAMP SURVIORS THANKED POPE
The pope noted that in November, 1945, some six months after the end of the war, 80
delegates of German concentration camps came to the Vatican to thank Pius.
The symposium's documents included numerous newspaper clippings of Jewish leaders
thanking Pius during and after the conflict and former Israeli Prime Minister Golda Meir
saying: "When fearful martyrdom came to our people in the decade of Nazi terror, the
voice of the pope was raised for the victims".
The issue of Pius' papacy is one of the most difficult in Catholic-Jewish relations and the
pope said that nearly five decades after his death "not all of the genuine facets of his
diverse pastoral activity have been examined in a just light".
The Vatican will on Oct. 9 mark the 50th anniversary of Pius' death with a conference
and photo exhibition.
Historians have been calling on the Vatican to open up all its archives on the period.
The Vatican says while some of the archives of the period are still closed for
organisational reasons, most of the significant documentation regarding Pius is already
open to scholars.
Last year, the Vatican's saint-making department voted in favour of a decree recognising
Pius's "heroic virtues," a major hurdle in a long process toward possible sainthood that
began in 1967. But Pope Benedict has so far not approved the decree.
Some Jewish groups have said the Vatican should freeze the beatification process but
others say it is an internal Church matter.
Copyright © 2008 Reuters

__________________
"In recent times, even in materialist North America, the growth of the Church was
magnificent with the liturgy being kept in Latin. The attempts of the Protestants have
failed, and Protestantism uses the vernacular. We ask again: Why the change, especially
since changes in this matter involve many difficulties and great dangers? All of us here at
the Council can recall the fundamental changes in the meaning of words in common use.
Thus it follows that if the Sacred Liturgy were in the vernacular, the immutability of
doctrine would be endangered.
The introduction of the vernacular should be separated from the action of the Mass. The
Mass must remain as it is. Grave changes in the liturgy introduce grave changes in
dogmata."
-James Cardinal McIntyre
DarkKnight

Sept 18, 2008 at 01:00 PM
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'bout time!

__________________
A good friend and worthy adversary.
Live your life in such a way that every morning when your feet hit the floor...Satan
shudders and says..."Oh No...he's AWAKE!"
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Sometimes the Internet reminds me of being in a chicken coop with any number of
Chicken Littles at any given millisecond.
There is a subtle difference between "invincible ignorance" and intolerably stupid.

MeaMaximaCulpa

Sept 18, 2008 at 02:55 PM
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Off topic, but if I had to choose between the Holy See releasing the document declaring
Pius XII "Venerable" and the one regarding the motu proprio, I'd chose the former.
I think out of all the Popes with open cases for canonization, Pius XII's should be the
most prominent (but I'm a layman, so what do I know?).

Registered: Nov 16, 2007
Posts: 741
jovan66102

__________________
" And if I should have prophecy and should know all mysteries, and all knowledge, and if
I should have all faith, so that I could remove mountains, and have not charity, I am
nothing."-1 Corinthians 13:2
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Quote:
Originally Posted by MeaMaximaCulpa
Off topic, but if I had to choose between the Holy See releasing the
document declaring Pius XII "Venerable" and the one regarding the motu
proprio, I'd chose the former.
I think out of all the Popes with open cases for canonization, Pius XII's should
be the most prominent (but I'm a layman, so what do I know?).
Registered: Jan 14, 2006
Posts: 3,074

Let's get Bl. Pius IX, of Syllabus errorum fame, canonised first!
__________________
Jovan-Marya Weismiller, T.O.Carm.
Vive le Christ-roi! Vive le roi, Louis XX!
http://jovan66102.blogspot.com
Deum timete, regem honorificate.

StevusMagnus

Sept 18, 2008 at 03:24 PM
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Why are we still even discussing ridiculous anti-Catholic smear claims that Pius XII
supported the Nazi's. It's absurd! Give these smears the respect they deserve (none)
and dismiss them.
__________________
http://veritasvincit.wordpress.com/

Registered: Sept 15, 2006
Posts: 3,096

"...that it is necessary to obey a Pope in all things as long as he does not go against the
universal custom of the Church, but should he go against the universal customs of the
Church, he need not be followed" -Pope Innocent III
"What if some novel contagion seek to infect the whole Church, and not merely a small
portion of it? Then he will take care to cling to antiquity, which cannot now be led astray
by any novel deceit." -St. Vincent of Lerins († 445)
"Peter has no need of our lies or flattery. Those who blindly and indiscriminately defend
every decision of the supreme Pontiff are the very ones who do most to undermine the
authority of the Holy See- they destroy instead of strengthening its foundations." Melchior
Cano, theologian of the Council of Trent

PaxVobiscum
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Good for Pope Benedict!
I remember when Pope Pius XII died and the world mourned. The "Nazi collaborator"
lies started years later.
For what he did to save the Jews alone Pius XII should be beatified, assuming there's
been a verified miracle. Or two, whatever it takes these days. Fifty years is a long
enough interval.
Registered: Oct 06, 2006
Posts: 1,229

HMiS

__________________
"He who goes about to take the Holy Sacrifice of the Mass from the Church plots
no less a calamity than if he tried to snatch the sun from the universe." -St. John Fischer
Sept 21, 2008 at 05:01 PM
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Quote:
Originally Posted by StevusMagnus
Why are we still even discussing ridiculous anti-Catholic smear claims that
Pius XII supported the Nazi's. It's absurd! Give these smears the respect they
deserve (none) and dismiss them.

Registered: June 06, 2005
Posts: 5,202

These days in Belgium leftist-Liberal (Masonic?) anti-religious writer Dirk Verhofstadt
(brother of Guy Verhofstadt, former VLD Liberal prime minister, pro-euthanasia etc.) is
publishing a smear book against His Holiness Pope Pius XII again. Repeating the same
old lies. he is not even an historian. But a communication and media scientist. He knows
mass psychology.
They will not allow the general public to venerate the 'reactionary' anti-neomodernist and
anti-relativist Pope Pius XII and rediscover his encyclicals, which are almost forgotten,
sadly.
__________________
„Ja, Ja, wie Gott es will. Gott lohne es Euch. Gott schütze das liebe Vaterland. Für Ihn
weiterarbeiten... oh, Du lieber Heiland!” ("Yes, Yes, as God wills it. May God repay it to
you. May God protect the dear fatherland. Go on working for him... oh, you dear Savior!")
- Clemens August Cardinal von Galen, his last words.

DirkVerhofstadt
Registered: Yesterday
Posts: 1

Yesterday at 12:46 PM

#8

Fifty years ago, on October 9th 1958, Pius XII, the most talked about
pope in world history, died. The Roman Catholic Church, and fore
mostly the Romans, mourned the loss of the man who had led the Holy
City seemingly undamaged through the war. Until Rolf Hochhuth
published his controversial play Der Stellvertreter (‘The Surrogate’) in
1963, many people considered Pius XII the greatest of all popes.
Hochhuth accused Pius XII that he had not taken action to condemn the
extermination of the Jews, let alone to stop it. Ever since historians
debate the role of the pope concerning the fate of the Jews before, during
and after World War II. To what extend did Pius XII know about the
extermination of the Jews? And what was the reaction of the world’s
highest moral leader to it. These questions have become relevant again.
Firstly, the Vatican is taking action to canonize Pius XII. Secondly,
because the Roman Catholic Church still has not taken co-responsibility.

http://www.websitetoolbox.com/tool/post/apologia/vpost?id=2980386
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And lastly, because the last of the direct witnesses of this dramatic event
are vanishing. It is still a necessity to uncover the mechanisms which
have lead to the holocaust and to draw lessons from them.
In my book Pius XII and the extermination of the Jews I examines the
position of Pacelli, the later Pius XII, towards Hitler’s seizure of power,
the downfall of the catholic Centrum Party, the concordat between NaziGermany and the Vatican, the encyclical letter Mit Brennender Sorge
(‘With Burning Concern’), paganism, the national-socialistic education
programs, the ‘T4-program’ (the murder of physically and mentally
handicapped persons), the invasion of Poland, Operation Barbarossa, the
Jews in the Netherlands, priest-president Tiso of Slovakia, the Ustasa in
Croatia, the deportation of Jews from Rome, the Hungarian Holocaust,
the help offered to war criminals, the resistance against Nazism, the
refusal of the Church to give back Jewish children who had been in
hiding, the failure of the Allies, anti-Semitism after the Holocaust, and
the moral question of guilt of the Church and the pope.
During my investigation I found several documents that prove that Pius
XII and the German bisschops did almost nothing to save Jews. (1) A
document of cardinal Faulhaber of November 25, 1941 in wich he talks
about the massmurders done by the Einzatsgruppen; (2) Six letters send
to Pius XII between march and june 1944 about the Hungarian Holocaust
in wich different people ask the pope to intervene. Pius XII only did it
on June 25, 1944. This was 21 days after the liberation of Rome and the
Vatican; (3) A letter from Pius XII in 1946 in which he demands to not
give back hidden Jewish children to their families when they were
baptized.
In my book I prove that Pius XII knew a lot of the extermination of the
Jews but did almost nothing to save them.

fridayer

Yesterday at 01:12 PM

#9

You wouldn't be the first to "prove" those things. The author of "Hitler's Pope" has even
retracted his anti-Pacelli work.
The man certainly did speak out against Nazism, and did extend a hand to many Jews.
Could he have done and said more? Perhaps. Was there good reason to not say more
than he did? Certainly.
This man will be canonized for his heroism and sanctity, and all slander will cease when
the world comes to its senses.
Registered: Aug 03, 2007
Posts: 1,098

Kyrie Eleison.
__________________
Catholic, and angry about it!
"What are you afraid of? Proof a pope exists?" -gjwalberg
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Pope Benedict XVI has
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World War II, saying the
pontiff spared no effort to try
to save Jews.
Pius XII has long been accused by
Jewish groups and scholars of
turning a blind eye to the fate of
the Jews.
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Pope Benedict was speaking at a meeting with the US-based interfaith
group, the Pave the Way Foundation, at his summer residence in
Castel Gandolfo.
He said Pius showed "courageous and paternal dedication" in trying to
save Jews.
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Pope Benedict said: "Wherever possible he spared no effort in
intervening in their favour either directly or through instructions given
to other individuals or to institutions of the Catholic Church.
Pope Benedict said the interventions were "made secretly and silently,
precisely because, given the concrete situation of that difficult
historical moment, only in this way was it possible to avoid the worst
and save the greatest number of Jews".
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Pius was the pontiff from 1939 to 1958 and the Vatican has begun his
beatification process.
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Many Jewish groups criticised him for not speaking out against the
Nazis, who killed six million Jews.
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Material at the Yad Vashem, the Holocaust memorial in Jerusalem,
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CIUDAD DEL VATICANO, 18 SEP 2008 .-El Papa recibió este mediodía en
Castelgandolfo a los participantes en un simposio sobre la figura y la acción
pastoral y humanitaria de Pío XII, promovido por la “Pave the Way
Foundation”, cuyo presidente es Gary Krupp.
Tras recordar que ha transcurrido medio siglo de la muerte del Siervo de
Dios Pío XII (9 octubre 1958), el Santo Padre afirmó que “se han escrito y se
han dicho muchas cosas sobre él en estos cinco decenios, pero no siempre se
han enfocado correctamente los diferentes aspectos de su multiforme acción
pastoral”.
“El objetivo de vuestro simposio ha sido precisamente colmar algunas de
estas lagunas mediante un análisis documentado sobre muchas de sus
intervenciones, sobre todo aquellas a favor de los judíos, que en aquellos
años eran perseguidos en toda Europa de acuerdo con el plan criminal de los
que querían eliminarlos de la faz de la tierra”.
Benedicto XVI subrayó que “cuando se estudia sin prejuicios ideológicos la
noble figura de este Papa (...) se aprecia la sabiduría humana y la intensidad
pastoral que lo guiaron en su largo ministerio, y de modo particular en la
organización de las ayudas al pueblo judío”.
Gracias a la documentación recogida y a los “testimonios acreditados”, el
simposio, continuó, “ofrece a la opinión pública la posibilidad de conocer
mejor lo que Pío XII realizó a favor de los judíos perseguidos por los
regímenes nazi y fascista”.
El Papa puso de relieve que en los trabajos del simposio habían destacado
“las numerosas intervenciones realizadas secreta y silenciosamente,
precisamente porque dadas las situaciones concretas de aquel difícil
momento histórico, solo de esa manera era posible evitar lo peor y salvar al
mayor número posible de judíos”. La “valiente y paterna dedicación” del
pontífice “fue reconocida y apreciada durante y después de la terrible guerra
mundial por comunidades y personalidades judías, que manifestaron su
gratitud por lo que había hecho por ellos”.

Especial Elecciones C.E.E
Benedicto XVI en los EEUU
La Palabra de Dios es ...
Corazón de Jesús, en Ti
confío
Yo, Pablo... (Año Paulino)

El Santo Padre dio las gracias a la “Pave the Way Foundation” por “la
constante acción en promover las relaciones y el diálogo entre las religiones,
de modo que ofrezcan un testimonio de paz, de caridad y de reconciliación”.
“Espero que este año en que se conmemora el 50 aniversario de la muerte
de Pío XII -concluyó- ofrezca la oportunidad de promover estudios más
profundos sobre varios aspectos de su persona y de su actividad, para
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CASTEL GANDOLFO, Italy, SEPT. 18, 2008 (Zenit.org).- Here is the address Gary Krupp,
president of the Pave the Way Foundation, gave today upon meeting Benedict XVI at the
apostolic palace of Castel Gandolfo, south of Rome.
The Pope granted an audience to the participants of the congress "Examining the Papacy of Pope
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Pius XII," which was organized by the foundation. The three-day symposium ended Wednesday.

RELATED INFORMATION
***
You Holiness, The mission of Pave the Way Foundation is to end the malevolent and the illegal
use of religion. We begin this process by establishing credible and trusted relationships through
our historic gestures of good will and with the identification and elimination of obstacles between

Pope Worked "Subtle
Revolution" in Paris
Pontiff's Greeting to Jewish
Delegation

the faiths.

Holocaust Survivors to Thank
Pope

Some examples of our projects are that we worked for over 20 years to help the equipment

Vatican Clarification on Good
Friday Prayer

acquisition of the hospital of St. Padre Pio here in Italy. We worked behind the scenes to remove
obstacles and to move the fundamental agreements with the Israeli government and the Holy
See. We initiated the Jewish thank you to Pope John Paul II for his efforts to achieve religious
reconciliation. We brought the manuscripts of Maimonides for the first time in history from the
Vatican Library to the state of Israel, and in 2007, we implemented the gift to your library of the

Benedict XVI Mourns Death of
Cardinal Lustiger
Pope Commemorates Holocaust
Hero

oldest manuscripts of the Gospels of St. John and St. Luke, the Bodmer papyrus.

The Family Who Died for
Sheltering Jews

Your Holiness, for all of these benevolent projects I wish recognize, in your presence, one who

Jewish-Catholic Commission
Meeting Report

has dedicated over 20 years behind the scenes to help us to complete this vital work: Doctor
Rolando Clementoni.
In the furtherance of our mission, Pave the Way has identified the papacy of Pope Pius XII as a
source of friction and misunderstanding. Accordingly, we have undertaken an independent
investigation to identify significant documents and to video record eyewitness testimony. I wish
to report to you that results of this investigation are stunning, and directly contradict the

Relator of Pius XII's Case Is
Wary of Report
Papal Letter on 50th
Anniversary of "Haurietis
Aquas"
Rabbi's Visit to Mosque Hailed
by Cardinal

negative perception of the Pope's wartime activities.

Jews and Catholics on Respect
for Human Life

All of the documented material that we have gathered, including the transcript of our just

Book Confirms Church\'s Saving
Role With Jews

completed three-day symposium, will be turned over to your pontifical institutions and to the
internationally recognized Holocaust centers for further study.

Rabbi Says Pius XII Deserves
\"Righteous\" Title

Based on their review of these new materials, and in the interest of maintaining their historical

Benedict XVI Tells Rabbi of
Church\'s Love for Jews

integrity and accuracy, we call upon these institutions to carefully review this new information in
order to redefine the current perception on this papacy.

[ more information ]

This year, for Catholics, Oct. 9, 2008, will be the commemoration the 50th anniversary of the
death of Pope Pius XII, for Jews that date is also significant as it is our holiest Jewish holiday Yom
Kippur, our Day of Atonement. May this providential date usher in a new effort to correct the
historical record and bring to light the truth of this papacy.
I wish to close with a passage from a book written by Ambassador Pinchas Lapide, a former
Israeli consul general in Italy, and a Jewish theologian: "No Pope in history has been thanked
more heartily by Jews upon his death in 1958. Several suggested in open letters that a Pope Pius
XII forest of 860,000 trees be planted on the hills of Judea in order to fittingly honor the memory
of the late Pontiff, because the Catholic Church under the pontificate of Pius XII was instrumental
in saving the lives of as many as 860,000 Jews from certain death at Nazi hands."
You Holiness, we humbly ask you to keep the mission of Pave the Way Foundation and its vital
work to end the malevolent use of religion in your prayers, and thank you for allowing us this
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Benedict defends WWII pope
Radio Netherlands - Sep 19, 2008

By ALESSANDRA RIZZO – Sep 18, 2008

Wartime Pope "spared no effort"
to save Jews says Benedict XVI
Times Online - Sep 19, 2008

Page 1 of 1

VATICAN CITY (AP) — Pope Benedict XVI said Thursday that his predecessor Pius XII
spared no effort to save Jews from the Nazis, one of the strongest Vatican defenses of a
pontiff accused of silence during the Holocaust.

Benedict defends Nazi-era pope
Calgary Herald - Sep 19, 2008

Benedict said during a meeting with a U.S.-based interfaith group that he wanted any
prejudice against Pius to be overcome, praising what he called Pius's "courageous and
paternal dedication" in trying to save Jews.

Full coverage »

"Wherever possible he spared no effort in intervening in their favor either directly or through
instructions given to other individuals or to institutions of the Catholic Church," Benedict said.
Pius XII reigned from 1939 to 1958 and was a Vatican diplomat in Germany, and its secretary
of state before that. Some historians say that he did not do everything in his power to prevent
Jews from being deported to concentration camps. His supporters say he made every effort
to help Jews and other victims through quiet diplomacy.
Benedict said that Pius' many interventions were "made secretly and silently, precisely
because, given the concrete situation of that difficult historical moment, only in this way was it
possible to avoid the worst and save the greatest number of Jews."
The Vatican has rejected the accusations against Pius, and has started the process for his
beatification. But the process has gone on for some years and there's been no indication that
it is moving forward.
Benedict said the interfaith Pave the Way Foundation had gathered material that showed the
extent of Pius' efforts. The group, based in New York, is active in improving Catholic-Jewish
relations and organized a symposium in Rome on Pius.
"So much has been written and said of him during these last five decades and not all of the
genuine facets of his diverse pastoral activity have been examined in a just light," the pope
said during the meeting with members of the group in Castel Gandolfo, the papal summer
retreat.
"One can also come to appreciate the human wisdom and pastoral intensity which guided
him in his long years of ministry, especially in providing organized assistance to the Jewish
people," Benedict said.
The German-born Benedict, a member of the Hitler Youth when he was a seminarian, has
made a point of reaching out to Jews, following in the footsteps of his predecessor, John Paul
II. He has publicly condemned the Nazi regime and mentioned the Holocaust on several
occasions. During a trip to Poland in 2006, he prayed at the Auschwitz concentration camp.
This year is the 50th anniversary of Pius' death, and Benedict said he hoped that
commemorations would provide the opportunity for further study "in order to come to know
the historical truth, overcoming every remaining prejudice."
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CONFERENCE DETAILS EFFORTS BY POPE PIUS XII TO RESCUE JEWS
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Jewish conference organizer: Pius ‘saved more Jews than all the other world leaders and religious leaders
combined’
As a 3-day conference on Pope Pius XII and the Holocaust concludes in Rome, John Allen speaks with organizer
Gary Krupp, who concludes that Pius XII "saved more Jews than all the other world leaders and religious leaders
combined." Vatican Radio interviews the keeper of the archives of the late Father Robert Graham (1912-97), the
Jesuit historian and defender of Pope Pius.
In a message to conference participants, Pope Benedict XVI called attention to the "vast quantity of documented
material" showing the "organized assistance to the Jewish people" by "this noble Pope."
Source(s): these links will take you to other sites, in a new window.
z

John Allen: American Jew comes to the defense of Pius XII (National Catholic Reporter)

z

True legacy of Pope Pius XII (Vatican Radio)

z

Papal message: Understanding the historical truth about Pius XII (VIS)

z

Jewish leader says Pope Pius XII has been demonized falsely (Sept. 16 CWN News Brief)
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Around noon today at the Pope’s
summer residence, he received Mr. Gary Krupp, the president of the Pave the
Way Foundation and other members of the organization.
Mr. Krupp and his wife, who are Jewish, founded Pave the Way to fight against
religious intolerance and prejudice through educational, cultural and
technological means. As part of those efforts, Pave the Way organized a
symposium to conduct an in-depth investigation into Pius XII’s life and his
pastoral and humanitarian work.
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Noting that 50 years have passed since the October 9, 1958 death of the
Servant of God Pius XII, the Holy Father pointed out that although "so much
has been written and said of him during these last five decades, ... not all of
the genuine facets of his diverse pastoral activity have been examined in a just
light.”
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The symposium aimed to address some of these deficiencies by “conducting a
careful and documented examination of many of his interventions, especially
those in favor of the Jews who in those years were being targeted all over
Europe, in accordance with the criminal plan of those who wanted to eliminate
them from the face of the earth,” the Pope said.
"When one draws close to this noble Pope,” observed Benedict XVI, “one can
come to appreciate the human wisdom and pastoral intensity which guided him
in his long years of ministry, especially in providing organized assistance to the
Jewish people.”
Pope Benedict then went on to thank the foundation for “the vast quantity of
documented material which you have gathered, supported by many
authoritative testimonies,” because, as he explained “your symposium offers to
the public forum the possibility of knowing more fully what Pius XII achieved
for the Jews persecuted by the Nazi and fascist regimes.”
One of the many aspects of the symposium that Pope Benedict praised was
how the foundation’s work “had drawn attention to Pope Pius' many
interventions, made secretly and silently, precisely because, given the concrete
situation of that difficult historical moment, only in this way was it possible to
avoid the worst and save the greatest number of Jews. This courageous and
paternal dedication was recognized and appreciated during and after the
terrible world conflict by Jewish communities and individuals who showed their
gratitude for what the Pope had done for them."
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One special event that Benedict XVI recalled, “Pius XII’s meeting on the 29th of
November 1945 with eighty delegates of German concentration camps who
during a special Audience granted to them at the Vatican, wished to thank him
personally for his generosity to them during the terrible period of Nazi-fascist
persecution.”
Pope Benedict thanked the Pave the Way Foundation "for its ongoing activity in
promoting relationships and dialogue between religions, as witnesses of peace,
charity and reconciliation.
"It is my great hope," he concluded, "that this year, which marks the 50th
anniversary of my venerated predecessor's death, will provide the opportunity
to promote in-depth studies of various aspects of his life and his works in order
to come to know the historical truth, overcoming every remaining prejudice.”
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September 18, 2008
Vatican City, September 18, 2008 (MetroCatholic) - Today the Pope met participants in a symposium on
the life and the pastoral and humanitarian work of Pope Pius XII. The symposium was promoted by the
Pave the Way Foundation, the president of which is Gary Krupp.
Recalling that 50 years have passed since the death, on 9 October 1958, of Servant of God Pius XII, the
Holy Father pointed out that although “so much has been written and said of him during these last five
decades, … not all of the genuine facets of his diverse pastoral activity have been examined in a just
light”.
“The aim of your symposium”, he continued, “has been precisely to address some of these deficiencies,
conducting a careful and documented examination of many of his interventions, especially those in
favour of the Jews who in those years were being targeted all over Europe, in accordance with the
criminal plan of those who wanted to eliminate them from the face of the earth”.
“When one draws close to this noble Pope, … one can come to appreciate the human wisdom and
pastoral intensity which guided him in his long years of ministry, especially in providing organised
assistance to the Jewish people”.
“Thanks to the vast quantity of documented material which you have gathered, supported by many
authoritative testimonies, your symposium offers to the public forum the possibility of knowing more
fully what Pius XII achieved for the Jews persecuted by the Nazi and fascist regimes”, said the Holy
Father.
He then pointed out how the work of the symposium had drawn attention to Pope Pius’ “many
interventions, made secretly and silently, precisely because, given the concrete situation of that difficult
historical moment, only in this way was it possible to avoid the worst and save the greatest number of
Jews. This courageous and paternal dedication was recognised and appreciated during and after the
terrible world conflict by Jewish communities and individuals who showed their gratitude for what the
Pope had done for them”.
Pope Benedict thanked the Pave the Way Foundation “for its ongoing activity in promoting relationships
and dialogue between religions, as witnesses of peace, charity and reconciliation”.
“It is my great hope”, he concluded, “that this year, which marks the 50th anniversary of my venerated
predecessor’s death, will provide the opportunity to promote in-depth studies of various aspects of his
life and his works in order to come to know the historical truth, overcoming every remaining prejudice”.
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Pope says Pius XII "spared no
effort" to help Jews
By Philip Pullella

Honours List

VATICAN CITY (Reuters) - Pope Benedict on Thursday forcefully
defended his wartime predecessor Pius XII against accusations he did not
do enough to help the Jews, saying Pius "spared no effort" on their behalf
during World War II.
The pope spoke to members of the U.S.-based
Pave the Way Foundation, a mixed JewishCatholic group which held a symposium in Rome
on the papacy of Pius, who reigned from 1939 to
1958.
The symposium prepared a 200-page
compilation of documents, diplomatic cables and
newspaper clippings from the period -- some of
them previously unpublished -- showing Pius did
much to help Jews during the war and was
thanked by Jewish leaders.

Most Viewed
Pope Benedict XVI waves as he
leads his general audience in
Paul VI Hall at the Vatican
September 17, 2008. Pope
Benedict on Thursday
forcefully defended his
wartime predecessor Pius XII
against accusations he did not
do enough to help the Jews,
saying Pius "spared no effort"
on their behalf during World
War II. (REUTERS/Max Rossi)
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"Thanks to the vast quantity of documented material which you have
gathered, supported by many authoritative testimonies, your symposium
offers to the public forum the possibility of knowing more fully what Pius
XII achieved for the Jews persecuted by the Nazi and fascist regimes,"
Benedict said.
"One understands, then, that wherever possible he spared no effort in
intervening in their favour either directly or through instructions given to
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other individuals or to institutions of the Catholic Church," Benedict told
the group at his summer residence south of Rome.
Some Jews have maintained that Pius did not do enough to save Jews
while the Vatican and those Jews who support him say he worked behind
the scenes to help because more direct intervention would have
worsened the situation.
But Benedict praised the symposium for drawing attention "to his many
interventions, made secretly and silently, precisely because, given the
concrete situation of that difficult historical moment, only in this way was it
possible to avoid the worst and save the greatest number of Jews".
Gary Krupp, an American Jew who is president and founder of Pave the
Way, told the pope the group's investigation "directly contradicts the
negative perception of the pope's war time activities".
CAMP SURVIORS THANKED POPE
The pope noted that in November, 1945, some six months after the end of
the war, 80 delegates of German concentration camps came to the
Vatican to thank Pius.
The symposium's documents included numerous newspaper clippings of
Jewish leaders thanking Pius during and after the conflict and former
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Israeli Prime Minister Golda Meir saying: "When fearful martyrdom came
to our people in the decade of Nazi terror, the voice of the pope was
raised for the victims".
The issue of Pius' papacy is one of the most difficult in Catholic-Jewish
relations and the pope said that nearly five decades after his death "not all
of the genuine facets of his diverse pastoral activity have been examined
in a just light".
The Vatican will on Oct. 9 mark the 50th anniversary of Pius' death with a
conference and photo exhibition.
Historians have been calling on the Vatican to open up all its archives on
the period.
The Vatican says while some of the archives of the period are still closed
for organisational reasons, most of the significant documentation
regarding Pius is already open to scholars.
Last year, the Vatican's saint-making department voted in favour of a
decree recognising Pius's "heroic virtues," a major hurdle in a long
process toward possible sainthood that began in 1967. But Pope Benedict
has so far not approved the decree.
Some Jewish groups have said the Vatican should freeze the beatification
process but others say it is an internal Church matter.
Copyright © 2008 Reuters
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Asia News VATICAN Pope: Pius XII spared no effort,
including secret ones, to save Jews vatican pope
benedict xvi pope pius xii jews jewish holocaust nazi
germany holocaust Receiving the Pave the Way
Foundation, Benedict XVI affirms that "when one
draws close to this noble Pope, free from ideological
prejudices", one must recognize the "courageous
dedication" of Pope Pacelli to saving as many Jews as
possible from the Nazi devastation during the second
world war.
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VATICAN
Pope: Pius XII spared no effort, including secret ones, to save Jews
Receiving the Pave the Way Foundation, Benedict XVI affirms that
"when one draws close to this noble Pope, free from ideological
prejudices", one must recognize the "courageous dedication" of Pope
Pacelli to saving as many Jews as possible from the Nazi devastation
during the second world war.
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Castel Gandolfo (AsiaNews) - When one
approaches the figure of Pius XII "free from
ideological prejudices", one must recognize his
"courageous and paternal dedication" to saving,
wherever possible, the greatest possible number of
Jews, which included working "secretly and
[Show all dossier]
silently". A congress organized by the Pave the
Way Foundation 50 years after the death of Pope
Pacelli gave Benedict XVI the opportunity to recall Editor's choices
the "historical truth" about Pius XII's efforts to save Jews, which were THAILAND
recognized after the war by many Jewish figures, including 80
Catholic schools in
delegates of concentration camp survivors.
Thailand, places of
excellence and inter-faith
"So much has been written and said" about Pius XII, the pope noted,
dialogue
over the past five decades, "and not all of the genuine facets of his
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diverse pastoral activity have been examined in a just light". "When
one draws close to this noble Pope, free from ideological prejudices",
he continued, "in addition to being struck by his lofty spiritual and
human character one is also captivated by the example of his life and
the extraordinary richness of his teaching. One can also come to
appreciate the human wisdom and pastoral intensity which guided him
in his long years of ministry, especially in providing organized
assistance to the Jewish people".
"Thanks to the vast quantity of documented material which you have
gathered", Benedict XVI told those present, "supported by many
authoritative testimonies, your symposium offers to the public forum
the possibility of knowing more fully what Pius XII achieved for the
Jews persecuted by the Nazi and fascist regimes. One understands,
go to front page then, that wherever possible he spared no effort in intervening in their
favour either directly or through instructions given to other individuals
Geographic areas or to institutions of the Catholic Church. In the proceedings of your
convention you have also drawn attention to his many interventions,
made secretly and silently, precisely because, given the concrete
situation of that difficult historical moment, only in this way was it
possible to avoid the worst and save the greatest number of Jews. This
courageous and paternal dedication was recognized and appreciated
during and after the terrible world conflict by Jewish communities and
individuals who showed their gratitude for what the Pope had done for
z Middle
them. One need only recall Pius XII’s meeting on the 29th of
East
November 1945 with eighty delegates of German concentration camps
z East Asia
who during a special Audience granted to them at the Vatican, wished
z South Asia
to thank him personally for his generosity to them during the terrible
z Central
period of Nazi-fascist persecution".
Asia
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Benedict XVI finally expressed the "great hope" that this year "will
Asia
provide the opportunity to promote in-depth studies of various aspects
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of his life and his works in order to come to know the historical truth,
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overcoming every remaining prejudice".
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Cardinal
Kitbunchu,
archbishop of
Bangkok, has promoted
high level education
programmes and schools
where most students are
Buddhists or Muslims.
Each year 60 new
bursaries are handed out to
guarantee a “free and
ethical” education. The
Pope sends his “special
blessing”.
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and humanitarian
associations remain silent
in what is another example
of “Christianophobia.”
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remembrance of the
Blessed Teresa of Kolkata.
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ROME (AFP)---Pope Pius XII, who the
Catholic Church may beatify, tried to
save European Jews from Nazi
extermination during World War II,
according to a conference on the
pontiff in Rome that concluded
Wednesday.
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The symposium, organised by a US-based group on inter-religious
dialogue called the Pave the Way Foundation, brought together
Catholics and Jews to defend Pius XII.
The foundation claims the former leader of the Roman Catholic
Church was
the victim of a sinister "myth" to the effect that he was insensitive to
the fate of Jews terrorised by Germany's Nazi regime and its death
camps.
The group collected documentation
aiming to prove Pius XII intervened
publicly as well as in secret to save Jews
and to encourage Catholic institutions to
shelter them.
These documents include diplomatic
telegrams and testimony of people saved
thanks to his intervention, according to
the symposium.
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Pius XII served as pope from
1939-1958 and his role during
the war is viewed as
controversial. Many historians
accuse him of staying silent
and doing little to intervene
during the Holocaust, when the
Nazis killed some six million
Jews in Europe.

The foundation is asking that Yad Vashem, the Holocaust memorial in
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Jerusalem, withdraw from its permanent exhibition a text that the
group considers defamatory towards Pius XII.
The symposium was held on the 50th anniversary of the death of
Pius XII. The current pope, Benedict XVI, will celebrate a mass on
October 5 in the Vatican's Saint Peter's Basilica to mark the event.
During his visit to Paris last week, Pope Benedict XVI reminded
representatives from France's Jewish community that Pius XII had
called Nazism a period of "darkness".
In February, the Vatican said it would not block steps under way for
the beatification of Pius XII, despite criticism from many historians
and numerous Jewish associations about the former pontiff's attitude
towards the Holocaust and the killing of six million Jews during World
War II.
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Castel Gandolfo, Italy - Pope Benedict
XVI on Thursday thanked the organizers
of a symposium examining role played
during World War II by Pius XII - a pope
criticized by some for his stance towards
the Nazi-led persecution of Jews.
Benedict, referring to Pius as "this noble
Pope" said the symposium's work had
helped appreciate that pontiff's "human
wisdom and pastoral intensity... especially
in providing organized assistance to the
Jewish people," Benedict said.
The pontiff was addressing participants of
the symposium, organized by the Pave
the Way Foundation, a US-based group
including Jews and Catholics that
promotes improved relations between
followers of different religions.
Benedict met them at Castel Gandolfo the

papal summer residence situated south of Rome.
"Thanks to the vast quantity of documented material which you have gathered, supported by many
authoritative testimonies, your symposium offers to the public forum the possibility of knowing more fully
what Pius XII achieved for the Jews persecuted by the Nazi and fascist regimes," Benedict said.
Italian-born Pius XII, who reigned from 1939 until his death in 1958, has been accused by some of
showing indifference to the Nazi massacre of the Jews and of failing to speak out against Hitler.
But the Vatican and other supporters say he strove to save those persecuted by the Nazis, including
opening the doors of monastries, convents and other Church premises to shelter Jews.
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Benedict is expected to preside over a Mass commemorating the 50th anniversary of Pius' death on
October 9.
Benedict's immediate predecessor John Paul II, stirred controversy during his pontificate, by approving
moves for Pius XII's beatification - the first step towards sainthood.
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Vatican officials earlier this year reported no progress in the process since since May 2007 when the
Roman Catholic Church's saint- making department voted in favour of a decree recognizing Pius's
"heroic virtues."
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Benedict XVI on Pius XII, the Pastor Angelicus

Pope Benedict XVI received today representatives of the "Pave the Way Foundation",
an interreligious organization which has recently held a symposium on the papacy of
Pius XII, of most glorious memory. These are Pope Benedict's words:

Ladies and Gentlemen,
I am happy to meet with you at the conclusion of the important

accomplished during the difficult period around the time of the second
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been undertaken during the symposium. You have analyzed without bias
the events of history and concerned yourselves only with seeking the

The focus of your study has been the person and the tireless pastoral and
humanitarian work of Pius XII, Pastor Angelicus. Fifty years have

to meditate on his rich teaching and to analyze thoroughly his

symposium has been precisely to address some of these deficiencies,

of those who wanted to eliminate them from the face of the earth. When

extraordinary richness of his teaching. One can also come to

Thanks to the vast quantity of documented material which you have

what Pius XII achieved for the Jews persecuted by the Nazi and
fascist regimes. One understands, then, that wherever possible he
spared no effort in intervening in their favour either directly or
through instructions given to other individuals or to institutions of
the Catholic Church. In the proceedings of your convention you
have also drawn attention to his many interventions, made secretly
and silently, precisely because, given the concrete situation of that
difficult historical moment, only in this way was it possible to avoid
the worst and save the greatest number of Jews.
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appreciated during and after the terrible world conflict by Jewish
communities and individuals who showed their gratitude for what
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the Pope had done for them. One need only recall Pius XII’s
meeting on the 29th of November 1945 with eighty delegates of
German concentration camps who during a special Audience
granted to them at the Vatican, wished to thank him personally for
his generosity to them during the terrible period of Nazi-fascist
persecution.
Ladies and Gentlemen, thank you for your visit and for the research you
have undertaken. Thanks also to the Pave the Way Foundation for its
ongoing activity in promoting relationships and dialogue between
religions, as witnesses of peace, charity and reconciliation. It is my great
hope that this year, which marks the fiftieth-anniversary of my venerated
predecessor’s death, will provide the opportunity to promote in-depth
studies of various aspects of his life and his works in order to come to
know the historical truth, overcoming every remaining prejudice. With
these sentiments I invoke upon you and the proceedings of your
symposium an abundance of divine blessings.
Benedict XVI
Meeting with the participants of the "Pave the Way Foundation" symposium
September 18, 2008
posted by New Catholic at 11:05 AM

12 COMMENTS:

Antonio said...
This is really significant.
I think we are very close to the official proclamation of Pius XII as "Venerable".
18 September, 2008 14:26

Anonymous said...
Absolutly magnificent words. The Holy Father seized upon this historical moment to
defend his predecesor. I am very impressed!
18 September, 2008 14:37
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humboldt said...
Very, very good. Excellent speech by Benedict XVI.
18 September, 2008 15:46

John said...
This is the best defense of Pope Pius XII I've ever read:
http://www.jewishvirtuallibrary.org/jsource/anti-semitism/piusdef2.html
18 September, 2008 17:00

Woody Jones said...
I read somewhere that there exists in French a complete set of the Servant of God's
papal writings and addresses, running to some 12 or so volumes, covering most of the
topics that were later addressed at the Council. So far as I know, in English there are
available only the writings publichsed on the Vatican web site, and a couple of older
collections running to about 2 volumes each, and the very interesting volume on
nobility published from TFP.
Has anyone heard whether there is going to be a more pronounced effort to translate
all of the Holy Father's other writings into English?
18 September, 2008 17:28

humboldt said...
There is an old selection of Pius XII entitled "The Pope speaks;: The teachings of
Pope Pius XII" by Michael Chinigo. This is the only printed work I know with works
by Pius XII, but a comprehensive publication should be made of Pius
XII's magisterium.
18 September, 2008 22:26

humboldt said...
I like it very much that in the original english version, Benedict XVI calls Pius XII his
"beloved" predecessor, although the italian version does not call him beloved.
18 September, 2008 22:35

Francesco said...
Deo Gratias! What a beautiful and significant speech Pope Benedict has given on Pope
Pius XII. The enemies of the Church have been defaming this saintly man for so long.
I hope the day comes soon when we can say "Saint Pius XII, pray for us!"
19 September, 2008 18:28
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Boko Fittleworth said...
If any 20th century pope merits the honorific "The Great", it's Pius XII.
20 September, 2008 02:21

John McFarland said...
But what is it that Pope Benedict praises his beloved predecessor for? His help for the
Jews.
Does he praise him for his magisterial pronouncements? No.
Let me suggest a reason: because, just to pick the low-hanging fruit, Pope Pius's
encyclicals on the mystical body and Christ as Mediator contradict ecumenism and
Vatican II ecclesiology; his encyclical on the liturgy contradicts most of the basic
principles of the liturgical reform; and Humani Generis condemns the doctrines of the
guys who were the intellectual heros of Vatican II and who were made cardinals by
Popoe John Paul the Great, and are admired by Pope Benedict.
So Pope Benedict is prepared to defend Pope Pius the friend of the Jews, but that
appears to be about it. Since he doesn't agree with his predecessor on a number of
things, that's not too surprising.
This year is of course the 50th anniversary of Pius XII's death. (My freshman high
school religion class was set to doing projects on the death and election of the new
pope.) So far there's been pretty much nothing from the Vatican. I prophesy that there
won't be much more by year's end.
As for Pius XII's writings, his encyclicals are surely still available from the Daughters
of St. Paul.
Angelus Press has a collection of his addresses to newlyweds under its Sarto House
imprint. You'll probably have trouble squaring it with the Theology of the Body,
though.
Sarto House also publishes Romano Amerio's Iota Unum, 600 or so pages of evidence
that the post-Vatican II Church doesn't look much like Pius XII's Church.
I'd also suggest that as regards Pius XII being declared venerable, as long as significant
Jewish elements are against him for not "speaking out," his chances are probably about
as good as mine.
Of course, the Pope surprised us on the Motu Proprio, so perhaps he'll surprise us
here, too. But if he does, it will be Pius as friend of the Jews, not Pius as the last papal
defender of the doctrine of the Church's first 1930years.
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22 September, 2008 00:47

New Catholic said...
That's inaccurate, Mr McFarland.
Pope Benedict did, for instance, praise deeply one of Pope Pacelli's greatest documents
(and one of my favorite papal writings ever), Haurietis Aquas, on its 50th anniversary.
And he has praised Pius often in other settings.
And it is quite natural that the Pope chose to highlight the efforts of Pius XII to save
as many persecuted Jews as possible - because THAT has been the crux of the public
criticism of Pacelli and his pontificate.
22 September, 2008 01:40

Jordanes said...
It's also quite natural that the Pope would praise Pius XII's efforts to save Jews on the
occasion of a conference that was specifically about Pius XII's efforts to save Jews, and
how enemies of the Catholic faith have been lying about those efforts in order to
smear Pius XII and the faith.
22 September, 2008 12:51
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debilitating disease. This anniversary provides an important
opportunity to deepen our knowledge of him, to meditate on
his rich teaching and to analyze thoroughly his activities. So
much has been written and said of him during these last five
decades and not all of the genuine facets of his diverse pastoral
activity have been examined in a just light. The aim of your
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human character one is also captivated by the example of his
life and the extraordinary richness of his teaching. One can
also come to appreciate the human wisdom and pastoral
intensity which guided him in his long years of ministry,
especially in providing organized assistance to the Jewish
people.
Thanks to the vast quantity of documented material which you
have gathered, supported by many authoritative testimonies,
your symposium offers to the public forum the possibility of
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knowing more fully what Pius XII achieved for the Jews
persecuted by the Nazi and fascist regimes. One understands,
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then, that wherever possible he spared no effort in intervening
in their favour either directly or through instructions given to
other individuals or to institutions of the Catholic Church. In
the proceedings of your convention you have also drawn
attention to his many interventions, made secretly and
silently, precisely because, given the concrete situation of that
difficult historical moment, only in this way was it possible to
avoid the worst and save the greatest number of Jews. This
courageous and paternal dedication was recognized and
appreciated during and after the terrible world conflict by
Jewish communities and individuals who showed their
gratitude for what the Pope had done for them. One need only
recall Pius XII’s meeting on the 29th of November 1945 with
eighty delegates of German concentration camps who during a
special Audience granted to them at the Vatican, wished to
thank him personally for his generosity to them during the
terrible period of Nazi-fascist persecution.
A major Vatican conference on Pius' 19-year pontificate and its
lasting impact will be held in November.
-30POSTED BY R OCCO PAL MO A T 08:28
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Communio
...bearing with one another in love, making every effort to maintain the unity of the Spirit in the bond of peace.

Pope Benedict addresses Pope Pius XII study
group
By Paul Zalonskion September 18, 2008 7:16 AM | Permalink | Comments (0)

Pope Benedict met today with the Pave the Way Foundation (PTWF). The PTWF
met in Rome this week to hold a symposium to study the papacy of Pope Pius
XII. "Pave the Way has identified this period in history as one of the most
difficult between Catholics and Jews, and so we have taken on this challenge in
the furtherance of our mission" says PTWF President, Gary L. Krupp. "PTWF
has launched an independent investigation by video interviewing eye witnesses
to events of war years. We have uncovered a great deal of information which is
not known by any of the scholarly institutions including the Vatican itself."
Krupp believes there is considerable evidence from eye witnesses and other
archival materials to help to answer questions of what in fact the Pius XII
papacy did during World War II and its importance today.
In his audience the Pope said:
The focus of your [Pave the Way Foundation] study has been the person and the
tireless pastoral and humanitarian work of Pius XII, Pastor Angelicus. Fifty
years have passed since his pious death here at
Castel Gandolfo early on the ninth of October
1958, after a debilitating disease. This
anniversary provides an important opportunity
to deepen our knowledge of him, to meditate
on his rich teaching and to analyze thoroughly
his activities. So much has been written and
said of him during these last five decades and
not all of the genuine facets of his diverse
pastoral activity have been examined in a just
light. The aim of your symposium has been
precisely to address some of these
deficiencies, conducting a careful and
documented examination of many of his
interventions, especially those in favour of the
Jews who in those years were being targeted
all over Europe, in accordance with the
criminal plan of those who wanted to
eliminate them from the face of the earth. When one draws close to this noble
Pope, free from ideological prejudices, in addition to being struck by his lofty
spiritual and human character one is also captivated by the example of his life
and the extraordinary richness of his teaching. One can also come to appreciate
the human wisdom and pastoral intensity which guided him in his long years of
ministry, especially in providing organized assistance to the Jewish people.
Thanks to the vast quantity of documented material which you have gathered,
supported by many authoritative testimonies, your symposium offers to the
public forum the possibility of knowing more fully what Pius XII achieved for
the Jews persecuted by the
Nazi and fascist regimes. One
understands, then, that
wherever possible he spared
no effort in intervening in their
favour either directly or
through instructions given to
other individuals or to
institutions of the Catholic
Church. In the proceedings of
your convention you have also
drawn attention to his many
interventions, made secretly
and silently, precisely because,
given the concrete situation of
that difficult historical
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moment, only in this way was
it possible to avoid the worst and save the greatest number of Jews. This
courageous and paternal dedication was recognized and appreciated during and
after the terrible world conflict by Jewish communities and individuals who
showed their gratitude for what the Pope had done for them. One need only
recall Pius XII's meeting on the 29th of November 1945 with eighty delegates of
German concentration camps who during a special Audience granted to them at
the Vatican, wished to thank him personally for his generosity to them during the
terrible period of Nazi-fascist persecution.
Categories: Pope Benedict XVI
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http://www.ptwf.org/Downloads/Press%20Release%20Pius%20XII.pdf
Pave the Way Foundation Announces Symposium to help to work to
resolve Pius XII Controversy
(New York) June 18, 2008- Pave the Way Foundation (PTWF), a USbased
non-sectarian organization tasked with removing obstacles between
the world’s religions announces that on June 18th PTWF will bring a
group of Jewish survivors of the holocaust to meet with Pope Benedict
XVI. The group wishes to personally thank the Pontiff for the
intervention of the Roman Catholic Church in saving their lives in Italy
during WWII. PTWF also announces that they are planning a special
symposium to study the papacy of Pope Pius XII to be held in Rome
September 2008. We hope to establish an open line of communication
with historians from the Vatican and the Holocaust memorials
worldwide”, said Gary Krupp President of PTWF.
In a fictitious play from 1963 entitled “The Deputy” (“The Vicar” in the
UK) Pope Pius XII was portrayed as a Nazi collaborator and antiSemitic. From this point forward, there was a marked change in the
public perception of Eugenio Pacelli (Pius XII) internationally. Until now
there has been no venue wherein the known facts of his papacy can be
examined and broadly disseminated to the general public. Dozens of
books have been written on both sides of this issue with no conclusions
beyond, we must wait for the Vatican Archives to open. A PTWF
interview with the prefect of the Vatican archives revealed that the only
reason these records are not open is simply because the cataloging of
over 30 million documents of this time period is not yet completed.
There is however considerable evidence from eye witnesses and other
archives to help to answer questions of this papacy today.
“Pave the Way has identified this period in history as one of the most
difficult between Catholics and Jews, and so we have taken on this
challenge in the furtherance of our mission” says PTWF President, Gary
L. Krupp. “PTWF has launched an independent investigation by video
interviewing eye witnesses to events of war years. We have uncovered a
great deal of information which is not known by any of the scholarly
institutions including the Vatican itself.”
PTWF will be delivering copies of all of the video testimony and
documents to The Holocaust Martyrs' and Heroes' Remembrance
Authority Yad Vashem in Jerusalem, United States Holocaust Memorial
Museum in Washington DC and the Museum of Jewish Heritage in New
York for further study. In past discussions, Yad Vashem has stated that in
the interest of absolute historical accuracy they welcome any information
about this period so that they can accurately represent events of one of
the darkest periods in history. Some of the revealing video testimony is
available for viewing on the http://www.ptwf.org website.
About Pave the Way Foundation
Pave the Way Foundation is dedicated to bridging the gap between
religions through cultural, technological, and intellectual gestures. The
Foundation has a simple yet monumental vision: To enable all the
world’s religions to mutually realize that extremism, politics and personal
agendas must not be allowed to poison the true benevolent message
common to all faiths. Bigotry and hatred must be abolished by the
faithful embracing their similarities and savoring their differences. More
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ROME (CNS) -- Pope Pius XII has been demonized and
his legacy of helping Jews during World War II has been
poisoned by inaccurate and incomplete historical accounts,
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said the Jewish founder and president of Pave the Way
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Foundation. "We have to change history" and tell the world
the truth about this wartime pope "who saved so many
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lives," Gary Krupp, foundation president, told Catholic News
Service. He spoke at the start of a Sept. 15-17 symposium
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that studied the papacy of Pope Pius and unveiled new
evidence of the pope's hidden acts and orders aimed at
saving Jews from the Nazis. The symposium, sponsored by
the U.S.-based foundation, featured Catholic and Jewish
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speakers and video footage of interviews with people who
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were saved from the Holocaust through the church's
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intervention. Krupp said scholars and historians "have
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retrieve and present firsthand accounts from eyewitnesses,
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Holocaust survivors, diplomats and archival material.

failed, they've simply failed" over the last 45 years to
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Copyright (c) 2008 Catholic News Service /U.S. Conference of Catholic
Bishops. The CNS news report may not be published, broadcast, rewritten
or otherwise distributed, including but not limited to such means as framing
or any other digital copying or distribution method, in whole or in part
without the prior written authority of Catholic News Service .
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(15 Sept 08 - RV) A special symposium to study the papacy of Pope Pius 12th
opened today in Rome.
It’s being organised by Pave the Way Foundation which is dedicated to
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achieving peace by bridging the gap in tolerance and understanding between
religions.
The aim of the symposium is to dispel misconceptions regarding the Pope who
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steered the Church through World War 2.
Jesuit Fr. Peter Gumpel is the relator of the cause for the Beatification of Pius
12th.
He spoke about attitudes today to Pius 12th, particularly within the Jewish
community...
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Rome symposium to study Pius' legacy
A symposium in Rome
will reveal new
information about the
controversial wartime
Pope Pius XII.
Pave the Way, a U.S.based, nonsectarian
organization that
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promotes interreligious
dialogue, is sponsoring
the three-day symposium
that begins Monday to
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study the papacy of Pope
Pius XII.
Earlier this year, Pave
the Way announced it
was investigating Pius'
papacy by interviewing
eyewitnesses and
gathering publicly
available documentation and newspaper accounts.
The organization said it had uncovered information that contradicted
criticism that Pius turned a blind eye to the Holocaust.
"We have discovered many personal intercessions of Pope Pius XII
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which directly contradict the impression that he remained silent and did
nothing to save Jewish lives," said Pave the Way President Gary Krupp.
Krupp has close ties with the Vatican. In January 2007, he became the
first Jewish man to be knighted by two popes when he was promoted to
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A symposium in Rome will reveal
new information about the
controversial wartime Pope Pius
XII.
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Pave the Way, a U.S.-based,
What bloggers
nonsectarian organization that
are saying
promotes interreligious dialogue, is
sponsoring the three-day
symposium that begins Monday to study the papacy of Pope
Pius XII. Earlier this year, Pave the Way announced it was
investigating Pius' papacy by interviewing eyewitnesses and
gathering publicly available documentation and newspaper
accounts.
The organization said it had uncovered information that
contradicted criticism that Pius turned a blind eye to the
Holocaust.
"We have discovered many personal intercessions of Pope Pius
XII which directly contradict the impression that he remained
silent and did nothing to save Jewish lives," said Pave the Way
President Gary Krupp.
Krupp has close ties with the Vatican. In January 2007, he
became the first Jewish man to be knighted by two popes when
he was promoted to the highest Pontifical Order of St. Gregory
the Great. He received a previous papal knighthood in 2000.
A spokesman for Pave the Way said the meeting is expected to
"present new documentation that has never been revealed
before" regarding Pius XII.
More Breaking News from JTA
z
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z
z
z

Israel will have to leave the West Bank and eastern
Jerusalem, and compensate Palestinians for settlement
blocs in a peace deal, Ehud Olmert said.
Austria's far-right parties won almost a third of the vote in
parliamentary elections, and could be included in a new
goverment coalition.
Young Jews are being encouraged to travel to Florida to
lobby their grandparents on behalf of Barack Obama.
The wife of Iraqi President Jalal Talabani visited The
Simon Wiesenthal Center in Los Angeles.
The dispute surrounding Rabbi Nahman's gravesite in
Uman has been settled.
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New books by Rabbi David Dalin and Dan Kurtzman, right, refute accusations of Pope Pius’
pro-Nazi leanings. John Cornwell, author of “Hitler’s Pope,” now more measured in criticism.
by Steve Lipman
Staff Writer

A politically aware teenager in Queens in the 1960s, Gary Krupp shared the prevailing
opinion of Pope Pius XII, the controversial leader of the Roman Catholic Church during
World War II. “I grew up hating him,” Krupp says. Today, he is one of the pope’s most
vocal defenders in the Jewish community.

A seminary student in England in his 20s, John Cornwell is at 68 a prominent journalist
and historian in his homeland, known for his criticism of Catholicism. His 1999 book,
“Hitler’s Pope: The Secret History of Pius XII,” depicted Pius as sympathetic to Nazi
Germany and indifferent to the persecution of European Jewry. Today, he says he may
have overstated his original criticism of the pope.
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A rumor that has circulated since World
War II, but earned little credence among historians, is that the Third
Reich regarded Pius as sympathetic to the Jews and targeted him
for a kidnapping, planning to take him hostage during the Nazis’
occupation of the Vatican. Pius, according to this rumor, feared for his life and declined to
openly oppose the Final Solution.
Delta Aiirlines

Today, says author Dan Kurzman, his research has substantiated the kidnapping rumor,
but he says the pope was neither an anti-Semite nor a coward.
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Fifty years after Pius’ death and 45 years after the publication of the play that left a
permanent black mark on his legacy, the record of the man who is both proposed for
sainthood and dismissed as a Nazi accomplice is the subject of an ongoing debate
among
Jewish and Catholic scholars. The last few years have seen the appearance of several
books examining his wartime actions or inaction, and Pius is emerging as a battleground
in wider cultural and political wars.
The pope’s reputation is undergoing a re-examination in some circles, if not rehabilitation.
In November, the Vatican will host a conference that will emphasize the religious
teachings of Pius, whose path to being declared a saint is apparently on the slow track
because of the controversy over his behavior during World War II. The commemorations
are designed to “clarify the complexity” of the pope’s career, says Msgr. Salvatore
Fisichella, rector of the Lateran University, cosponsor of the event.
And Krupp, founder of the Pave the Way Foundation, a New York-based independent,
interfaith organization that fosters closer relations between Judaism and Catholicism, will
convene an international symposium in Rome next week to study the pope’s actions in
the Holocaust. “Examining the Papacy of Pius XII,” Sept. 15-18, will bring together some
130 scholars, including defenders and detractors of the pope, for the first such major
reappraisal of Vatican behavior from 1939 to 1945.
“No matter how contentious this subject may be,” frequently dividing Jews who consider
Pius XII a villain and Catholics who describe him as a hero, “we feel that we can help
repair the rift by researching the truth and presenting our results to those on both sides of
the issue,” Krupp says.
The symposium is the latest sign of an attitude shift in Pius’ favor in recent years in parts
of the Jewish community, mostly among scholars, as well as neoconservatives and those
working to improve ecumenical ties. Pius’ defenders point to the claim last year by Ion
Mihai Pacepa, a former Romanian intelligence officer who defected to the United States,
that “The Deputy” was part of a KGB-orchestrated plot to weaken the Catholic Church by
discrediting its wartime head.
Other prominent Jewish defenders of the pope include Rabbi Daniel Lapin, president of
the interfaith Toward Tradition organization; Rabbi David Dalin, author of “The Myth of
Hitler’s Pope: How Pope Pius XII Rescued Jews from the Nazis” (Regnery Publishing,
2005); and columnists David Klinghoffer and Don Feder.
“When I started college in 1966, ‘The Deputy’ was required reading for incoming
freshmen,” Feder wrote in 2005. “The liberal establishment — which had long loathed the
Catholic Church for its positions on sexual morality — embraced this toxic fiction as
revealed truth.”
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The charges against Pius XII are part of a “black legend,” according to Andrea Tornielli,
author of a recent Italian biography of the pope.
Many defenders of Pius, both Jews and Catholics, claim that his name has been
slandered, sometimes by critics who use him as a backhanded means to attack the
contemporary Church.
This Kulturkampf is being fought mainly at the leadership level, by scholars and
theologians in the Jewish and Catholic communities. “For most Catholics, Pius is not an
issue,” says Australian writer Paul O’Shea, whose “A Cross Too Heavy: Politics and the
Jews of Europe, 1917-1943” (Rosenberg Publishing), is being issued next month in this
country.
Pius’ reputation has remained black “on the ‘Jewish street,’” says Steven Bayme, director
of contemporary Jewish life at the American Jewish Committee.
For those who care, Pius’ record during the Holocaust offers fodder for emotional,
subjective, often ahistorical arguments, since the Vatican has not fully released its
wartime archive records that could more fully reveal the extent of the pope’s behavior and
feelings.
The debates “sometimes have less to do with history and more to do with [advocates’]
political agenda,” says Holocaust historian Michael Berenbaum.
“There’s no question that Pius’ legacy has been exploited and tossed around as a way to
further both liberal and conservative views of Catholicism,” says author and social
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commentator Thane Rosenbaum.
The overlap of Pius and contemporary politics is reflected by the identity of some of the
principal voices — among his defenders are Rabbi Lapin, whose Toward Tradition
organization fosters conservative, interfaith activities, and Regnery Publishing, which
calls itself “the nation’s leading conservative publisher”; among his most prominent critics
are Cornwell, a former seminary student in Great Britain who is frequently at odds with
the contemporary Church.
Without firm documentation, Pius’ legacy during the war remains open to speculation, the
subject of books that appear in recent years with regularity. “I don’t think the record is
going to be that exonerating,” even if scholars gain full access to the archives, says
Berenbaum.
For decades, the legacy of the pope has been one of the major issues separating the
Jewish and Catholic communities. Pius, who had earned the praise of Jewish leaders
after his death in 1958 but fell into posthumous disfavor when Rolf Hochhuth’s 1963 play,
“The Deputy,” depicted the former Cardinal Eugenio Pacelli as an unfeeling diplomatturned-pontiff, came to be seen as an anti-Semite, as a supporter of Nazi Germany, as a
powerful religious leader who impotently remained silent while the Jews of Europe were
being was murdered, as a pragmatic politician who put Vatican neutrality and Catholic
interests before the lives of threatened Jews.
Cornwell’s book claims that “from an early stage in his career Pacelli betrayed an
undeniable antipathy toward the Jews.” Pius’ name “will always be linked with Hitler’s
persecution of the Jews,” Noel writes.
While thousands of Jewish lives were unquestionably saved in the Holocaust by ordinary
Catholics, and by low-ranking clergy members, the current debate in Jewish circles
centers on the pope’s role: did Catholics act because of or despite Pius’ example, or with
his tacit approval?
Enter the new books.
“Much historical work since [the publication of ‘The Deputy’ has shown positive aspects of
Pius’ work,” British historian Martin Gilbert tells The Jewish Week in an e-mail interview.
He adds that he reserves judgment on the pope’s wartime actions pending “the full
opening of the Vatican wartime archives.”
Cornwell says he has “reconsidered in a minor way the terms in which I phrased the
culpability of Pius XII during the war.” He has not, however, recanted his largely critical
opinion of the pope, he says. “He had an obligation to explain his silence and diplomatic
language with regard to the Holocaust after the war, when the pressures were lifted.”
“There is no evidence that the pope was an anti-Semite,” says Kurzman, author of “A
Special Mission: Hitler’s Secret Plot to Seize the Vatican and Kidnap Pope Pius XII” (Da
Capo Press, 2007). “It’s not fair to say that he was pro-Hitler. The facts are against it. He
was a bitter enemy of Hitler.”
Kurzman’s book, based on decades of interviews and archival work, documents that
Hitler, infuriated by what he saw as Pius’ unremitting sympathy for the victims of the Final
Solution, ordered a Nazi officer, stationed in occupied Italy late in the war, to storm the
Vatican and take Pius hostage. The pope would probably have been killed as part of the
operation, the book suggests.
Hitler eventually dropped the plan, to avoid the inevitable storm of negative publicity,
Kurzman says.
“Hitler hated the pope,” he says.
“Contrary to the charges of critics, he was consistently anti-Nazi in words and actions,
both before and after he became pope” writes Sister Margherita Marchione, a zealous
defender of Pius XII and professor emerita at Fairleigh Dickinson University. “Pius XII
spoke out many times against Nazi atrocities, without mentioning names. But the whole
world knew to whom he was referring.”
The pope orchestrated rescues of Jews in Slovakia, Poland and Turkey; helped a
childhood friend escape to neutral Switzerland and served as an intermediary between
England and perpetrators of a German plot to assassinate Hitler, his defenders say. They
say Pius did not turn his back on European Jewry, but publicly spoke against the Third
Reich in often-coded terms, and clandestinely encouraged Catholic institutions
throughout the continent to help endangered Jews, while sheltering thousands of Italian
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Jews in Rome’s Catholic institutions.
In the hierarchal Catholic Church, none of the institutions would open their doors to
outsiders without the pope’s explicit instructions, Pius’ defenders say.
“In a remarkable interview given to ‘Inside the Vatican’ ... [Msgr. John Patrick] CarrollAbbing,” the founder of Boys’ Town and Girls’ Town of Italy who served in the Papal
Household during WWII and participated in rescue work, “recounted how the pope
directly ordered him to save the Jews,” Rabbi Dalin writes.
Tibor Baranski, a seminary student in Budapest during the war who was honored by Yad
Vashem for his role, under the auspices of the Vatican ambassador to Hungary, in saving
at least 3,000 Jewish lives, says he saw at least two handwritten letters from the pope
with directions to protect Jews. “This is not a myth,” he says, adding that Papal Nuncio
[Ambassador] Angelo Rotta reported Baranski’s activities to the pope “at least twice a
week.”
“Pius sent a letter by hand to the bishops instructing them to open all convents and
monasteries throughout Italy so that they could become safe refuges for Jewish people,”
lawyer and author Ronald Rychlak writes in “Hitler, the War and the Pope” (Genesis
Press, 2000). “All available church buildings — including those in Vatican City — were
put to use. Catholic hospitals were ordered to admit as many Jewish patients as possible,
even if their ailments were fictitious.”
Pius alluded to Jewish persecution in his speeches and publications, but did not identify
the Nazis’ victims’ as Jews, in order to prevent an increase in reprisals, Rychlak and
other scholars say. Many Jews agreed with the pope’s approach, some scholars say. “All
evidence shows that he believed his approach would best serve Jewish victims of the
Nazis,” Rychlak writes.
Daniel Goldhagen, author of “A Moral Reckoning: The Role of the Catholic Church in the
Holocaust and its Unfulfilled Duty of Repair” (Vintage Books, 2002), disagrees. “It is hard
to defend the Church of this era as a moral institution, at least with regard to Nazism and
the Holocaust,” he writes. “The Church, the pope, the national churches, bishops and
priests generally failed during the Holocaust.”
Pius “did not show courage,” says Fred Rosenbaum, a San Francisco-based Jewish
educator who spent a sabbatical year conducting archival research in Rome about the
pope.
“The terrible tragedy of Pius was his inability to speak clearly in defence of the Jews as
the principal victims of the Nazis and his sincere belief that he had said all that he could,”
O’Shea writes. “While many Catholics believed there was a directive from Pius to rescue
and hide Jews, there is not one shred of written or oral evidence that points to any
instructions. To search for such evidence is akin to seeking a written command of Hitler
to murder all the Jews of Europe. It would be odd if such a document existed.”
Among the most vocal critics of Pius are members of the Italian Jewish community, who
remain convinced that the pope failed to speak out when a roundup of Rome’s Jews took
place a few hundred yards from Pius’ Vatican window in October, 1943.
“Pio XII [the pope’s Italian name] is a huge issue for the Jews of Italy,” says Maurizio
Molinari, a Rome native and New York correspondent for Turin’s La Stampa newspaper.
“Pio XII did very little, if nothing at all. Anyone who lived in Rome at that time knows that,
including my mother, my grandmother and many, many others.”
Wartime discussions in Church circles about dangerous life-saving operations were
usually verbal, defenders of Pius say; written communications were usually veiled in
code, and incriminating documents were burned.
Until the record is clear, the canonization of Pius should be shelved, say such voices as
the Israeli government and the Anti-Defamation League.
“I have been of the opinion for a long time that the truth lies somewhere in between the
extremes of complicity and virtue,” says Rabbi David Rosen, international director of
Interreligious Affairs of The American Jewish Committee.
The desire of some Jewish defenders of Pius to advance Jewish-Catholic relations
skewers their objectivity, Rosenbaum says. “I want to have better relations between Jews
and Catholics,” he says, adding, “I think it has to be based on truth and an honest
examination of the facts.”
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Gary Krupp, coordinator of next week’s Pius symposium in Rome, says Jewish critics of
the pope risk damaging the reputation of a man who saved “more Jewish lives” than any
religious or political leader during World War II.
“This is something we should be ashamed of,” he says. Krupp, who was knighted by
Pope John Paul II in 2000, says he speaks in Pius’ defense for the sake of the Jewish
community — to build Catholic support for an increasingly isolated and vulnerable Israel.
“This is for the Jewish people,” he says. “This is for the State of Israel.”
Vatican representatives may participate in the symposium, Krupp says, but the Church is
not involved in planning or supporting the event.
“This is my responsibility,” he says. “As a Jew, this is my obligation.”
E-mail: steve@jewishweek.org.
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Berliner Ausstellung über Papst Pius XII. und dessen Rolle im dritten Reich

aspekte
Stille Taten von "Hitler's Pope"?
Wird Pius XII. rehabilitiert?
Das Bild von Pius XII. ist zwiespältig. Er galt bisher als der Papst, der zum Holocaust geschwiegen hat, der zu wenig für die Juden tat,
sogar Antisemit war. Doch wer erinnert sich noch daran, dass nach dem Krieg viele, auch jüdische Stimmen, Pius lobten? Einstein
nannte die Kirche die einzige mutige Verteidigerin der moralischen Freiheit. Golda Meir dankte Pius dafür, dass er für die verfolgten
Juden eintrat.
Der Umschwung kam 1963, mit Rolf Hochhuths Theaterstück "Der Stellvertreter", das den Papst als einen berechnenden Zyniker
darstellt, der mit Hitler paktierte. Das Stück sorgte weltweit für Proteste, blieb in den USA und sogar in Israel lange verboten. Den
Autor machte es weltberühmt - die Kritik am schweigenden Papst wurde zu Hochhuths Lebenswerk. Der britische Autor John Cornwell
ging noch einen Schritt weiter, nannte Pius "Hitler's Pope". So kommt es, dass Pius heute in der Holocaust- Gedenkstätte Yad Vashem
in der Halle der Schande hängt. Eine Inschrift dort sagt, er habe geschwiegen.

Bedrohung der Nazi-Pläne
Im Zentrum der Kritik steht die Weihnachtsansprache von 1943, wo Pius in seiner Fürbitte nicht explizit von "den Juden" sprach,
sondern von "Hunderttausende(n), die ohne eigenes Verschulden, bisweilen nur aufgrund ihrer Nationalität oder Rasse dem Tod oder
fortschreitender Vernichtung preisgegeben sind." War dies ein Schweigen? Nein, sagt der Historiker Sir Martin Gilbert: "In Berlin waren
die Nazi-Chefs, Eichmann und Gestapochef Müller, außer sich über das, was der Papst da sagte. Sie warnten all ihre Vertreter in den
Staaten, in die sie Juden deportieren wollten, davor, dass der Papst sich nun mit der jüdisch- bolschewikischen Verschwörung
verbündet hätte. Aus der Nazi-Perspektive waren diese Worte, die ihm immer als Schweigen vorgehalten wurden, also eine direkte
Bedrohung ihrer Pläne."
Wie sehr Pius eine Bedrohung war, zeigt Hitlers Geheimplan von 1943, den Papst aus dem Vatikan zu entführen. Ausführen sollte es
Himmlers Adjutant, SS-General Karl Wolff, der dann aber, wie die Dokumente zeigen, Hitler überredete, es nicht zu tun. Mehr und
mehr Dokumente beweisen Pius' Eintreten für die Juden: Er organisiert die Flucht von 12.000 Juden aus ganz Europa nach Haiti. Er
protestiert gegen die Deportationen in Frankreich, gegen die Deportationen der Juden in Ungarn. In Rom versteckte die Kirche Juden
in Klöstern, Kirchen - und im Vatikan. In keiner anderen Stadt wurden so viele Juden gerettet. Zuletzt sind sogar Dokumente
aufgetaucht, die beweisen, dass Pius Mittelsmann zwischen der englischen Regierung und den Verschwörern gegen Hitler um Admiral
Canaris war.

Leistungen anerkennen
All diese Belege hat eine jüdisch-amerikanische Stiftung zusammengetragen. Sie will Pius rehabilitieren. Gary Krupp von der "Pavethe-Way"-Stiftung erklärt: "Meine Frau und ich wuchsen auf und hassten diesen Mann. Wir dachten, er sei Hitlers Papst gewesen.
Dann aber entdeckten wir Dinge, die dem völlig entgegenstanden. Mir erscheint es daher als eine jüdische Pflicht, die Leistungen
dieses Mannes anzuerkennen, der - mehr als alle anderen Staatschefs zusammen - Juden das Leben rettete. Ob er es still tat oder
nicht - die Hauptsache ist, er tat es."
Für Rolf Hochhuth haben diese Dokumente kein Gewicht. Für ihn bleibt Pius ein, wie er sagt, "durch und durch schlechter Mensch".
Ein Interview lehnte er ab. Sir Martin Gilbert widerspricht: "Wir sind schon viel weiter als Hochhuth und auch als Cornwell. Wir wissen
jetzt, es gibt einen 'Fall Pius'. Wir wissen, dass er viel tat, von dem wir zurzeit noch nichts wissen."

Beweise müssen her
Historiker fordern deshalb die Öffnung der vatikanischen Archive, die ursprünglich für 2028 vorgesehen war. Nun soll sie schon in
wenigen Jahren vollzogen werden, denn, wie Sir Martin Gilbert betont: "Wir brauchen diese Beweise, die Öffnung der Archive. Es wird
erstaunlich sein, Dinge zu finden, durch die wir Hochhuth, Cornwell und all die anderen dann in die Mülltonne verfrachten können."
von Christoph Spielberger
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